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Y2K fear: 
The city and RCMP are ready for 
whatever happens come the new 
year\NEWS A5 
Trees for sale 
Terrace scouts sell Don Coburn's 
locally grown Christmas 
trees\COMMUNITY B1 
Put 'em up: 
Local boxer Joey Losier hopes to 
I fight his way into the Olympic 
ring\SPORTS B l i  
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Y2K nails North Pole 
Santa wrestles with computer chaos 
TIIE Y2K bug has hit the North mas Eve visits around the world NavCanada nd other authori- tive - the company's hares a system failure to be quric 
Pole, throwing the tiny enclave 
into a tizzy wondering what 
will happen midnight Dec. 31. 
"'What do I know about com- 
puter chips?" a vexed Santa 
said last week. "All I know 
about chips is the chocolate 
kind in the cookies the children 
leave me Christmas Eve." 
'The North Pole's problems 
surfaced last week with the re- 
lease of a consultant's report on 
the state of its computerized 
systems. 
Like most places, the Pole's 
conlputers weren't Y2K compli- 
ant, leading to fears about what 
lay ahead. 
Although this year's Christ- 
won't be affected because they 
occur before Dec. 31, the con- 
sultant's report found there was 
much wrong with the North 
Pole's lack of progress in con- 
verting its computer systems to 
a Y2K-friendly environment. 
The only item found to be in 
Working order was Santa's 
sleigh's guidance system, oper- 
ated and maintained by Ru- 
dolph and the rest of the rein- 
deer. 
"We take our motto, 
'Rudolph with your nose so 
bright, won't you guide my 
sleigh tonight', very seriously," 
said Rudolph. "Since June, 
we've worked very closely with 
ties." 
"A test of our system was 
done in October and yes, my 
nose was red as per the specifi- 
cations," he said. "We guaran- 
tee Santa will get to where he 
is going." 
The consultants found elves 
Santa had delegated to repro- 
gram the computer systems 
well before year end didn't 
buckle down to work on the 
chore until rather late. 
It appeared they banded to- 
gether in the fall and entered 
the world of e-commerce with 
their own company, toys- 
byelves.eom. 
The sideline has been iucra- 
soared 900 per cent in its first 
day of trading on the stock mar- 
ket - but the pointy-eared rosy- 
checked entrepreneurs are only 
now scrambling to do what they 
were supposed to do in the first 
place. 
At the heart of the North 
Pole computerized system are 
the lists - the vital documents 
recording who has been naughty 
and who has been nice over the 
past year. 
Having those fall victim to 
the Y2K bug with the chance 
they could be scrambled would 
be a disaster to the North Pole's 
continuing operations. 
"We rank the probability of 
high," the consultants said. 
"'Those who are naughty would 
end up with something meant 
for those who are nice. And 
those who are nice would end 
up with something meant for 
somebody who was naughty -
like season's tickets to the Ca- 
nucks or a copy of 'Effective 
Budget Management.' auto- 
graphed by the NDP caucus." 
The consultants gave a nod 
to Santa's personal prepared- 
ness for Y2K. He may not know 
much about computers, but did 
have the foresight o lay in a 
year's upply of milk and cook- 
ies should deliveries to the 
North Pole be disrupted. Santa Claus 
I I Seasons greetings 
COLOURFUL ARTWORK: Clarence Michiel Ele- 
mentary School student Richard Anderson and his 
Grade 5 classmates' festive holiday artwork festoon 
the halls of his school. Children in the school district 
turn their artistic talents toward the imagery of the 
season at this time of the year. 
Big push on for 
a regional plan 
Health bodies to meet across the northwest 
A SWEEPING series of public meetings 
are planned early next year as northwest- 
ern health care officials grapple, with de- 
veloping a better way to spend scarce 
health care dollars. 
Exact details are still being worked 
out, but there could he at least two meet- 
ings each in key towns across the north- 
west. 
The meetings are part of a massive, 
$200,000 effort on the part of local com- 
munity health councils to develop a more 
regional approach. 
"We need to have a plan. We simply 
can't react to events. We need to walk 
the walk," said Tony Briglio, the chair of 
the North Coast Community Health 
Council in Prince Rupert who is the main 
contact with the Alberta company hired 
to do the work. 
The work will be directed by a 20- 
member committee made up of represen- 
tatives of area health councils and health 
professionals. 
Also on the committee will be the 
Northwest Community Health Services 
Society, formerly the Skeena Health Unit. 
"Consultants will only act on the di- 
rection of the steering committee," said 
local health care official Tom Novak 
said. "The consultants were hired to do 
the leg work to bring information to the 
committee." 
It's the steering committee's job to 
make the final decisions, goals, actions 
and timelines for conapletion, he added. 
Western Health Planning Associates 
Ltd., the consultants hired to help draft 
the regional plan has extensive xperi- 
ence in combining smaller rural health 
care authorities in Alberta. 
That province went through a massive 
shake up in health care in the 1990s when 
administrative structures were merged, 
some facilities closed and costs reduced 
by wage cuts and layoffs. 
Briglio from Prince Rupert said the 
intent of a northwestern plan is a docu- 
ment that has merit and credibility by in- 
volving as many people and groups as 
possible. 
"I want to see a real push on this," he 
said. "I've seen too many attempts in the 
17 years I've been involved in health is- 
sues go nowhere." 
Ten northwest health care authorities 
from Smithers to the Queen Charlotte Is- 
lands are sharing the cost of the plan. 
They've struggled for several years to 
develop a more regional approach to 
health planning and expenditures. 
The situation grew serious this year 
when nursing shortages at Mills Memorial 
Hospital caused it to limit admissions. 
That resulted in local doctors saying 
they wouldn't admit patients from outside 
Terrace so that nurses wouldn't be placed 
under heavy workloads. 
There's also been a growing demand 
for the development of more regional spe- 
cialty medical services. 
This, in turn, has some community 
health care officials worried as they fear 
they'll be a centralization of such servic- 
es in Terrace with other communities on 
the losing side. 
Briglio did say that spending $200,000 
on a study may seem like a lot of money, 
but added it was necessary to have a 
document agreeable to as many people as 
possible in the northwest. 
Arrest of 18-year-old ends 
year-long murder probe 
The n|an  -- who  Cal lnOI  
be identified under tile 
Young Offenders Act be- 
cause he was 17 when Le- 
franc was killed - was ar- 
rested Fritlay night returning 
from Vancouver at the Wer- 
race airport. 
An arrest team el" plain. 
clothes and uniformed 
RCMP officers made the ar- 
rest at 7:55 p.m. in the air- 
port ternfinal. The n|an w;.is 
Continued Page A2 
AN 18-year-old Terrace man 
remains in custody after ap- 
pearing in court Monday 
charged with first-degree 
murder for the Dec. 9, 1998 
killing of local w()man Lin- 
da Leffanc. 
Banks have extra cash for any Y2K worries 
data line failure that would knock out ATMs - 
would prompt he bank to open for cash withdra- 
wals on the Monday after the holiday weekend, a
day the bank would normally be shut. 
They've also got more than the usual number 
of forms for bank drafts, money orders and travel- 
lers cheques for people who want to make large 
withdrawals. 
"We don't really recommend people carry a 
lot of cash around," he said. 
So far, Wilson said, local banks haven't seen 
Terrace and District Credit Union manager 
Valerie Gauvin said members there are also re- 
laxed, 
"People seem to be at ease," she said. 
"We're not concerned at all with any run for 
cash." 
Some people have been moving money out of 
equity mutual funds in case of stock market vo- 
latility, she noted. 
The credit union is offering travellers' cheques 
for free to members who want to take out extra 
customers come in and empty their accounts, money, she said, adding that way they're protec- 
"We haven't seen any of it," he said. "Most ted if thieves break in. 
people seem to feel it,s a non-event from our dis- "We don't want members to have a bunch of 
cash tn their homes." she said. .... 
onto more of it to build up a supply of cash to 
meet demand. "All banks including us are build- 
ing up some reserves," he said. 
Just as important are steps being taken to 
make sure people can access their money. 
Earlier this month the Royal stopped putting 
$5 bills in its automated teller machines (ATMs) 
and is now using all $20 bills. That means the 
cash value each machine can dispense is consid- 
erably higher without being replenished. 
"If there's a run there's more in each ma- 
BANK VAULTS are full with more than the 
usual amount of cash in preparation for any panic 
over the Year 2000 changeover. 
Local bankers ay they've made contingency 
plans to cover any possibility and maintain con- 
sumer confidence in the banking system. 
"We will have sufficient cash on hand - no 
question about it," says Royal Bank branch man- 
ager Dave Wilson. 
It conjures up images of a convoy of armoured 
cars heading north, but in fact cash flow at this 
time of year usually runs in the other direction, chine, there's increased capacity," Wilson said. 
Christmas means merchants deposit large "We'll go hack to the old system in mid' 
amounts of cash banks then have to send away. January?' 
This year, says Wiison, the Royal is holding The worst Case scenario - a power outage or cussions with clients," " 
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Health watch group wants 
heads to roll over hospital 
THE TERRACE and Area 
Health Watch Group says 
the resignations of the 
local health council and 
its top official are one way 
of fixing health care pro- 
blems at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
townhouse at #4-2609 
Bratm St. without forcing 
any doors or windows. Her 
body was discovered that 
morning by her seven-year- 
old daugnter. 
The unsolved murder cast 
a shadow over the city for 
;more than a-y.ei~,r,~ aising 
fe,'~rs of an unapprel~'.:nded 
killer thai could strike 
again. 
"'It certainly comes as a 
big relief to tile RCMP and 
to the community," Terrace 
RCMP Inspector Doug 
Wheler said Monday of the 
arrest. "This particular mur- 
der played heavily on the 
c(mmmnity, not knowing if 
the,'e was a murderer walk- 
ing around in their midst." 
"'It's certain~y a relief to 
know (this suspect) is in 
custody and we know whal 
kind of individual we are 
dealing with.'" 
Police are convinced 
there are no other accom- 
plices or other suspects in- 
volved in the killing, Whel- 
er said. 
"'There's only one indi- 
vidual involved in this in- 
cident." he said. 
Lefrmtc and the accused 
man knew each other, said 
Wheler. who described him 
as a friend or associate of 
hers. 
"He lived in the general 
area where the offence took 
place." Wheler said. 
"This particular individu- 
:tl w,'ts of interest to us right 
at the start of the investiga- 
tion." Wheler said. "It in- 
creased l'rom there and final- 
ly resulted in the arrest ak- 
tug place." 
Although the accused 
man spent last week in 
Vaucouver, police kept Itim 
under close surveillance, 
"The police were aware 
oF where he was at all times 
for the htst ntlnlber of 
mouths," Wheler said. 
After arresiiug the sus- 
pect. RCMP conducted 
several searches  over t i l e  
weekend in efforts to gain 
t'urlher evidence. Wheler 
said. 
Investigutors worked on a 
total of 330 lips or leads 
generated by police officers 
working the case and by the 
public, he sttid. 
First degree murder car- 
ries a sentence of life im- 
prisonment with no chance 
of parole for 25 years for 
adults. 
blems at Mills. 
The first recommenda- 
tion calls for the resigna- 
tion of the hospital's exec- 
utive mentor, Tom Nov•k, 
who was hired by the 
ministry to solve Mills' 
budget problems. 
Ritchey said he did fill 
one out with the intention 
of applying. 
he letter asks Priddy to 
order a full investigation 
into the accou,ting prac- 
tices at Mills. 
The health watch group 
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WE'COVER YOUR FIRST LEASE PAYMENT AND WAIVE YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT. 
36-mo~ th lease with s2989 downpayment orequivalent trade 
Or pllrchase for $29,969 after $2000 CASH BACK** Get this 2-door 4X4 Explorer Sport now and also get: 4.0L SOHC 
V6 engine (210 HP), automatic transmission, bucket seats, cassette and CD player; 16" aluminum wlmels, all-terrain tires, fog lamps, side step 
bars, speed control, remote keyless entry, cargo cover, and leather-wrapped, tilt steering wheel. Then get your snowboard and you're ready to ride. 
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I] ut young offenders aged 
16 or 17 convicted of first counsel, Wheler sitid, assault, or fore•hie confine- 
deg!ee n!urder becgme ligi. First-degree murder usu- meat, err tit ,s carried out ils " 
ble /or parole after lO years, ally nteans murder that is acontract ki lin,, ,v;-;t,~P, ~ ~ 
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On+afot++p+++hwatch+p s t t+n+' tP  AOANO : Ida Mohler has written a accuses .o.a  + ,... ,',om BRING IN  THIS  ' 
letter to health minister more concerned about the one hospital department to i 
Priddy, premier Dan Miller hospital's budget han pa- another creating inaccur- 
and other politicians in- tient care. The letter em- ate records and causing • } r , 
sisting they take action in phasizes that Novak has shortages in the different I R E C E I V E  
order to improve services added to the health care departmeilts. • 
and the working environ- crisis by not seeking to The letter also strongly [] • 
ment at Mills Memorial improve patient care or to opposes spending scant II I " 
Hospital. establishing a better work I, dollars on anything otherper. .i I 0 % O f f  ' ,, The letter states: nvironment for hospital than patient Care. 
Because of a lack of staff. Don Ritehey In particular, the group • 
funding by the provincial "We feel as citizens disapproves of the health • 1 
government, Mills Memor- here tha Lleadership has to council spending $10,000 [] 
ial Hospital has been un- change, Mohler said. I on a public relations 
able to provide medical "We want Mr. Novak to be son, and moving admin- i I ' 
treatment to persons re- interested in people not istrative offices from the I 
quiringcare." numbers." hospital to the former i Mohler wrote that pa- In his defence, Novak Sleeping Beauty Lodge. • A larpr lcedi temln the store tients' liveswill continue sa id" ldon ' t th ink lever  Novak said that the II nyregu to be in jeopardy if Priddy look at things from a hospital is movine admin- • +ro+o0om+   1+9 doesn't adopt four recom- straight dollar and sense ~ • Coupon istrators there to make I 
mendations to correct point of view." room for medicalservices. 1 
some of the existing pro- He added he will re- "It's prime space for [ 
main at Mills as long as patient care,' he sa!d of [] 
I~rt ' ) rn  f r rhn f  the ministry and the board the space that ~,ill be free _ 
"----'-----~ . . . . . .  -'--'" need him. His contract once administrators move; I 
.1 I I  ~] I~  n i [ ~ with the ministry is good The money spent on re- I 
,,,.,, ~.nv,~..~. m~,,,,, until June 2000, and he novating Sleeping Beauty ' , 
f~har r .4er ]  expects to stay that long in Lodge, Novak said, will • • ; 
.,..,, u u order to help train the new come from capital dollars, I I chief executive officer not operating dollars. In  L e f r a n c  when that person is hired. IdaMohler  Don Ritchey, coordina- 
The second recommen- toy of the health watch 
,i o : 
m urder darien asks for the dismis- letter, group, calls the letter an ; 
sal of all the Terrace and Mohler added that a extreme resort. We use Kodak Paper ., 
held in custody at tile Ter- Area Health Council new council would better "We have totally lost • 
race RCMP detachntent and members, represent the people, the confidence + in the 
charged Saturday afternoon. "The community has no Ironically, no-one from health council and from + 
Lefranc, a business ad- confidence in the TACHC the he,~lth watch group had Tom Novak's leadership,." 
ministration student at members; the ministry has submitted an application hesaid. _ For the good look ~ , 
Northwest Community appointed them all and lay deadline day Dec. 17 to We don't feel comfort- f #4-4736 LakelseAvenue T rrace B.C. VSG IR6 Monday-Thursdaygam-6pna 
College, had been stabbed they do not reflect the fill vacancies on the coun- able the health board has 1 Teh (250) 638-1888 Fax:(250)638-1440 Fridaygam-gpm 
nmltiple times by an assail- needs or concerns of the ell. let things get tO this criti- _ E-Mail:nphoto@northerndrugs.com Saturdaygam-6pm 
Sunday  & Ho l idays  C losed  ~' 
ant who gained entry toher community," states the But group leader Don cai state." ~11 ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ 
THE EFFORT local resi- 
dents put into stringing 
their homes with brightly 
coloured lights and de- 
corating their yards with 
ornaments and nativity 
scenes is nothing short of 
awesome. 
It took five judges two 
and a half hours Dec. 17 to 
visit all 22 homes atad bu- 
sinesses entered in this 
year's lights contest. 
Taking into considera- 
tion theme, colour 
: scheme, props and the 
amount of lights, judges 
gave the best home award 
to Howie Ritchey who 
lives at 2415 Cramer 
Street. 
"I like it because it 
doesn't look gaudy," said 
judge Howard Chafin from 
the Terrace Beautification 
Society. "It's ve_.ry classy." 
Judge Raja Sandhu, a 
realtor, said he liked the 
fact that the whole house 
was decorated, not simply 
just the front section. 
"It probably has the 
most lights," he added. 
Second place for best 
home goes to Ken Juniper 
and his home at 5306 Mc- 
Connell Avenue. 
Honourable mention 
goes to Bud Kirkaldy, and 
his Charlie Brown home at 
4707 Weber Street. 
The award for best ef- 
fort goes to Roy and Au- 
drey Alaric for their twink- 
ling domain at 4705 Sou- 
cie Avenue. 
"A lot of planning went 
into this one," said judge 
Diana Wood, a realtor. 
"They used all the ~pace 
they had." 
Judge Judy Chafin from 
the beautification society 
said she thought he home 
was quaint. 
"They 've  got  
everything," said Chafin, 
rioting house and yard was 
dovered top to bottom with 
flashing lights, hanging 
icicle lights, Santas 
(including one on the 
roof), snowmen and candy 
canes. 
;The award for best 
~ipartment/mobile home 
goes to the Chisholnas, at 
21A Woodland Heights 
Park in Thornhill. 
ae 
Lights delight contest judges 
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BRIGHT LIGHTS: Christmas lights contest judge 
Raja Sandhu marks Roy and Audrey Alaric's home 
"It's eye catching," apartment/mobile home Other must sees include 
said Sandhu of the well-lit category goes to Tom and Scott Hamer's home at 
home. "They put a lot of April Spizak at 72-4625 5233 Mountain Vista, 
effort into decorating Graham Avenue. Thelma Odell's home at 
everything. They really Best commercial build- 2802 Molitor, and Jim 
thought aboutit." ing is Tillicum Twin Young's home at 4931 
Second place in the Theatres. Park Avenue. 
at 4705 Soucie Avenue. The home won the best 
effort award in this year's lights competition. 
The annual contest is 
sponsored by local busines- 
ses, realtors and the beau- 
tification society. Totem 
Ford supplies a judges' van 
each year 
Dump costs on the increase 
until garbage decision made 
THE CITY is paying its landfill contractor more than 50 
per cent extra to operate the dump on a month-by-month 
basis while it awaits a final decision from the regional 
district on where a sub-regional dumF will go. ,' 
Director of engineering Stew Christensen had hoped 
the city would be out of its dump a few months/after 
dump contractor Double M Ventures' contract expfred in 
August. / 
Council wanted to quickly take advantage of new 
lower estimates of the environmental costs of closing the 
landfill, possibly Closing the dump this year arid redir- 
But if Onion Lake is the chosen site, Terrace will 
ave to keep operating its dump for another three to five 
years. 
In order to keep Double M on the job, Christensen 
said, the city has upped the monthly payments to the 
firm by $2,000 to $5,700. 
He said that's in recognition of the reduced ump re- 
venue due to lower than usual construction the last cou- 
ple of years. 
Tipping fees are down an average of $2,400 per 
month from two years ago, he said, noting that the cam- 
ecting all local garbage to the Thornhill dump. pany bid at a time when new development had peaked. 
That simple step, however, isn't allowed under the Even at $5,700, Double M is still far cheaper than the 
Th0i'hh]lii~idii~"~i~ennit, so the city is waiting for a final next lowest bid of $8,400 a month back when the dump 
decmton on~lletherThornhfll or a new site near Omon contract was first:let. 
I-Jake~ii'~:~il~¢~'fiit~re sul~reg~n:il ' dump Council auth6rized the increased payments,to C nli- 
,,if it turns out to be Thomhill, we could be there al- nue until February, by which time it's hoped the regional 
most immediately," Christensen said. district will have made a decision. 
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N ews In Brief 
Stop smoking boosted 
KITSUMKALUM AND Kitselas villages have re- 
ceived just under $1,000 to assemble a program to 
help stop people from smoking or to begin. 
Community health nurse Cynthia Morris, who 
will run the program, said heart disease, one of the 
by-products of smoking, affects 37 per cent of na- 
tive people. "This will be an awareness program. 
Teens and pre-teenS are an ideal group for 
targeting," she said. 
As a personal statement about tobacco, Morris 
said she doesn't pass along cigarettes in the feast 
hall to teenagers, "I'11 pass them to the hereditary 
chiefs, but not to the teenagers. 1,11 give them a 
loonie or toonie instead," she said. 
The $988 grant o the two villages was one of 29 
announced by the province for pilot anti-smoking 
projects among aboriginal communities. 
Good news bears 
SOMEWHERE IN Japan somebody is learning 
more about northwestern B .C. 
That's because two small, stuffed Kodle Kerm- 
doei bears from the Terrace Tourism Council were 
sent there by a local collector. They have a tag 
giving general information on the kermode bear 
and the tag also has the tourism council's 1-800 
number and its website address. 
The two were part of a shipment of nearly 150 
which arrived in town the first part of December 
and are now available in various tores. 
All told, 1000 bears have been ordered, says 
Rana Nelson of the tourism council. Another ship- 
ment is expected in early February and a subse- 
quent batch will be in town in time for the 2000 
tourism season. 
The air up here 
Terrace's air quality was rated good 99 per cent of 
the naonth last November 
Air quality is measured by the amount of fine 
dust particles in the air. Any reading above 25 in- 
halahle particulates i  said to cause breathing pro- 
blerns and increased hospital visits for asthma nd 
cardiopulmonary disease. 
While the mean air quality here last month ho- 
vered around 10 inhalable particulates, the may 
imum hourly reading jumped into the poor range at 
61 particulates during one hourly test. 
That's still nothing compared to maximum hour- 
ly ratings in Burns Lake, where readings peaked at 
500 inhalable particulates, far below the federal air 
quality standards considers healthy to breathe. 
Back for five years 
UNIVERSITY OF Northern B.C. president Charles 
Jago has had his contract renewed for five years 
effective July 1, 2000. 
"Under his leadership, the university has estab- 
lished its academic redibility at a national evel 
and has contributed significantly to the advance- 
ment of northern British Columbia," said UNBC 
Board of Governors chair Alice Downing. 
The university's Pr ince George campus was 
owned by Queen Elizabeth II in 199~1 and Jago ar- 
rived one year later. UNBC now has nearly 3,400 
students. 
Countdown to Y2K 
BC's provincial government depaxtments 
and essential service providers have done 
their job in preparing for the year 2000. 
No disruptions to essential services like 
utilities, buses, ferries, pharmacies, banks, 
and credit unions are anticipated. In case of  
glitches we do have back-up plans. 
Enquiry BC operators will be available to 
answer questions about Y2K and essential 
services during the New Year's weekend. 
Enquiry BC: 
In Vancouver 660-2421 
In Victoria 387-6121 
Toll-free from the Pest of 
the province 1-800-663-7867 
For  in format ion on provincial 
readiness check our web site at 
http://www.y2k.gov.bc.ca 
Action 
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Means  test 
MULTIPLEX SUPPORTERS must have re- 
membered that watch commercial from years ago 
- it takes a licking, but keeps on ticking. 
Given that the project was passed in Terrace, 
they're now seizing on this as a source of com- 
fort that there is some hope their vision will one 
day become a reality. 
Specifically, they say they have the approval of 
Terrace taxpayers to borrow the majority of the 
$7.6 million they had requested in the November 
referendum. Based on what would have been a 
70/30 cost split with Thonahill and the rural area, 
had the latter also voted 'yes', that amount is ap- 
proximately $5.3 million. 
This leaves about $2.3 million to raise from 
other sources, a daunting proposition given the 
overall cautious tate of the economy. 
The irony is that multiplex supporters would 
have found themselves in much the same situa- 
tion even if Thornhill and the rural area voted 
'yes' because of promises made during the cam- 
paign to raise as much money as possible to re- 
duce the overall debt from borrowing. Only this 
time, there is a definite target - the shortfall stem- 
ming from the Thornhill and rural area 'no' vote. 
In some ways this revives a proposition made 
by city councillor David I-lull in the fall, before 
the amount o be borrowed was set. He suggested 
there be a cap on the borrowing, perhaps $6 mil- 
lion, in order to demonstrate to skeptical Thorn- 
hill and rural voters that there would be other 
sources found to round out the multiplex cost. 
If this idea needs a name, call it the "Thornhill 
means test". Who knows. Had it been adopted, 
the referendum result in Thornhill and the rural 
area might verylwell b~en different. 
,:To undertake this meanstest now, and-then. 
persuade Thornhill and the rural area to buy in, is 
going to be more expensive. 
;RaM THE CAP ITAL  
Our wish 
CHRISTMAS COMES far too fast each year, 
leaving very little time for people to stop, take a 
breath and enjoy the season. 
To be sure, there is the annual routine of par- 
ties, meals, concerts, gift-baying and gift-giving 
and the like, but it's almost as if we're all on au- 
to-pilot. 
So that's why it's important o seize on the new 
and different things that make the season. It may 
be a card or phone call from someone with 
whom you may have lost touch as the years went 
on. Or it may be realizing the beauty of the north- 
west when the clouds rise and the snow-capped 
mountain tops are visible. 
One new sight this year are the lights and nativ- 
ity scene on the old Evangelical Free Churcli on 
the corner of Park and Sparks, now the home of 
the Stepping Stone Clubhouse. 
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Social erginee :  not 
VICTORIA- Maybe it's just 
that I'm getting older and not 
necessarily wiser, but I have 
the distinct impression the 
zeal with which the corps of 
cultural and social engineers 
that tinkers ad ubsurdum et 
nauseam with or society has at 
last crossed the threshold of 
the ridiculous and invaded the 
sphere of the sublime. 
In Quebec, gay clubs, 
claiming protection under the 
Charter of Rights and citing 
social needs, battle before the 
courts for the right of male 
dancers to perform lewd acts. 
Female dancers have won 
that battle long ago in various 
jurisdictions. Some Canadian 
schools have outlawed nativity 
displays and Christmas con- 
certs in deference to the sensi- 
tivities of adherents to other 
HUBERT BEYER 
mixed and shipped to the U.S., 
where a rented womb is to 
carry and bear the child• One 
can only hope that everyone 
will live happily ever after. 
In Canada, religion, speci- 
fically Christianity with its 
allegedly outmoded moral 
concepts keeps tripping up 
phy, premarital sex, adultery 
and homosexual behaviour." 
In addition, dancing is not 
permitted on campus. Drink- 
ing, smoking and other com- 
mon vices are also banned by 
Western Trinity's community 
standards. 
A letter to students ays, 
"this is not UIG - University of 
Instant Gratification." Two 
B.C. courts have instructed the 
teachers' college to accredit 
Trinity's program, stating that 
accreditation should be based 
solely on academic grounds. 
Unwilling to accept he courts'. 
decisions, the college has ap- 
pealed to the Supreme Court 
of British Columbia, which has 
agreed to hear the appeal. 
The teachers' college won't 
have an easy time of it in su- 
preme court because Trinity 
religions, opting for Solstice 
festwals instead. 
Canada's merchants 
smelled that trend long ago, 
all but banning the word 
Christmas from their advertis- 
ing, luring the multi-culturally 
conditioned masses to cele- 
brate the "Holiday Season". 
Meanwhile in England, a 
gay couple won the right to 
have a child, have, not just 
adopt. And since nature, so 
far, refuses to co-operate, the 
two men had their sperm 
7the  soeiiilLengineers ' trymg to  Western ,has, received, unex-~, 
• " !q .~ '  '~'~2 , '  ,~ '~ '  "" '~ '  ~ ~ '~ I" ~ , I '  ~ ' . . ' " 
imbue us all wzth the wonilers pectelJ support frp.m the :Catho- 
'0'fiheir new morality• ' '  li~i 'ch'urch, several organiza- 
The B.C. College of Tea- 
chers, charged with profes- 
sional certification of teaching 
programs, has blocked the ac- 
creditation of the Trinity 
Western University's bachelor 
of education program. 
The reason: the Langley- 
based un ivers i ty ' s  
"community standards" in- 
elude a ban on "sexual sins, 
including viewing pornogra- 
tions of which have agreed to 
join Trinity in the fight. 
"The case has dire implica- 
tions for religious freedom," 
says Thomas Langan, presi- 
dent of the Catholic Civil 
Rights League. I say it does. 
Churches in this country have 
a long way to go to get or re- 
tain the same rights as male or 
female strippers. 
Doug Smart, registrar of the 
needed 
B.C. College of Teachers, says~ 
the college has the responsibil-, 
ity to scrutinize Trinity's vail 
lues, not just its academic, 
standards. Well said, by; 
George. Can't have teachers in', 
our education system who were'. 
brainwashed into believing that', 
pornography isn't part of out 
value system. Next thing you', 
know, we'll have teachersl 
sneaking in the back door who; 
still believe that marriage'. 
(between man and woman) is 
still a viable institution. 
Smart also says Trinity 
Western discriminates against 
homosexuals. Trinity says it 
doesn't. Homosexuals are wel- 
come, as long as they abide by 
the university's tandards. 
Perhaps, just perhaps, the 
forces of social engineering 
will get the setback in the su- 
preme,~court theycS'o richly de, 
Serve ~ind:we canchalk one up 
for common sense, a principle 
that has languished on the slag 
heap for too long. 
And maybe some day, in a 
country that is nominally 85- 
per-cent Christian, we can 
again celebrate Christmas 
without having to apologize to 
the 15 per cent who aren't. 
Beyer can be reached at: e- 
mai l  hubert@coolcom.com 
Tel (250) 381-6900 Web 
http :/ /www.hubertbey er.e om 
Learn to) say 'l lo' 
QUEBEC TELEMARKE- 
TERS are the third worst 
fraud after foreign lotteries 
and pyramid schemes, ac- 
cording to a news report. 
Especially so at Christmas, 
when everyone feels more 
generous or their defences are 
lower. 
Too bad we can't be in- 
oculated against telemarketers 
the same as we can against 
winter flu. 
Telemarketers, though, 
give me a chance to practice 
saying 'No'. Firmly. 
Unlike today's six-year- 
olds who are street-proofed 
in grade one to scream 'No' 
whenever someone or a si- 
tuation makes them feel un- 
comfortable or unsafe, I be- 
long to an older generation 
brought up to be polite no 
matter what. 
That makes it difficult for 
me to refuse even telemarke- 
ters. But by practising on 
their suppertime calls, I 'm 
gradually stiffening my back- 
bone. 
I I I ;  I ~[~l l le l  • [ ]  : l  I :l[aI~,l':! I [ .1  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
To help me along, I have 
settled on a few guidelines. 
First, I keep a short list of 
those charities I 'm willing to 
support regularly. I guard my 
list the way a bank safe- 
guards the combination to its 
• vault. To let slip my list 
would lose my advantage and 
resolve. 
So unless the phone call is 
if rein a short-listed group I 
know, I swiftly say 'No, 
ithank you' and drop the re- 
ceiver in its cradle before I'm 
a whole lot 
C0t.p~s-c sm~ o~ \ I 
aL0S  wAe l  e'  . .  I --V 
! 
tempted to listen and risk 
more persuasive talk. 
Another guideline is to de- 
termine quickly the nature of 
the call and whether it's a 
waste of my time and theirs. 
Calls such as from Dun and 
Bradstreet. I laugh when they 
phone. What possible interest 
could my two-person shop 
have for one of Canada's lar- 
gest financial institutions? 
But, you say, don't I risk 
cutting off a caller I truly 
would want to deal with? 
Sure. But if I do, chances are 
that person will call again. 
If uncertain about a caller, 
whether their solicitation de- 
serves support of not, I ask 
foi" a phone number I can call 
back after checking. 
If they won't - or can't -
give me a number to call, I 
conclude their legitimacy may 
be questionable. Saying 'No' 
to them doesn't hurt a bit. 
No matter the time of year, 
I feel guilty rejecting even a 
telemarketer. Gradually, 
though, saying 'No' is be- 
coming easier and bothers me 
less. 
My shortlist helps the 
most. But it becomes fuzzy 
when an enthusiastic friendly 
voice says, 'Hello, Claudette, 
this is Bill." Or Dave. Or 
• Harry. My mind reels trying 
to recall the voice. I know 
anyone can find my first name 
instantly in any phone or city 
directory. 
My third guideline dismis- 
ses calls from groups who 
print booklets, whether they're 
activity booklets for kids 
handed out in doctors office or 
hospital waiting rooms, or 
brochures of events to take 
place at provincial sports 
meets. With them, I'm certain 
most of every donation goes 
to the printer; very little sup-i 
ports the athletes attending the 
meet. 
So telemarketers, takenote., 
If you're not on my short list,' 
don't expect a 'Yes' from me.' 
' ~"  "" " I1  ' 
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CANNED GOODS, other non perishables, candles 
and batteries should top the list for supplies to have 
on hand for Dec,31st, 
What to have 
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City set to field 
phone inquiries 
THE CITY ts preparing to field a flood of 
phone calls from locals with questions 
and concerns on the Y2K weekend. 
Phone calls to the city switchboard at 
635-6311 or the after hours emergency 
number will go to the fire department. 
Fire chief Randy Smith says they'll try 
to solve problems and give callers as 
much information as they can on any re- 
ported Y2K incidents here, around the 
province or in the rest of the country. 
If demand is too nmch for fire dis- 
patchers to handle, the city will bring in 
extra staff, he added. 
The city will be getting a steady flow 
of reports on what happens elsewhere, he 
said. 
They'll also put that information up on 
the city's Y2K web page as it comes in. 
The page is accessed through the Terrace 
Emergency Program portion of the city 
web site, at www.city.terrace.bc.ca. 
All that assumes computers and at the 
very least telephones continue to func- 
tion, of course. 
A READY EAR: Terrace firefighter 
Lieutenant Fred Euverman (left) and 
other fire department dispatchers - 
and city staff if necessary -w i l l  be 
ready to handle any phone calls to 
the city concerned about Y2K effects 
during the hours that city hall would 
normally be closed. 
Ready or not, 
here it comes 
Year 2000 uncertainty now focuses more on people than 
ON ALERT FOR 
CITY OFFICIALS are virtually 
certain nothing catastrophic will 
happen with basic services here 
because of the Year 2000 comput- 
er problem. 
They're fairly confident utili- 
ties that provide electricity, natu- 
2K 
ral gas and phone service have _6 .  
the millennium bug under control. %* d what to do And they'redeadcertainthat-happens r~ no matter what elsewhere Stories by Jeff Nagel 
| | 
- the city will be able to make and Chd~iana Wiens 
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. . . .  aey, we re me norm, says But at the same hme It ~s possible to be underpre ,, , 
" fire chief Randy Smith. We Its good practice 
should be able to deal locally 
with just about anything Y2K 
throws at us." 
"I think it's a tempest in a 
teapot;" adds city engineering di- 
rector Stew Christensen, who 
along with other city officials will 
be on standby that night in case of 
emergency. 
As with many businesses and 
utilities, the city believes its sys- 
tems are ready but cannot guaran- 
tee all its suppliers are ready and 
won't be affected by the computer 
problems. 
Backup power 
The city has a diesel generator 
on standby at the Skeena River 
that will be able to pump water in 
the event of a B.C. Hydro power 
failure knocking out the main city 
pump house. 
The city would also likely tap 
Deep Creek, which is gravity fed 
and can provide water to the city 
regardless of electrical failures. 
There's also a standby genera- 
tor at the sewage treatment plant 
to ensure the sewer system con- 
tinues to work if the enlire city 
flushes toilets just after midnight. 
Another generator is mobile 
and can be moved around the city 
to operate sewer lift stations peri- 
odically as required. 
The fire department's radios, 
pagers and equipment are all op- 
Even if nothing happens after 
the year 1999 turns to 2000 in 
computers world wide, Smith says 
it's still good to be ready. 
"Being prepared starts right at 
the personal evel," says Smith, 
who's an advocate of disaster pre- 
paredness year-round. 
"We're just as prone to having 
major snowstorms, ice storms. We 
could have an earthquake. It 
floods here from time to time," 
Smith says. "Y2K is a reason to 
be prepared. It 's not the only 
reason," Smith said. 
People should have already 
stocked up on supplies. 
"You should have your stuff in 
the cupboard now," he says. 
"Don't wait until the last minute." 
Y2K arrives later 
The Pacific coast is in a fortu- 
nate position because of its later 
time zone. 
Most of the world will feel the 
Y2K effect hours before B.C. does. 
That should give emergency 
personnel here fair warning if 
problems are likely to occur. 
"By noon we should know 
what's happening in Asia," Chris- 
tensen noted. "By late afternoon 
we're going to know if they had 
troubles in Europe." 
"We've got almost the whole 
day to find out what's going on 
and what might affect us." 
pared for problems that may happen. 
Here's a checklist of some precautions that are rela- 
tively simple and can help ensure you're relaxed and 
confident going into the new millennium. 
[] Food: Keep at least a three day supply of food and 
water per person, preferably supplies that don't require 
refrigeration or even cooking. Good bets include canned 
food and soup, canned milk, bottled juice, fresh fruit and 
vegetables, dried fruit and nuts, cereals, bread, cheese 
and crackers. Ensure you've got a hand-operated can 
opener for canned items. 
[] Animals: Don't forget your pets need to eat. 
[] Water: Dig out water containers you'd use for 
camping and fill them up. If you don't have large water 
jugs fill the bath tub the night of the 31st. 
[] Light: Prepare a supply of flashlights, batteries, 
candles and waterproof matches. Make sure you know 
where it is and can find it in the dark. 
• Emergency kits: Make sure your first aid kit is 
well stocked. Take time to check your household smoke 
alarms and fire extinguishers. 
• Gas: Fill your tank before the 31st. Keep at least 
half a tank of gas in your vehicle throughout December 
and January. If you've got portable gas cans, make sure 
they're full. 
[] Cook ing  fuel: If you own a gas barbecue or a 
camp stove, make sure you've got full tanks of propane 
or camp fuel. Make sure portable stoves are in working 
order, and don't use them indoors. 
[] Medicine: Check your medicine cabainet and 
make sure prescriptions are renewed, but don't over- 
stock. 
1 Money:  Take out extra cash in small denomina- 
tions - what you would spend over the course of three 
days to a week depending on your comfort level. With- 
draw it early so you don't intensify last-minute demand 
at ATMs. 
[] Documents: Hake sure you have copies of import- 
ant papers, including identification, personal contacts 
and house insurance. If there are important lists you keep 
only on your computer, print a paper copy. 
[]  F inances :  Keep copies of current statements for 
bank, pension and investment accounts as well as utility 
bills and credit card statements. Hold onto them through 
the first few months of 2000 and double check to ensure 
nothing goes wrong with the balances. Keep paper 
records of any important business or financial transac- 
tions. If you're not very organized with this paperwork 
normally make an extra effort to do so for these few 
months. 
[] Your  computer:  Back up important files on your 
computer. Even if you've made sure it won't be affected 
by the Y2K changeover, no one knows for sure what 
computer viruses may be circulating that could take ef- 
fect when the clock ticks over. 
[] Family: Think about how you will communicate 
with dependent family and friends should phone systems 
fail or be overwhelmed by demand. If you have ailing 
parents who live far away, you might plan to have a 
neighbonr there check in on them should you be unable 
to call. Make sure loved ones know when and how you 
plan to contact . hem after the millennium. 
[] Neighbours: Take a break from shovelling snow to 
talk to your neighbours and compare notes on prepared- 
ness. Knowing what's available - and who's got a wood- 
stove, gas barbecue or generator handy in case of emer- 
gency - will reassure veryone in your neighbourhood. 
NINE DAYS are left before the new millennium ar- 
rives and Cpl Rod Holland and other Terrace RCMP 
members will be on alert, 
If electrical failures are going 
to happen in North America, we'll 
likely know about it by 9:00 p.m. 
- when clocks strike midnight on 
the eastern seaboard of the U.S. 
That's the time B.C. Hydro will 
be prepared to isolate B.C. if it 
appears the entire continental 
power grid is about o be affected. 
"We've been told that B.C. 
Hydro could cut us off from the 
rest of the grid at that point," 
Cllristensen said. 
Ha¢lte~'s and'hooligans 
Considerable trouble worldwide 
is expected to be deliberately 
generated by hooligans and com- 
puter hackers. 
"I think mischief is going to be 
the biggest issue," Smith says. 
"Where they're going to strike is 
difficult to predict." 
Because governments and 
companies have largely declared 
the Y2K software problem fixed, 
hackers may be tempted to try to 
prove the authorities wrong. 
"What a challenge for the 
hackers of the world," Smith says. 
"The gauntlet has been thrown 
down." 
Police are also preparing to 
handle everything from rioting 
crowds to doomsday cults. 
Ordinary thieves may also try 
to take advantage of the fear and 
confusion of the night, and the 
possibility of malfunctioning se- 
curity systems. 
Practical jokers may also help 
create panic. 
"The jokesters of the crowd 
will be greatly tempted to flick 
the light switch off in a crowded 
room at the stroke of midnight," 
Smith says. 
Larger centres will be more 
susceptible because of con- 
centrated population and large 
gatherings of people. 
Knocking out all traffic lights 
in Toronto would be much more 
serious than knocking out all traf- 
fic lights in Terrace, Smith notes. 
equipment 
The rest of us 
Officials preparing for Y2K 
think some of the bigger problems 
- rather than actual computer or 
system failures - may stem from 
the actions of ordinary people. 
When thousands or millions of 
law abiding citizens try to do the 
same thing at the same time, ex- 
pect trouble. 
"At midnight don't pick up the 
phone to see if there's till a dial 
tone," Smith says . . . .  
Everyone rushing out to stock 
up on food or take money Out of 
bank machines on the 31st could 
also cause shortages that wouldn't 
happen otherwise. 
"The biggest fear now is the 
people one," says Smith, who 
urges people to get ready sooner. 
Delayed effects 
If the power and phones are 
still on at 12:01 on Jan. 1, your 
major appliances till work and 
the world's nuclear arsenals ha- 
ven't decided to launch, there's 
no problem. Right? 
Wrong. 
Even if there's no immediate 
trouble, delayed effects of Y2K 
are expected to surface for days, 
weeks and even months after the 
critical date. 
• Electronic gadgetry in homes, 
businesses and industry that's not 
used continuously may only prove 
faulty the next time someone tries 
to use it. 
Producers in countries overseas 
that are less prepared for Y2K 
could experience production or 
transportation disruptions. That 
might not translate into shortages 
in certain products here for a few 
weeks. 
"Right after midnight we may 
notice nothing different," Smith 
says. "Next morning we might not 
notice anything different." 
"Realistically the impact this 
will have on business is long- 
term." 
search of parties and partiers that have 
gotten out of hand. 
"We may have some lenience," said 
Wheler, when it comes to louder than 
normal parties. "But that depends on the 
number of noise complaints." 
Officers will use discretion, but if the 
noise persists beyond initial warnings, of- 
ficers will follow the city bylaw and start 
handing out tickets - whether it's the 
start of a new millennmm or not. 
And most of his officers have gotten 
used to the idea of spending New Year's 
on the job ever though they won't be paid 
extra for being there. 
Wheler said most shifts will be juggled 
or rescheduled to avoid paying unneece- 
sary overtime. 
But it's not an idea Terrace's top cop 
is willing to embrace himself. 
"I'm not working on New Year's," he 
said laughing. 'TII be on call if they need 
me, but I won't be here." 
MILLENNIUM chaos or not, Terrace's 
entire RCMP detachment will be stand- 
ing by just in case. 
A Canada-wide l ave restriction order- 
ing RCMP officers to stay in town from 
Dee. 29 to Jan. 14 allows RCMP Inspec- 
tor Doug Wheler to almost double the 
number of officers on duty for Y2K. 
Along with four regularly scheduled 
six-person watches on duty Dec. 31 and 
Jan. 1, starting at 7 a.m. and 7 p,m, gener- 
al duty officers will be assisted by four 
highway patrol officers and the dog han- 
dler bringing the total number of officers 
on duty at any time to 11. 
In addition, said Wheler, the detach- 
ment will have help from local RCMP 
auxiliaries. 
"We're not anticipating anything to go 
wrong," he said, "All our systems and the 
city system has been checked out." 
If anything, said Wholer, ho expects 
his officers to be cruising the streets in 
Extra police hit streets for 
eve of the new millennium 
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Article a disservice to centre 
Dear Star 
Re: the article about 
the Teen Learning Center 
in the Dec. 1 edition. 
The article begs two 
questions: Why was it 
written and why now. The 
auditors' report upon which 
the article was based was 
released in April. 
The heading suggests 
the TLC functions as a re- 
form school for  problem 
SUNDAY, " .MONDAY ~UESDAY ''WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRID.AY SATURDA CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
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working. 
The statements indica- 
ting that the staff at the 
TLC did not establish liai- 
I sons with community 
students. That is not so. It agencies is simply not 
serves as support for stu, supported by the evidence, 
dents with problems that, It is true that the neces, 
in the short term, prevent sary paperwork Was not 
them from attendance at done to support he identi, 
regular schools, fication o f  many o f  the an attribution of blame as 
Helping these students TLC students last year; suggested by your article, 
come to terms with the ob' That is regrettable. Re- The referral process to 
statics in their lives is sponsibility for that failure and from the TLC, as has 
gradual, requiring an abun, rests with the school dis- now been made clear, was 
dance of empathy, pa- trict, notwith the TLC. deficient. It wasa  system 
tience, skill, and caring. Students are supposed problem, nota facility pro' 
The staff at the TLC have to haveall the appropriate blem~ 
lored set of learning objec- 
tives. 
The auditors seemed to 
be concerned that not 
everyone was studying the 
same subject at  the same 
time. The staff are at- 
tempting to :comply with 
this understanding of how 
education should be  deli- 
vered because they fear 
what might happen i f  the 
TLC is closed. However, 
these attributes. 
Ms. Hamilton relies too 
much on the auditors' re- 
port. I and most teachers 
disagree with several of 
the reports ooservations 
and conclusions. The re- 
port is of poor professional 
quality, relying on unveri- 
fied anecdotal reports. 
For example, the asser- 
tion that the TLC has 
failed in its mandate to re- 
integrate its students ig- 
nores critical factors. The 
TLC staff bring students to 
the point of readiness for 
return to regular school. 
However, once there, 
the supports they need are 
abruptly removed and the 
students are on their own 
to succeed or not. Often 
they don't. 
One has to ask about 
the wisdom of a system 
that fails to provide the 
support necessary for suc- 
cessful transitions. 
The outreach program 
criticized by the auditors 
was an example of an ap- 
propriate response by the 
school system to young 
people desperately in need 
of adult support. 
It may be argued that 
their families or other 
ministries hould have as- 
sumed responsibility for 
these youngsters. Usually, 
appropriate family supports 
weren't available, and the 
other ministries weren't 
picking up the" load. 
From a social, educa- 
tional, fiscal, and moral 
perspective, I applaud the 
efforts of the school dis- 
trict to help these students. 
Incidentally, so did the au- 
ditors. The problem was 
that, in an accounting 
sense, the outreach pro- 
grams didn't fit the mold. 
The article makes much 
of the lack of an atten- 
dance requirement. 
Making their atten- 
dance mandatory would 
not be a compelling reason 
for them to attend. It is 
mandatory in the regular 
schools that they no longer 
attend. The staffs at both 
the TLC and the district 
know this. 
The strategy has been 
to encourage improve- 
ments in attendance by 
making the TLC a support- 
ing environment where 
students can experience 
success in building rela- 
tionships, coming to terms 
with their difficulties, and 
in their studies. It was 
documentation by the time 
they are candidates at the 
TLC. The staff there staff to the academic 
learned of this requirement achievement of their stu- 
only during the audit, dents, one might easily get 
Prior to that time, stu- the impression from you r 
dents were accepted from.' ar t ic le  that academics 
the waiting list based on a were of little concern. 
number of factors dealing 
with their current personal had an  individually tai- 
circumstances, rather than 
a significant documented 
history. 
Intake processes have 
now been amended to re- 
flect the requirements, The the professional foundation 
statement mat the start ot for the  requirement: is
the TLC was acting in is0- shaky at best, 
iation from other schools is I agree with the state- 
a statement o f  reality, not ments attributed to Dawn 
Martin in the final para- 
graph of the article. The 
TLC was successful in lo- 
cating, supporting, and en, 
couraging re-entry t0 the 
school system of may 
youths who were otherwise 
lost. It,s unfortunate that 
With respect paid to the your reporter didn't put this 
attention paid by  the TLC emphasis on her article. 
The article was a dis- 
service to the community 








I made a statement in a 
past edition that was 
meant o be supportive to 
our nursing staff. Unfortu- 
nately, it was taken by 
some to be insulting. 
In no way did I mean to 
imply that our cleaning 
staff were "brainless". i
appreciate the work they 
do at the hospital and be- 
lieve our low infection rate 
is due, in part, to their ac- 
tivities. 
I have wtitten an apo- 
logy at the hospital, and 
apologized to a number of 
people directly, but since 
the original perceived in- 
sult was public, I am now 
publ ic ly  acknowledg ing 
my foot in mouth disease. 
L.T. AImas, 
Co-President, 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO i 
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30 31 Terrace 
Skeena Junior Mro '  
Secondary School 
Parent Auxiliary 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed.Thurs,, Fri., Sat, Late ~ight Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
• t ! i NIB  I l lmt  ~ . . . . . . . .  L 
I 
J 
INTEREST R, HAT INTEREST RATE? 
ASE FINANCING U P T O ~  
"SE NEW IN-STOCK '996 AND MORE. 
'99 Explorer '99 Expedition '99 F-Series 
(under 8506 Ibs. GVW) 
'99 Windstar '99 Escort 
HURRY, LIMITED TIME OFFER. 
'99 Taurus 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: 0% purchase financing avaiiabfe on every new in-stock 'g9 Windstar, Explorer, Taurus/Sablel Contour/Mystique, Escort, ZX2, Ranger, Expedition, F-Series under 85001bs GVW, up to 48 months or~ '~pproved Credi(io' q"all~' 
fled retail purchasers. Eg. $25,000 financed at 0% annual percenfage rate for 48 months, monthly payment is $520.83, cost of borrowing is $0 and the tolal Io be repaid is $25,000. This Is a sample calculation only, Downpayment or equivalent trade may be required. 
Dealer may sell for less. Financing not available with any other offer, Ouanlities may vary by dealer. Financing offer does not apply Io license and Insurance fees. Some conditions apply. Limited time offer. Offer may change without notice. See dealer for details. 
~TTERRACE DL#5548 
Terrace and DbtHct ~OTEM FORD 4631 KeithAvenuc Terace, B.C. 635-4984 
Medical Association • i ..... . . . . . .  
t l  
.iFlag burning vow is wrong 
• Dear Sir: 
; With regard to a vow to 
;[~urn the Canadian flag 
:(The Terrace 3tandard, 
.'Dec. 15, 1999), shame on 
; Mr. Bill Christiansen. Per- 
,'Imps he should examine, a
:~ittle more closely, what 
.'that precious piece of 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
;tzloth actually s~mbolizes 
,'l~efore he would callously 
put flame toit. 
',~ Would he as quickly, preserve what it repre- 
:burn the endless list o f .  sents? Further, we must 
',l'ights and freedoms that ' assume, that by doing this, 
thank your lucky stars or 
whatever God you may 
worship (oops. Worship? I
think if you look closely 
you may find yet another 
freedom here -not  so 
everywhere) that you are 
part of what that flag re- 
Presents. Bill, you are a 
smart man, You can find a 
better way I am sure. 
There yet remains a 
small amount of shame to 
The Terrace .Standard 
..... ~l~re a l l  part of the same Mr. Christiansen, in good 
conscience, could never 
accept any part of a Cana- 
been truly frustrated by 
something in our system at 
one time or another), I 
suggest a visit :abroad. Per- : Surely we are~notsoisola - 
hops when you get a closer ted that there is nothing 
look at. what true poverty more newsworthy for the 
front page. 




,'l~ackage? Does he thumb 
his nose at our heritage or 
I I  
, ht the countless true Cana- 
',tlians (past and present) 
~vho are proud of this em- 
;blem and have given, or 
;kou ld  give, their all to 
I I 
da Pension Plan. 
• Admittedly, no system 
is perfect. For Mr. Christ- 
Jansen, and others like 
him, (yes, we have all 
is, or what true citizen 
abuse and lack of family 
skills is in some countries, 
you will return home and 
kiss that piece of cloth and 
iMerry Christmas, light thief " 
',Dear Sir: to record all night. The tape shows she entered our yard 
',' This is addressed to the lady, that came onto our 
,property very early one mornmg th~s week and stole two 
I ° , , 
,strings of Christmas icicle lights from our eham link 
~fence. It started Dec. 12, when three strings of hghts 
,were stolen. 
I i  
• We bought and installed replacement lights to main- 
,taln the Christmas pirit in our area. The lady then re- 
;turned and stole two of the new strings, for a total of 
I i  , 
five. She only took two of the new strings, because in 
her haste to cut the straps that secured the lights, she cut 
a wire on the lights. That string got left behind because 
she obviously did nut want damaged goods. 
We know who and when this happened because she 
was caught on video tape which had been set up and left 
at 3:40 a.m. and took six minutes to remove and leave 
with the lights in her hands. She came prepared as she 
had a utensil with her that she used to cut the straps that 
were used to secure the lights. 
How can a person afford to pay for the hydro to run a 
set of Christmas lights if they are so broke that they 
have to steal the lights? We hope this lady and her fa- 
mily are still able to enjoy the lights and the Christmas 
spirit they convey, knowing how they obtained them. We 
would appreciate prompt return of the icicle lights as 
this would make an easier decision of whether or not to 
turn the tape over to the police. Merry Christmas! 
Elaine Sangster, 
Terrace, B.C. 
irony of eating road kill 
~)ear 'Sir: 
- It's winter again and you know what that means. Un- it. • , • • • 
lgulates hthermg about on our hnghways, being struck 
,and killed by motorists. From time to time this paper has 
m , , , . 
Ipubllshed artncles explaining how, when possible, road 
~kill is salvaged, cut up, and distributed to the town's less 
~fortunate citizens. 
,~ Nicegesture, huh? So go ask the chef at your favour- 
te 'restaurant if he would feature "Filet of Road Kill 
~oose  aux Champignons" as the daily special. Has the 
-~rony Of one of the worlds' wealthiest countries feeding 
its poor on road kill struck anyone besides myself?. 
While road kill may be perfectly safe to eat, and bet- 
ter than no meat at all, my point is, our country's ocial 
policy has failed so badly that although the UN still 
ranks us as the 1~o.1 country in which to live, and in 
4U. ' . . I~  
,, f 
spite of our enormous wealth, our poorer citizens are 
sometimes forced to eat something that most of us would 
rather leave where it fails. 
Last week's announcement of $750 million over three 
yezrs to help the homeless is a drop in the bucket com- 
pared to the billions of dollars in corporate welfare in the 
form of tax deferrals and loopholes handed out by Mulro- 
ney and Chretien governments. 
A goodly portion of this corporate welfare money 
must be diverted to upgrading our social programs if all 
our citizens are to have an equal opportunity to reach 
their full potential. For the opposing points of view 
check out www.fraserinstitute.ca andMei Hartig's ex- 
cellent new book "Pay the Rent or Feed the Kids", 
available in local bookstores, or the public library. 
Anneke van Keulen, Terrace, B.C. 
?,. ~ ~ ii ~ ',:,:, "~ S Y :'. 
!~, .~;',~ ,~ . . . . .  • - . . :  - . 
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L Z E I( I I H t ?~~ 
it 
i; 
/ ' l~ i t  more  mov ies ,  more  spor ts ,  and  more  se lec t ion  in to  your  TV .  
Okay, 200 channels may seem excessive (or even obsessive) to some. But with Bell ExpressVu Satellite TV you 
at least get a choice. Lots of channels. Arid you can pick and choose the types of channels you want. This 
way you don't pay for what you don't  want. Get our Deluxe Combo and get 100 chan nels for $36.95 a month• 
' Try getting that from your cable company. Complete digital systems are $399 (before programming credit), 
www,expressvu .com • You ' re  go ing  to  love  TV  aga in  
\ 
~E~pre;$Vu" I$ I reglzteted trademark held by Bell ExpreslYu Inc. *Bell" Is a teglsteled Ilademadt o| Bell Canada arid Ii used under license, 
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Record check fee ends 
THE CITY's controversial three-year-old "That's one of the costs of promoting 
policy of charging volunteers for various volunteerism in the city," councillor Val 
groups $20 for criminal record checks will George added. 
end Jan. 1. 
City councillors - some of whom made 
election campaign promises to kill the 
fees- have decided to eliminate them for 
all volunteers, The decision went beyond 
recommendations from city officials that 
the break only go to volunteers working 
with youth . . . . . .  
Councillors also ignored mayor Jack 
Talstra's Suggestion that there still per- 
City officials estimated the fees col- 
lected by the city for record checks for 
volunteers working with youth is around 
$2,500 a year. 
Council won,t reimburse volunteer 
groups for the.thousands Of dollars they've 
already paid in recent years- something 
groups like Terrace Minor Hockey, Veri- 
tas School and Terrace Anti Poverty had 
demandedi 
haps be a small fee, much less than $20, The RCMP detachment had been 
to keep groups from conducting unneces- charging the fee up until last January, 
sary checks, when the force discovered its officers 
"Even if it does cost us five or six or weren't supposed to charge volunteers for 
10 grand, 1 think it's money well spent," record checks. 
said counci!lor David Hull, who had re, Counci l  still wanted to recover the 
versed his stance on the fee issue from costs, however;so it began collecting the 
earlier this year. fee next door at city hall. 
. i  
+ ,  
~ ~  NOTICE LEARN TO FLY!'II ~ ~ ~  
. Recreational nd Private 
CITY OF TERRACE Ground School Starting 
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S CLOSURES Januar~ 10, 2000 
Course Cost: $299.00 I 
Regular Operations will be closed during To register, or for more information call: 
I the Holiday Season, as follows: 635-1852 Friday, December 24,1999 7"KA ,r Ollarters Ltd .  Monday, December 27, 1999 
Friday, December 31, 1999 " II+ 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. ]]i 
We wish you a happy and safe Holiday Season. Serving',+,.'.'+:o, ,~,,,~a,, Sm,,,o,,'- ~,,~e R,,p+r, I1: 
Monuments Concerned personal I1: II 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest J[: 
D. Fisher Terrace Crematoriu~m since1946 II: 
Clerk 4e2~ Davis Street IJ- 
... ' Terrace. B.C. V8(3 1.X7 Il- 
IA  F;m~d ~ Phone ~i35-24z14 Fax 635-+as-Z16o II+
EAL  ' " ' -  24 hourpager J[ 
HOT .D 'Clothing: 
d i l l  
1999 MM600 1996 VX600XT ~i~1 
11/2 track 1 I/2 long track, ~]  Dec. 27-29  
$198.46 amonth $145.08 a month ++i: m Mc Donald's Kids 
::track :++~ Cat --~mi S n ow Camp 60 man inc taxes i60 man inc+tdxes :: i ~ ~ii:" +';?i~ :.:~i, ::~: ~,:~ . . . .  ~ (for kids 7-14 yrs.) 
1996:Ar<:fi!'iCat P/S ~ *+ ~ i!,~i~:i'+: 9196 Arctic (skiing or snowboarding) 
• i ~ 10 am start. Two hour lessons 
n with lunch provided each day ~ ~n ~B~e~a~a t wide 
$117,1+9:!dmonth +J86.05 a!month h ~ ~: L V 
IT COST $100.000 and took more than a week to build up Kalum Hill so the ~ . ; / !  i ii: i :~i:~:: 
road to the bench could once more be safe for traffic. 1998 MSRX700 ..... ~ C~nsignmeniS 
Kalum open to traffic $191!~a~onth m~i~i~C~,t700 S6e00 
~.~u~ +. .o  o.o.,o,.a.,c,a,o ,n .,o~o a .  cao.o, a .,uo~ ,.a, o,oo +0 ~on +nc' ,oxes+ '~+SOm""ooo  "n  r I~ the afternoon of Dec.13 after an all-out close to threatening the road bed. " ~ i  / Chr|stmas Specia 
effort by construction crews to rebuild a "We were very fortunate weather- ~J  J McDonald's Sk, J 
washed out area. wise," Christensen said, noting there was Alk |  J Express bus runs throughout he J 
The hill was closed to motorists for no snow and little rain during the work. 
close to nine days while the work went "We didn't want layers of snow in there." ~I~111~11 J Christmas break for only $3 each way. J 
on, said city engineering director Stew The city used the cheaper option of mm.~_ |qk Leaves McDonald's ln Terrace S am ) 
Christensen. . uncompacted fill, rather than building the ,,i,:+' ': i ~~ " - -, q l ~  ~ ~ l  ""°'c°"d't'°"'4' --#dk,..~J~ 
Hundreds of truckloads of fill were hill up in six inch layers the way a road For updates & . ,~b.~.  
dumped over the top of Lhe,embai~',q-nent , would be built. "It's going to settle," 
i he said, adding the~ t0.~a! ~COSt. will be Christe.nsen s~tJ~,"So it may !oak like it's n'D~ i~ :- 
close to $100,000. ~ failed in some'-:~,ays" ~ i~ ? . I ' : Toll-free" ' . . . .  m en s marnne SHAMe + The top Of the hill wased Out after When settliiig"0ccurs; he:Says, Crews . . . . . .  ' ~ • - " . . . .  S heavy rains caused a drain pipe inside the will add more gravel crush on top to . . II Website: 
slope to separatel Water then eroded the smooth it out. 4946 Grelg Ave., Terrace 635 2909 , ww-w.shames.Bm.com/VlOUNTAIN 
/ !r /' . .  clul  0 errqce o. 
• " ++,+ ,` ,.,sO e" ger oaNff_   l;.  + S+I+I 
1! I + ++ i "+ 
• tk Challengeyour friends, rivals, co Workers. 
~ Make this years swim the biggest & best ever. 
.~. ~ Swim is 
~/ t the Kinsmens Kiddies Camp, 
J IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES " - wv , ,4 - "  1st Ave., Lakelse Lake~~~]~ A,, . , , , ,  ,, , , ,  ,, . , :  
Committed (or committable) Jumpers as ,of Dec. 22th 1999 /~ * J 
Name Representincl Challenc3,ng )'~/~ J 
Bruce MartindaJe Web North - Chamber~f Commerce Members I ~:~' j 
Jim Checkley Cedarland Tire Other Tire shops in Terrace t J 
Rick McDaniel Cold People everywhere John Evans- Remax of Terrace ~e J 
Allan Bartman Kinsmen Club President Presidents ofother Service Clubs in Terrace ~ J 
Adam Orliger Valhalla Pure Outfitters , " All the other Aussies in town ~J  
Chance Healey People that aren't big (1') , Fred Penner & Word Bird ml 
Dena Stewart Independant Consultant for 'The Pampered Chef' qF I  
.w .oo . , , . . s~ c . . , .  o .w .o , . ,  o . ,0 ,  o . .  .ame ,e+.n ,n+ .a.e ,o,r.eo,n+ '~ '1  
I Realcomfo,I Ibolgoes any where odesk chair s needed 625W HOME OFFICE HUTCH Louis Bibaud Valhalla Pure Outfitters Kelly Mclntyre Big River Distributors ] ~'~ J 
I C°m/°rtobb f01back splndim and c0nl0umd ivelseallhol as o Thls classic looking desk is designed t0accornoda e oday's tom- Kurt .Grabinsky Terrace RCMP Daroyle Bracken Tim Hodons ' t tttttttttb~ I 
I 4 heighl adjustment fealute.Easy.rolhaslerspr0videm0bilily, pul thatdware, wilh manyfealums.Mado dsolid/dderandBirch. Jennifer Badman The Kinette Club of Terrace Lance De tt~viler Valhalla Pure Outfitters '~1 J 
J Mde0fAIdetandMoplehardw00ds, DeskSize:25"wx60"lx291/4'h, Roger R Chkoine Ground Works Coffee Shop Dale Lufk ln  Overwaitea Foods ~re I 
J ~l~nll ~JV_'~I O1[~ tlulehSize:131/4+wx60"lx32"h h Brian Lindenbach Skeena Valley Rotary Club d U I V O 1 1  O J ~ '~ ffice Desk $441.99 
J ~ IRL~'~IRD Hutch $193.99  ,, ~ Clayton R. McClellan David Hull Dianne Caddy Pare Haughland Trevor Lutes I q 
Amelia D. McClellan Dena Stewart Angle McRae Rana Nelson 
I ' l r l y  B i rd  Bu i ld ing  Su  l ies  . ~ ~~c;,, ~ir;; ~r ' " PP ~~"  For more i Patric at I J .... 5Ke~thAvenue, Terrace Phone: 638-8700 ( Wood 
J O.pen 7 Days A Week ~ 
J In.Store Financing available OAC. ~-  ~ 








I w -  
• • ¢ ~ - -  
;% [ 
wou ld  l i ke  to w ish  each  and  everyone  a 
very  merry  Chr i s tmas  and  a hea l thy  
and  prosperous  New Year ! !  
4553 Lakelse Ave 
635-2281 or i-800-772-6394 
=--  :_ - _ 
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DOWNTOWN TERRACE 
Tt i  '. _~ear t  
of 
Our  Cit-tJ 
• Sending our. best 
~ wzshes for a joyous 
~ holiday season 
4605 6L;~ .e~s4e2hove nu  
We have  a 
, ,~£~.~ Beaut i fu l  Se lect ion  
~ ~ ^  of Christmas arrangements 
~. ~ ~ , , ~ ,  available in silk, or fresh. 
~ ~  RememberourF.T.V.& 
teleflora services. 
~ ' , ~  4603 Lake lse  Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
' ~  * 635-6939 * 
CENTRALsi+1973t LO'~rt~RS @~ D~,i~k]iO~"" ,~  " .'..: 
Whether they ~e for ~sa  town or acrosa the ~,~x~/ 
A/s~ ~ee 0rm/arger se/ect/on ofg~ts 
For Every' Bloomnn' Thing ~ :  
,,~,,~ ,::v 4619 Lakelse, Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 
~~,638-19~0:~:-,+ . . . .  1,-888-: ZS-6667:~ ' 
NEWS 
re:;e~;~,:°;l~! : :  y 
Gi f t  Ideas  
~E-~OnE~ "CO~Ea,O~.Y / 
IRS INTERNET-COMPUTER ACCESSJ 
' ~  4607 Lakelse Ave. 
~ 635-8899 
• n _ .~  
  !ocUg _ 
 tuffers 
q~ ~ From The  Source  
,Golf Gloves & Balls ,N,H,L, Pennants & Posters 
,Ski Waxes & Tools ,Bike Locks & Pumps 
, Toques & Headbands oHockey Pucks & Balls 
,Sport & Novelty T.Shirts °Xmas Tree Sport Ornament 
,Weight Lifting Gloves & Chaulk 
AII~ Seasons:. 
Source  l ForSpor  t s 
4555 Lakelse Avenue • 635-2982 
i May the warmth of 
Christmas light up 
your life thraughout 






P~oots E~uipment Sheeps~in Sh'~pers 
& TraveIA~sqn'esfro,,, "?i;~. frotrt,i~ : :,\ .'~. !',~ :.,;:..:+::.,. ';~.,.~ ,">. ,/ ,~ :~,x~,~,.,],.,+~ . /,~  
' ~x: ~-~,:, i ,i"i~,~' i* 
G+~+  .12 , +~+, , - "  
Flanne~t~qow,~ eicg~g+,gt~ ~ " ':::-+=+, i'z + +~i" :~"  .... 
"+ ""~~~'* ~: '  : ..... ~ ",:"+ '¢?~~8 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
Open weeknights until 8:00 p.m. 
,+ i:+~:~, l~ day M~ = c + +I+++ II  +  ~j~a~:+,.:~:: ;~  g the holidays fill your fami ly 
~ -~1+~!~~ +" , ~ I~:!~i :+~:'.'- ~i:~ ::: with happiness 
+ ,+.. +,,,+;:+:?!'i ! , .++ + ~; ,+:++ 
+.. 
" | I T~'ORTHCOAST AN,GLER,I~_ LTV.I 
~,+.++/ 
P+P I L l . .  d~L- . .e  ~. SL --* -- -- - -  ~ P+P 
m+~ .,m =, ~,nr .=.mu=.  m~ 3217 Kalum Terrace 635.6496 
~=Time At Hank1~,"s~L ~
~!~, A l l  Month  Long  ~ .  
~ Come ecarly to get the best seat. ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~  
~ ~ m. ~ ~ ~ ~e~ ~ STUFF ING ~ l 454 ra s 
+ , , . , ? . , , , . , : , , , . . . , :  .+ , . , , , .  + 
... I~_  ~I T /00  -~. . .  ' ~ ~ ' ~  ~:~ D ec.  3 1 / 9 9 -  ~ ~,~ 
~.~ Cash G iveaway ~ ;  ~,.=o 
at 12 Midnight ~ ~= 
~ Located in the Coast Inn of the West ~'~=m 
o 
I I 
Your locally owned bakery now has a full line of 
your Christmas baking: 
Assorted Fruit Cake, Stollen, Almond Sticks, Almond 
Paste, Coating Chocolate, Assorted Shortbreads. 
Check Out Our Christmas Imports, 
Assorted Marzipan Shapes, Etc. 
Call 635-7117 To Order  Aheadl  
4641 Lazelle Avenue 
Istyle #82381 
Istvle #8654_] 
Be g?od unitl 
Chrnstmas. 
It's worth it. 
If there's ever been a reason to stay out ol trouble, anew pair 
of Red Wings is it. Happy Holidays from Red Wing Shoes. 
ALL STAR 
Shoes & Repairs 
4617 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph./Fax 250-635-6703 
Mon - Sat g-6 
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INisga'a debt climbs 
Next year in Ottawa 
before treaty passes 
FEDERAL legislation to 
invoke the Nisga'a treaty 
will wait until at least 
March before it gets final 
passage in Parliament. 
The House of Commons 
passed Bill C-9 Dec. 13 by 
a vote of 217-48 after an 
all-out campaign against 
tl~e treaty waged by fed- 
just means more chances 
for treaty opponents to re- 
group and try to block pas- 
sage. 
After the Senate passes 
the legislation it still has 
to receive royal assent, 
and then will be subject o 
a series of court chal- 
lenges on constitutional 
session also began circula- 
ting last week. T-shirts 
• were produced embla- 
zoned with the message 
"Nisga'a 471, Reform 0" - 
a reference to Gosneli's 
widely quoted comments 
on the final score after Re- 
formers forced votes on 
471 proposed amendments 
eral Reform MPs. grounds, to the treaty. 
But the Senate, which "We've  been put Besides demands for a 
gave the treaty bill second 
reading Dec. 16, has ad- 
journed until Feb. 8, 2000 
when debate in the upper 
chamber will get underway 
in earnest. 
All indications are Se- 
nators want to study the 
treaty in detail and will 
hold committee hearings 
in Ottawa. 
That comes as a disap- 
pointment for the Nisga'a, 
who had hoped for final 
passage before year end. 
Besides the symbolism 
of starting the new mille- 
n~ium with the newly min- 
ted treaty, the Nisga'a 
government is also losing- 
money with each month of 
delay. 
The Nisga'a owe Otta- 
wa about $50 million for 
the years that the federal 
government paid the 
Nisga'a treaty negotiation 
costs. Each extra month 
adds more than another $1 
million to the total bill. 
that will be deducted from 
the treaty cash settlement, 
said tribal council presi- 
dent Joe Gosnell. 
"I cannot possibly see 
wl~at other questions the 
Senate would raise that 
has not been dealt with in 
all of our meetings plus 
the debate in the House of 
Commons," he said. "But 
it's a process we have to 
live with." 
Gosnell said the delay 
Spending 
worries 
trustees . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NEW SCHOOL t rus tees  
aren't happy about spend- 
ing $40,000 to look for a 
new school superintendent. 
The expenditure on a 
Vancouver head-hunting 
firm was agreed to prior to 
the November school dis- 
trict elections. 
But new trustees now 
sa3' they want to review 
the plan and will do so at 
the next school board 
meeting in January. 
At the same time, the 
district is committing 
$112,224 a year for a 
human resources director 
an(I support workers. 
This person will have as 
a first task filling several 
vacant administrative po- 
sitions by June 2000. 
The job was created 
upon the advice of consul- 
tants hired last year to 
help solve the district's 
budget problems. 
Acting superintendent 
Sharon Beedle said the 
human resources director 
will handle all labour rela- 
tions and human resources. 
A new secretary-trea- 
surer has already been 
hired but a director of in- 
struction (support services) 
is needed as is a First Na- 
tions principal. This posi- 
tion has been vacant for 14 
months. 
The board also needs a 
new maintenance superin- 
tendent, a position that has 
been vacant since Harry 
Ebert retired in the spring, 
When Harold Cox, dir- 
ector of instruction for kin- 
dergarten to Grade 12 re- 
tires at the end of the year, 
his position will not be 
filled. 
A new half time district 
pri,cipal will be hired to 
share some of the work 
that will be left when 
Cox's position is elimina- 
ted. 
'The $40,000 for a new 
superintendent goes to 
Vancouver consultants 
Dugal Smith and Price 
Waterhouse Cooper. 
Included in that amount 
is an organizational review " 
of the district, which will 
help the board define and 
structure the district. 
through the meat grinder 
for almost the last four 
years," Oosnell said. 
"We've been ground up 
and ground up and ground 
up some more. And the 
grinding still hasn' t  
finished." 
Gosneli was given the 
Canadian flag that flew 
from the Peace Tower the 
day the House of Com- 
mons passed the treaty. 
Another souvenir of the 
treaty referendum in B.C., 
Reformers wanted to se- 
parate self-government 
provisions from the treaty 
so they won't be protected 
within the Constitution and 
become virtually unchan- 
geable. 
The governing Liberals 
twice cut short debate on 
the treaty Se did the NDP 
provincial government 
when it passed the treaty 





Skeena Mall - Terrace 1 -800-563-4362 
2000 Pont iac  Sunf i re  Coupe 
o G-Speaker CD Player 
i 5 -Speed Get rag  ~ ~ . . . ~  
Transmission [~ '"vi - ~  "::"<'~ - , .E~::" • ~,~ ' : .~ .~. , ,  - .......... ~ . := i  ..... 
Ant i . Lock  Brake ~ ~ , : :  ~ ~  
System ~ ~ ~ : ~  
PassLock II ~ 
Security System I .~:  
• MAlt I LEA l !  LEARE RATE 
" " ° - ' " " "  
SECURITY  
r. . . .  DEPOSIT 
Whis t le r  B lackcon~b Spec ia l  
Ed i t ion  J im, ray  
• No Charge Running Boards 
• Whistler Blackcomb Emblem Package 
• Electronic Shift 4x4 
i Air Conditioning 
Power Door Locks, Windows .... 
and Mirrors ........ ~-" -"--""<<::t 
CD Stereo System with 
6 Speakers ................. i~ : . - -  
8MAIq?LEAI I [  
~:~ SECURITY 
~. DEPOSIT  
$5,12S down payment requlr•d 
• ...~. . :.. ..~.~,...~... , 
:~ .~!~ 
CA~R PURCHASE ; ~'l"'~li~*~ 
iLJ~ 
2000 Pont iac  l ~ o ~  ~2K 
M2K Millennium Appearance Package 
Best Fuel Economy in the Van segment" 
• Power Windows and Door Locks 
• Dual Sliding Doors 
• PASS-Key Theft-Deterrent 
System 
• Air Conditioning 
INA I I L IA I I  L IA IE  RATE 
SECURITY OR 
DEPOSIT  I~1~o ~i$~ll~l h s 
$4.500 down payment required 
PUNCHARE PR IG|  
2000 GMC S ie r ra  Regu lar  Cab  
• Vortec 4300 V6 Engine. 200 Horsepower 
• 5-Speed Manuel Transmission 
• 4 Wheel Disc & 4 Wheel Anti-Lock 
$1,150 down payment required 
Braking System 
• Full Instrumentation Including: l l . '  
Tachometer, Engine Hour Meter ~ . . ~ . : ~  . .  
& Driver Message Centre ~ ~ ~  
• Lock ing  D i f fe rent ia l  
SECURITY  OR ~ L . . ~ 8 '  
DEPOSIT  Includes irbigh, and PDI 
PONTIAC 
GMC 
2000 GMC S ie r ra  Ex l~ende)d Cab  
• Vorteo 4800 V8 Engine - 2T0 HP 
• Automatl© Transml scion with Overdrive and Tow/Haul Mode 
E Air Conditioning with Interior Air Filtration System 
• 4 Wheel DIne & 4 Wheel 
Anti.Lock Braking System 
• Locking Differential ~ : ! ~ : .  
¢ ~ I ~ ~  ®~ .:~:~i~'~!:::~':'~::~:~i~: '~::~::  
SECU.IT  o .  
, DEPOSIT  
S2,800 down p~en l  required 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635.4941oo.  
(%, ,~r~l~ We,d like you to ~ mote: come visit ~ at y~r lOCal dea~o ~.(~r we. bslle al www.g~. ,  licom or ell !-800-GM-~IVE. ~Offei' ba~. on Sunflm Cou~ RTZ/Jimmy 4- .l~or R .'.'.'.'~ll~. R7Z,'SIm-a Peg. Cab R78,lSlen'a Ext. Cab RIB Tola I)blloatlon 
$8,884/$18,016~13,780/$12,234/$16,745. Annual ~lornotre iron zu,u(~ v.rn, ~.]  z per excass Knometre. Other lease o~om avaimom. IPma~ng ~ approved [Je,~u crnolt oruy. ~anlpee: l ]u,u~ at 0.99%/I.9% APR, the monthly payment I1 $212.57/$216.52 
Lot" 48 months, ~ Of be ing  ~ S203,3~g2,g6. _Tolal oUlgallno Is $I0,2~..36~I0,312.06, Mollthly ~ lind cost of _l~Tt~Ing will . r /de~ 011 amount borrowed and d0~1 paylnent/lii~, For J ln lmy/Moi~,  erll Reg. Cnb~Slsfi~ Exl, Cab, 
. smam.eeae momnly p~pnl~...anotneL~w~ Rr~aseltnancarate ~nolevaJIle and ~ ~ ~ Cash F~rr, hese prtce as ehown. The difference 10etween I~ prlcafor I~ Sma~ILease/GMAC Pochase Rnance o~er sndlhe,Ca~ i ,  off¥ b 
: " :~ zk~z~4~l~ deemed under prophet. ~ laws to be a .c~.t of.bem~_~,..w~n.er ~ npt g~e_~ represents actuallnlerest and Is required to be exprmed eq an annual perce~ .lage rate which Is 3.57Yd3,L~%/I.9%/1.9'k. *tLJce~ce, lnsurance, dmntstmtlon fees, a~d 
taxes not In~ted, Deal~ am tree to set Ino~o~ pno~. ~o~eo ~.mm.~. ;mources Canada, Fuel Consump~n G~kJe, 20~0, 'ttOIfe~s ap~y M Indicated to meet 1999 or z~o new or de~ons~ato~ models and to qunl~fled retail ¢~orners In he BC 
Pnotlsc 8dck GMC PeglonaJ Marketing AsSnolallon area only. L n~eo tvne o.ers w~ may not be combined wflh ob~' OfferS. Dealer order or f~de may be nocass~y. Un~ed quan~ltes av.~labls of1999 rno~e~ See your dealer fo~ cond]Uons ~d details, 






No sign of run for Y2K gear 
Generators, other 
backup supplies 
are still plentiful 
IF THERE'S a run on emergency 
supplies for the new millennium, 
Canadian Tire owner Bob Nearing 
hasn't experienced it yet. 
"There's lots of stock," said Ca- 
nadian Tire owner Bob Nearing, who 
brought in lots of small propane 
heaters, interior beaters, batteries 
and flashlights three weeks ago. 
Nearing said the store sells quite 
a fev¢ generators and camping sup- 
plies to camping enthusiasts and ca- 
bin owners all year long so sales of 
emergency supplies haven't even 
been noticeable. 
"Every now and then you see 
someone with a Coleman heater in 
their cart and that's about it." 
Most people, he said, have incor- 
porated extra batteries, oil lamps or 
fuel cannisters into their Christmas 
shopping. 
He added generator sales are usu- 
ally quite steady at this time of year, 
when customers in the Nass Valley 
or Meziadiu suffer from continuous 
power outages during heavier snow- 
falls, 
To keep those customers erviced 
during potential Y2K madness down 
south, Nearing bumped up his gen- 
erator inventory last spring. 
Just in case there is an emergen- 
cy Jan. 1, Nearing said the store 
won't  be open but will have 
someone available to provide emer- 





UNEMPLOYMENT in the 
northwest held steady last 
month at 8.9 per cent. 
Most other regions saw 
some improvement ,  
although the provincial 
average jumped more than 
half a point to 8.0 per cent. 
The northeast region 
and tlie Cariboo both saw 
jobless rates fall around a 
full poim to 7.4 and 9.6 per 
cent respectively. 
Unemployment rose in 
the Kootenays and Thomp- 
son-Okanagan, although 
both areas still enjoy less 
than 8 per cent unemploy- 
ment. 
l al Tourism 
probed 
A STUDY to identify tour- 
ism opportunities in the 
Terrace-Kitimat area is 
being bankrolled by the 
province, 
Meredith and Asso- 
ciates of Tellcwa has been 
hired to complete the 
$24,000 study by March. 
It's to prepare an inven- 
tory of the local tourism 
industry andanalyze the 
challenges and opportuni- 
ties for developing specific 
adventure and ecotourism 
ventures, 
Communities and en- 
trepreneurs can use the re- 
sults to plan new ventures, 
while government can use 
them to make sure pro- 
grams a~d regulations up- 
port such efforts, 
The raoney came from 
the small business, tourism 
and culture ministry, For- 
est Renewal B.C., and the 
Northern Development 
Commission. 
Time to book 
Trade Show 
BOOTHS are now up for 
sale for the 2000 Terrace 
Trade Show. 
The trade show, which 
usually sells out early, is 
set for April 28-30. 
Booths go for $425 for 
Chamber of  Commerce 
members,  $525 for non- 
members, 
Chamber members have 
until Jan. 16 to book 
booths, after which they'll 
be up for grabs by the rest 
of the business community. 
DAVE MARONEY, of Terrace Equipment Sales, has plenty of gen- 
erators left in stock - an item some people expected to sell out 
months in advance of the Year 2000 changeover. 
SEASONAL CLOSURE SALE 
ENTIRE STORE ~~~ 
DAYS ONLY ~t~ 
UNIQUE CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HOME ACCENTS 
4548 Lazelle, Terrace 638-1711 
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Keep your vents and meter clear for a safe and carefree winter. 
When the snow needs shoveling, it's probably a good time to take a look at your outdoor gas meter. 
Overhead icicles and fleeting ran-offcan create problems for the meter and the connections. 
If you find a build-up of snow or ice on your meter, never kick or hit the meter in an attempt toremove 
it If you feel there isa potential problem please contact your local Pacific Northern Gas office. 
Tips for a safe Meier 
~('Do not shovel snow up 
against your meter. ' [ •Remove any icicles from overhead eaves troughs. 
• f U e  careful when operating a ~]"'Ensure dripping water ;1~ 
snow blower or plow near a doesn't splash and freeze 
gas meter, on meter piping. 
~"Never let snow completely '[~"AII inspections ofnaturul gas 
cover your meter, fresh air or equipment should be done by 
exhaust vents or ~himneys. qualified technicians. 
Safety Tip 
Natural Gas equipment should be kept clean and free of dust, lint, newspapers, rags, sawdust and lit- 
ter, which not only are a fire hazard, but could also block equipment air intakes. Nothing should be 
stored on furnaces, water heaters, orany other natural gas equipment. Air needs to circulate freely 
around equipment. Combustibles must be kept away from natural gas equipment. 
Smell a Problem? 
One of the safety features ofnatural gas is its odour~a smell ike rotten eggs. If you smell natural gas 
or suspect arbon monoxide call your local Pacific Northern Gas office immediately. 
CALL YOUR LOCAL OFFICE. 
RIDE THE BEST. 
AT BLOWOUT PRICES! 
~C~ "99 RMK600 
~ ~  2 Year Warranty 
LimitedQuafities Q6,999  
"99 500 IND' I  
Perfect for yoor little guy~ 
<  $2,39 
We have a great ' of outerwear 
and accessories for )'our favourite WINTER SPORT! 
PO'LRRIS  
2815 Kalum St. 638-1956 
Canyon Creek 
Sport Shirts 
1000/o Cotton. Available in 
an assortment of patterns and 





Navy, Taupe, /" *~ 
Khaki, Sand. ~ 
Sizes: 32-44 ~, 






100% Cotton. Assorted 
colours available. Reg. $49.99 
39 ? 
f l  
m 
I i P~I~I I  I A ~ maL n . I  aamm--  pak I & ~n~. .  ~ / ~  We reserve Ihe right to limit quantifies, Gift Certificate ,I 
l i l /u ,~ ' I l l  l i l k l l r " , , .~Ul~ i f i l L l~U IA I /~ I IU I  l ~ ~;~ ®Used underlicence from Work World, A~wofkWor l  d 
[ ~ _ _ ~  V V ~ ~ |~ V V IL_ ~ V V ~ I~  [ L~ ~.~' -~ Division of Mark's Work Wearhouse Ltd, ~ redeemed ~iftcerllfiCaanv WorteC ~/nor~d'll 
. . . . . . . .  I / v,,~ r - ~  . .~  i store Jo<otion in Canada | [ i~-k~m Work  World #122 ~ i~J. [ ]  l~,,ure~,..---~el~,ro,.J:-.~-I 
. . Customer  Serv ice :  " w 
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NDP differ over opefuls 
ealth care fnx 
THE FOUR people who 
want to be the next leader 
of the NDP have different 
remedies for what's ailing 
northwest health care. 
Ujjal Dosanjh, Corky 
Evans, Joy MacPhail and 
., Gordon Wilson were in 
Terrace Dec. 13 as part of 
a provincial tour leading 
. up to the Feb. 2000 leader- 
ship convention. 
Wilson welcomed the 
idea of electing health 
councils, but former health 
minister MacPhail is 
against it. 
She bristled at Kitimat 
NDP member Ray Brady's 
suggestion health council 
appointmenls are seen as 
"lackeys" of the provincial 
health ministry, a descrip- 
tion she described as 
"awful." 
"I think that's wrong," 
MacPhail said, warning 
elected hospital boards be- 
come dominated by people 
opposed to abortion. 
Corky Evans and Ujjal 
Dosanjh said they would 
consider the idea. 
More than 70 Skeena 
New Democrats turned out. 
"The system isn't work- 
ing here," declared Wil- 
son, adding the northwest's 
problems with health care 
aren't unique because of 
the way money is spent on 
health care. 
He wants a per capita 
says the government 
should at least consider 
per capita dollars. 
Dosanjh, current attor- 
ney general, blames the 
region's currenl health care 
problems on the growing 
bureaucracy that's seen a 
"quadrupling" of manage- 
ment positions. 
Skeena MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht says he'll de- 
system based on four-year eide who he will support 
budget blocks. 
"Annualized formula 
funding does not work," he 
maintained. "It penalizes 
rural communities in 
decline." 
MacPhail didn't pro- 
mise to spend more. She 
favours re-examining how 
the money is spent and 
wants health councils to 
have more say over bud- 
gets and money for doc- 
tors. 
Evans warned a vote for 
the Liberals is a vote for 
"a U.S.-style, two-tiered 
system," while Dosanjh 
..-. 
after the holidays. 
And he says he'll 
choose the person best 
capable of returning the 
NDP to power. 
And if his choice 
doesn't win, Giesbrecht 
said he'll still want to run 
in the next election. 
The debate had been 
criticized for not opening 
the floor to questions from 
non-party members. 
• Giesbrecht said only 
party members were al- 
lowed to ask questions be- 
cause the debate is part of 
the leadership rocess. 
• Police nab jail breaker 
THE RECENT jail break 
of a Terrace man, convic- 
ted two and a half months 
ago on multiple charges of 
break enter and theft, had 
RCMP here on alert last 
week. 
RCMP say Jean Paul 
Boutin, 20, escaped from 
Prince George Regional 
Correctional Centre Dec. 
16 while he was on com- 
munity work program. 
RCMP believe Boutin, 
who has friends in Terrace 
and family near Meziadin, 
may have been on his way 
back here. Officers here 
issued a public alert the 
same evening. 
"It was just a heads up 
in case somebody saw 
him," said Constable 
Jamie MacDonald. 
But  by noon Friday, 
Jean Paul Boutin 
Boutin was back in cust- 
ody. 
Corrections B.C. official 
Sheldon Green said RCMP 
apprehended Boutin the 
morning of Dec. 17 in 
Prince George. He'll ap- 
pear in court, charged with 
escaping 
The escape will also 
change Boutin's classifi- 
cation at the correctional 
centre, forbidding him 
from working in the com- 
munity in the future. 
Boutin was given a one- 
year sentence Oct. 29 for a 
string of break and enters, 
possession of stolen prop- 
erty and a fraud charge be- 
tween Sept. 17 and 24, 
1999. 
The break and enters -
on Keefer, Sparks and 
south Kalum St reets -  
were committed with co- 
accused Richard Allen 
MacGregor, who is also 
serving jail time for the 
robberies. 
Boutin and MacGregor 
were arrested while in pos- 
Medical Equipment 





Canadian Rod Cross 
session of a number of sto- :were stayed by the Crown. 
len articles including a Boutin also pleaded 
jacket, rifle and laptop guilty to dangerous driv- 
computer from one home ing, theft under $5,000 and 
and a cell phone from an- possession of stolen prop- 
other, crty over $5,000 for the 
Boutin was also Aug. 28 theft of a wallet 
charged with attempted and 1998 Dodge 4-x-4 
fraud after forging a $500 track. 
cheque. He received a concur- 
Add i t iona l  fraud rent one-year sentence for 
charges against Boutin those offences. 
WE PAY 
THE 
We don't know what causes 
multiple sclerosis, but research is 
closer to finding the answer. 
Hultiple Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
[q\ug'F3 .LU " SKEENA MALL 
[e] r.,.1 r..l =1 
] I [¢-]1 l ' i  ?±~ i i  I 
orrection 
oF ~e Shoppers D.rug 
| Marl t!yer in effect from Sunday, 
I Decern~er 19 ~' un I Saturday. 
I December 25" 1999 the Polaroid 
I~.00 pr S.~c~a Film (10 exp.) 
IshouM ~ *~ave..up_lo $12:00 
J wilh a Polaroid maiHn Rebate. See 
J store for details," 
J We apologize for an~ 
J incon~'enT~'nce Ihat th0s may cause. 
Safe Holiday is a Happy Holiday 
• Keep plants like mistletoe,- , )~.,, 
' poinsettias and holly " ~ ' ;~K-~ 
berries out of reach of ~ '  
children and pets. ~ lp  • 
Some are poisonous; 
others may cause severe ~'h  
stomach illness. ~.~'~ "~/ ,  L 
Inspectlights and lighted 
ornaments for bare spots 
and frayed wires. 
Post emergency numbers 
next to the phone for easy 
access, 
Keep a first aid kit in your 
car and include a blanket, 
flashlight and candle. 
Plan to have a designated 
driver and leave extra time 
for travel. 
O Ambulance  Paramedics of British Columbia - CUPEL,  ocal 873 




) We C. ar TMAaCkKe LEr&istHUNT]NG Easy/ 
BUCK FEVER 
it,, ..100%; SILK TIES,; 
I m ~ i i  =mm $ .98 
COOLERS 39 
Trout - ~ : : ~ : ~  .... 
• RedShotgun She l l  I ~ ~  D A I IUD/~IA I  
• Came Shotgon Shell | ~ ~ ~ ~ ]  i i / ' l l l lUV  iV  
_ TROUT MUG 
~,,.~.~ Open I 
 LOm, I 
~" ~.  .~ 7 ,30am-10pmFr i&  Sat I 
:::,o: 5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 6361369 I 
ENTER HERE 
at the merchants listed below. 
Pendragon Computers 
Ken Popovitch 
Coast Inn of the West/White Spot Scotia Bank 
Lorelta Mercer Wanda Raposo 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
Jeff Davidson 










Terrace Builders :River Industries , 
W. Maxwell Kim Rowe 
A & W Restaurants (Keilb Ave,) Gemma's Boutiques 
Ray Griffith : Bill Morrison 
Your Decor Terrace Subway . . . .  Z ' 
Dawn Molloy Karen Barry 
Tymoschuk Agencies Lunchbox Dell 
Art Weismiller ~ Dabble Allard 
Aqua Clear Boltlers : Hairwaves Salon 
Barbara Peck George Moore 
Canadian Tire Iriy Bird'FirstChoice Builders 
Sonny Menhinick :Conrad Skaalrud 
m 
Totem Furnilure • Terrace Home Har 
Colleen Gooddard Beryl Cielanga 
Misty River Books 
, Archie MacDonald 
: ~ ~ ::'::: i:~:~:: :~ ::::: ~:ii! ::::7:::: ~~:::i,:::.~i ~ '~:: : ~: ~!! * :: ~:: ' ' '~ :~ ~:~:~:~!!!~::  ~: :~:!::::~ ~::~ ::~:::::: : i ~ i~i~:::::~!~::~i~i~:;i~::~i~i~:~i~i~ir..~::~ ::i::~!i ~   :::  :~ ii:~: * :~ ::~::~ i~ii:  : .~ ..:: i.~ :  
* it * ~rdware Mr. Make s Gr011 
Marie Dennis Cruise purchased at Elan Travel. 
:~:~:~:;::::~ .'-~:::~ ~::.:.::::::::~, ~: ×.',,~:~:::$ :: :~ :. 
J~ l  ~ ~  ili!~i~41ii!~ii!!iii!ili!N~iiiii!~ii~i~!i!~411i!ii!iiiii! i!!!  
:!:':':~i~]!~:: ~! !:k]:] i:~::~:!:]:~ 18!~:~:!:!: ii i:!~ .!]~!]:~i]!ii]]:~i:]il]]~]i~i]:]:~ 
:~,;~: ! ~ .I- ~!~ !~,I ~:.:~'~.~i~J I ! :~;~]~'~" ,:~.,~:ii. !i~!/: ~!ii~;!:i~i~!~$~i:i: ~ :: :!;: :::: :i::;: ::::$ : .:~Z: $ ::: : :  :: : ~: ~: i i i  ::: i:: ::~::: ~:', 
i,::. ~i , ::! ~: :: : ~:~: ~:~::: i:i ~!~: i ~ ; :~:  ~ii~i : % ~J~!..~i~! i!!::: : :~! i i !i:: ~i~ ~:  i i!iiiiil ::!~i~i:lii~:~i]~i:~i ~ i!i,%11 :: i .::~i~iii::ii~iiii~!~:.~!~::~i::::i;!~..~..i:~..i:!:: ::i.i~i~i:.~!i: 
~ .~!1~!~!  iiii:!ii~ ~i!Li!!~!!!!iii~!!i~i!ii~ii!i 
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IF YOU'RE PLANNING 
on indulging in a little 
extra Christmas cheer this 
holiday season, local 
RCMP have one message 
for you: don't drink and 
drive. 
Because if you do, 
chances are you'll get 
caught. 
From April through No- 
vember this year, RCMP 
officers here stopped 
28,535 vehicles in ICBC 
road checks. 
Those checks resulted 
in six impaired driving 
charges and 53 24-hour 
driving suspensions. 
In addition, RCMF offi- 
cers issued three admin- 
istrative driving prohibi- 
tions and impounded eight 
vehicles. 
Ninety-five people were 
given tickets and one per- 
son was charged for other 
criminal code offences. 
But even if you don't 
run into a road check, 
RCMP want yon to know 
that road checks account 
for only a fraction of all 
alcohol-related arrests and 
suspensions at the detach- 
ment. 
According to Constable 
J.R. Walker at the Terrace 
RCbfP detachment, local 
officers have charged 69 
drivers and issued 183 24- 
hour driving suspensions 
here to the end of Novem- 
ber this year. 
Last year, RCMP is- 
sued 229 24-hour driving 
suspensions i sued and 65 
drivers were charged for 
drivinglwhile impaired. 
Walker said the num- 
bers vary because the em- 
phasis for ICBC is high 
visibility and prevention. 
By just being out on the 
streets in full view, less 
drivers are likely to drink 
and drive. 
But, he said, some 
people have simply gotten 
good at avoiding more vis- 
ible road checks. 
"They're quick on their 
toes," said:~:~ WaJk~:r. 
"!People sh~il~ei~" li'ghts 
out  and sit there unno- 
'ticed, or, they switch 
drivers." 
He said most arrests are 
generated the old fash- 




NEW TECHNOLOGY for 
keeping roads from getting 
icy won't be tried here 
until late this winter if at 
all. 
Nechako North Coast 
Construction's John Ryan 
says the company is still 
putting together a proposal 
on the use of liquid chemi- 
cals that has to be ap- 
proved by the highways 
ministry. 
That likely won't hap- 
pen until sometime in Jan- 
uary or even February, he 
said. 
"I suspect it will be to- 
wards the end of this win- 
ter if we do it at all," he 
said. 
The company said it 
would try the anti-icing or 
pre-wetting techniques this 
winter. 
The decision came after 
a pitch earlier this year 
from the Insurance Cor- 
poration of B.C., which has 
offered to subsidize the 
use of the de-icing chemi- 
cals. 
ICBC made that deci- 
sion after anti-icing tests 
in Kamloops found it made 
roads much safer and led 
to tremendous savings in 
claims for auto accidents. 
Highways ministry offi- 
cials, however, were 
caught by surprise and 
have not yet developed 
detailed standards for use 
of liquid chemicals for 
road maintenance contrac- 
tors to follow. 
General guidelines have 
been prepared and the 
ministry will review speci- 
fic proposals from contrac- 
tors. 
Many ,contractors are 
holding off this year, how- 
' ever, until there are do- 
tailed rules in place. 
YOU DON'T WANT TO BLOW INTO OHE OF THESE: Constable JR Walker of 
the Terrace RCMP detachment shows off a roadside screening device. 
OPENING JANUARY 4, 2000 
*Located on Keith Avenue above SNT Mini Storagel 
SCHEDULE 
BODY BASIC FITNESS STUDIO 
~ L,,~[o]~ I o/:~" 
TAE FII 
9:15-10:15 
d IJ ~"] n / :V|  














fAll Sl All [ 
11:15-12:15 
;i;llaT.,~' ?:'uL;J;flT:~' 
TAI! t1I IBASIC SIEP 
9:15-10:15 10:30,11:30 
RCMP use road checks, cell 
phones to pen drinking drivers 
BASIC SI'EP CII:';ICUtT STREICII & 





*Sessions run January 4-March 31, 2000 
"If there is enougt7 interest, options for additional c/asses may become available, 
RATE SCHEDUL~ 
REGISTRATIONS 
2 XWEEK $123.00 X 7% = $131.61 
3 XWEEK $81.00 X 70/0 = $86.67 
5 XWEEK $204,00 X 7% = $218,28 
PASSES 
One Montll Pass $48.00 X 7% = $51.36 *This pass is good for all classes 
10 Strip Tickets $32.00 X 7% = $34.42 "This pass is good for all classes,, 
DROP-IN $4.00 per one hour class. 
YOUR INSTRUCTORS.... Barb Brain, Donna LindsaY, and Kim MacDougall. 
GST NCLUDED IN ALL PRICES 
""FREE BABYSITrlNG FOR A.M. CLASSES MONDAY-FRIDAY'- 
NO OUTDOOR SHOES ALLOWED ON THE AEROBICS FLOOR 
*For registration information Phone 635-9760 
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Millen ia.I fireworks James~V. Radebt ' n RADELET & COMPANY Barristers S Solicitors by city , Tax Law • Trusfs • Corporate & Commercial plea d ed 1330-1075WestGeorglaSIreet, Van¢ouver, B.C.V6E3C9 eni  ,Phone: 604-689-0878 Fox: 604-689-1386 
A REQUEST for looser rules allowing 
millennium fireworks celebrations this 
month as quickly fizzled. 
Fireworks retailer Joe Chodzicki, of 
JC Bingo and Novelties Supply, asked 
council Nov. 22 to open up the month of 
December to fireworks ales. 
"I think it's the time to have a party 
and allow folks to celebrate like a 4th of 
July kind of thing," Chodzicki told 
council. "This is the stuff dreams are 
made of." 
He urged council to act quickly be- 
cause retailers like him won't be able to 
get fireworks hipped up here in time 
otherwise. 
"This is a way I might be able to pay 
my rent next month," he added. 
Councillors, however, decided to 
stick with fire chief Randy Smith's re- 
commendation that the current policy - 
no sale of fireworks outside the week 
before Halloween - be maintained. 
Smith said allowing the sale of fire- 
works for such a long period of time 
would be dangerous. 
"The possibility of someone putting a
/ Pile of parcels 
LAST WEEK was the busiest of the year for ~ #  ( 
Canada Post employees like Patti Anaerson ~ -  i t  
who wrestled with at least double the normal ~ ~ ~ 





Ridi Camps:l's, ,o ng Lessons * Ki~ 
• ' .... ~Tack&HorseProd0Ctsl  ~ i,-~ 




Heated viewing lounge 
Many in-store 
SPECIALS!! 
4527 Copper River Road, Terrace 
Ph: 635-9230 Fax: 638-1692 
box of fireworks under the Christmas 
tree as a family present is a very unset- 
tling thought," he said. 
Since there aren't any rules on fire- 
works in Thornhill, people could still 
buy them there. 
"We won't eliminate fireworks," 
Smith noted. "But I don't think we 
f rom 
JAM IEsO N-...~IIII~~_ 
vitamin c 500g ~I~.~F__~ 
Assorted Flavours 
lOg's Bonus -- ~ " 
Alcan Aluminum • Joe Smoley Bight & Bound == 
Alice Canlpagnon Joim Colongard Skeena Cellulose _~ 
Aqua Clear Bottlers Llnda ltawes Skeena Mall 
11 III ,, B.C. tlydro Undsays Cartage & Storage Skeena Valley Rotary Club = 
II . I~ =. Bandstra Transportation Lome Sexton Sterling FJectdc 
Systems Manuel Martin Sy Sterrit &Musical Friends 
Caledonia lligll School Ministry of ltighways Telecommunication Worker's 
Carpenters Union Mr. Mikes Grill Union . 
,, City of Terrace Neid Enterprises Terrace & District Credit = 
Coast Mountain Electric Northern Drags Union | 
Commtlnity Correctional' Northern Savings Credit Union Terrace & District Teachers 
Centre Overwaitea Foods Union 
,u I& • -=. Co, pperside. Foods #3 Pacific Northern Gas Terrace Do-It Centre ,,-= 
" CH)ress Forest Consultants Peter Branch Terrace Kinsmen == 
i Dave Dams Contracting Rain Coast Cranes Terrace Paving 
i Dr. Nicola Barton Randy Wilson Terrace Redl-lVlLx 
tl If ,, Dr. Paul Clark Regional District of Kitimat Terrace Rotary Club 
11 II Dr. redpath Stikine " Terrace Skatepark Association E 
Dulcan Cranes Richard Undstrom Wade Contracting 
| Emies Bacld~oe S rvices Ricll icDaniel Wajax Industries 
| Farko Contracttnp Royal Bank Western Pacific Maintenance = t l  o t - -  I~ 
,, Filming Ruins Board Shop West Point Rentals 
Gordon Lee Construction Russell Painting ,and all the volunteer E 
i Jim & Aline Neid ' Safeway youth workers, 
i; ~O ~h© T~]E]EAC~ SKAT]~ PARK j 
| Special thanks to ED MOORE CONTRACTING, SK~ENA | 
| PROJECT SERVICES, VIC FROESE TRUCKING, WIEBE | 
tl III 
| CONTRACTING AND COAST TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT _ 
| for their huge support with this youth project. /~ /~,  
: Sponsored by the Terrace Youth Action Society /~" /~)) ))~ 
| Donations still accepted. . . . .~ ,  //.-- ~,~'  
!I I , For more lnfo call Maureen 638-0263 ~1~'~1(~..~/ ' | , )' 
"The possibil ity of someone 
putting a box of fireworks under 
the Christmas tree as a family 
present is a very unsett l ing 
thought." 
should push them." 
Millennium fireworks displays here 
are still possible. 
People can get special permits from 
the fire department for such displays, In 
most cases, the people putting on dis- 
plays have either already purchased the 
fireworks at Halloween or are ordering 
them in. 
td  NORTHERN HEALTHCARE Park Avenue Medical Building, Terrace 
To all people who made our campaign for 
the Canadian Diabetes Association a 
Success. 
Thanks to all who canvassed and to allwho 
donated in any way. 
The total amount raised so far is $12,500 
with some donations still coming in. 
~ ~ ] ~ k  If you've got EMAILi yoU canreachlus i I Thank you to Frank Donahue and staff for 
L11',11~lllq"111 electronically. Wewelcome letters;:: l! their help in th s campaign. 
~ht~t~l~ news tips. sports and commLmity I 
eontributions.:and fee(Iback of all~pes; :'11 .Inns= Rrn~m nn~rdin~tf~r 
: ;i standard@kermode~net:, i :::~ :1  - --':." - - - - '  - - " .  ..... :-" 
I ~ ....... . . . . . .  ~ ~ :~ I- uanaolan ulaDetes Assocla[ion 
~ * - - ~ - = - - * - ' - - * * ~ ~  (Terrace Division) 
~! '~,  ~~~ ,~ ~ DECEMBER SPECiAL ' 
r ~ .  ~/' .~~~ ] A delightful retreat from shopping 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~  t Decadent  Desser t  & - -  . .  
~ " ~ "  _ ,~ .~( /~"~"  j Spec ia l t '~  Cof fee  
~ ~ ~  ;W~v"  ' ~,.,~.e.~,,,..~,,,o ~ Y . ~  
THE LAST NEW YEAR'S EVE 
OF THE MILLENNIUM 
IN THE OLDLEGION BUILDING 
COCKTAILS @ 7:00 PM 
DINNER @ 8:00 PM 
MUSIC BY SIGHT & SOUND @ 9:00PM 
MUSIC FROM THE 40'S, 50'S, 60'S & 70'S 
TICKETS - $30 EACH, available from Ladies 
Auxiliary Members & af tb'eBranch 
Christmas blonfmg l whole family tog,*',,,,". 
WikSaver 
Make the day  before  and pop it in the oven 
In the morning.  Ser~es 8. 
16 Slices white bread crusts removed 
' ~ Sces of Cand an back I~acon or har~ . . . . .  ,. ~. ~fl 
I/2 tsp. salt 
I/2. tsp pepper 
I/2 tsp dry mustard :~ 
1/4 cup mlncedonion 
I/4 cup green peppe, finely chopped 
I 1/2 tsp worcestershire sauce 
3 cups whole milk 
Dash tabasco . . . . .  
1/4  Ib,  but ter  
Crushed corn flakes 
In a 9"x13" bmttered, baking dish, put 8 pieces of bread, 
cover dish entirely, cover bread with slices of back 
bacon .  Lay  s l i ces  o f  c l teddar  cheese  on top of  bacon ,  
cover with slices of bread. In a bowl, beat eggs, salt and 
pepper .  
Add dry mustard, onion,  g reen  peper,  worcestersh i re  
sauce, milk and tabasco. Pour over the bread, cover and 
let stand In frldge overnight. In morning, melt 114 lb. 
butter, pour over top. Cover with crushed corn flakes. 
Bake, uncovered, I hour at 350 °. Let sit I0 minutes 
before serving. 
1 Santa Knows I f  You ve 
Been NAUGHTY Or  
CHECK OUR IN STOCK 
i! CHRISTMAS SPECIALS 
;~ .Games for. couples. Adult Videos 
!i~ .Surpnsmg Stock, ng Stuffers 
~!i i!~ #2-3237 Kalum St, Terrace 
ph: 638,1070 
~i i~ Fax: 638-1021 
~:~~~~~ Toll Free. 1-888-638-10 
t ¢ 
Friends don't let friends 
Drink and Drivel 
5k==na 
Sawmills 
5330 Hwy 16W 635-6336 
Friends Don't Let Friends 
Drink and Drive 
~e.o¢ .~ ~ ~- ~,~¢, .ded. 
Qual i ty  Beer ,  
Wines ,  8 Coo lers  
4720a Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
635-1166 
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Be Smart, 
Don't  Drink & Drivel 
This message is brought to you by Ihese community minded businesses. 
Whether you are going to a fancy work party, casual or traditional family get together, it is important to plan ahead 
and designate a driver for the day/evening. There are plenty of alternative beverages for the designated river includ- 
ing non-alcoholic beers, for those who still enjoy the real taste of beer without he alcohol. 
Often party planners will make arrangements for guests to sleep over so that there is no risk whatsoever of people 
driving while under the influence of ,..,,,..-.~, 
alcohol. If your host has organized a ,."?C~ ~ (¢~ 
lift home for you either with a friend: ~" /~~.~ 
or by running you home them- / ' :~ '~ l l l l l l g~ \~e:~. 
selves, accept graciously- remem- i * . ~ ~  
her if they didn't want to do it they ~ ~ ~  
wouldn t have o f fe red ,  ~ ; ~ ~  ~// 
Make sure your holiday season ~ b ~  ~'  
has a happy ending. 
.E~E~SE., ~ YOU ,¢.E ~ ,OV'CE 
D.~VE., ~O ~OUm OF ALCO,O, Drive Safe, Drive Sober! CAN BE PRESENT IN YOUR BODY! 
l n~st~v~ 
up  
#302-4622 GREIG AVE., 
Ph (250) 635-0601 
TERRACE, B.C. 
KALCTIRE 
Cedarland Tire Service 
4929 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6 ! 70 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN HOSE AND COUPLINGS -i~Vl=~- 
"Service Is Our Name" 
5012 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. VSG 5S5 
Ph: (250)635-4074 Toll Free: 1-800-305-4074 
Fax: (250)635-9413 
Please Don't 
Drink & Drive! 
~,~E~I~I~E~E~~ 
4838 Hwy. 16W, Terrace • 638-8171 
~ ~¢f4 2z TERRACE 
~ INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
635-6600 
P lease  Don ' t  
Dr ink  & Dr ive!  
~-~a,,e~# Nutw~G~ 
~ , ~ / ~  COASTAL BUS LINES Automotive Fuel 
~r ~,~'~ SAcbod bus drlver~ Conversions & Service 
4904 Highway 16 West, Terrace 
635-6617 
AL 'C 'S  GLASS 
• Auto Glass ,Safety Glass 
• ICBC Claims .Windows 
• Mirrors .Sealed LI/~its 
• We will pick up and drop offyourvehicle. 
3720 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
Terrace 638-8801 
Toll Free 1 -888-638-8801 
,,-<>'x. 
TERRACE 
.....  ,, imIiitim[ml 
4916 Hwy.  16 West Terrace, B.C. 
250-635-7187 
www.terraceautomal l .com 
Located at 
the Coast 
Inn Of the West 
4620 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
638-7977 
4710 KEITH AVE. PHONE: {250) 635.7767 
TERRACE, B.C. FAX: (250) 635.7174 
VSG 4K1 TOLL FREE: 1-800-514.7767 
I SERVICE LTD. . 
I and TERRACE CREMATORIUM 
~LJ~J FOOD & DRUG ' I ~ " ' ~ " ~ ~ '  | In The Northu~t 8iru~ 19,16 ' 
| BRONZE PLAQUES & MONUMEICt'S 4655 Lokelse Ave., I 635-2444 ~'~,~ Terrace I ,~ o~..T.,,~,,, c.v~, 1K'/ 






Be Careful This Holiday Season 
e 4625 Lazelle, Terrace 635-4997 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
• ~.~,~:~ 
'x~:~'.~", ~ : i ~ : "f,~.~'.~t. ~ ., . . . .  
,.-" nt tt~ DIK'i~'"' '~ "~ "~"~''"~'~-~ 
";!~.:,,i!.,,,!~:'., ~.:.:..!*:.::":' " :%~'~.'4~' "4&'(250) 635-5253 
P.O. Box 824, Res' (250) 635-5101 
Terrace, B.C. Aulotel (250) 638-3733 
VSG 4R1 Fax (250) 635-6215 
Please Don't Drinkand Drive This 
Holiday Season 
,]..) . . - - -~. ,~ {~.~. . -~- . . ,~ . ra ,a , , ,= ,=~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5e#~_/(!::. .. ... 8ezv . ixzea . .12A.  .............. 
4617 Greig Ave. (Co-op Mall) 
635-5232 
www.keenhyside.com ,) 
Be Wise! Don't 
Drink & Drive 
Kalum Kabs 
4449 I.akelse, Terrace 635-7177 
TERRACE 
4912 Hwy 16 W, Terrace B.C. 
250-635-6558 
www.terraceautomall.com 
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Airshow grant turned down 
THE Terraee-Kitimat Air- dicated its rain insurance that last-minute requests she said. 
show's request for an ira- costs have gone up by presented on an emer- She noted Kitimat 
mediate $3,000 city grant nearly $4,000 and that the gency basis won't be trea- council did approve an im- 
toward startup costs has airport is now charging the ted differently, mediate $3,000 grant: 
Rec , ,c le  Yourse l f .  Decide to Be an Organ Dono, 
~J and Tell Your Family. m" Columbia l~  LIVER "'~",;.'L.'t.~,";~ ...... " ,,a,,s°,a,,, kWI C^N^D,,~,,, 
$ocloly I l L  FOUNDATION 
BC Branch 
(604)  736-9775 or 1-800.567-8112 (604) 877.2100 or 1.800.66326189 (604) 681.4588 or t-B00.856.?266 
been denied. 
Councillors were told 
the request - up from the 
$2,500 that was borrowed 
and later repaid in the past 
two shows - is needed now 
to put money down to re- 
tain acts. 
This time the airshow 
was asking for the aid 
without condition it be 
paid back, added city 
chief administrative officer 
Roe Peele. 
"They think they can 
pay it back, but they can't 
guarantee its" he said. 
He said the society in- 
airshow a new $2,500 fee. 
Councillors ~aid they'd 
co'nsider the request within 
the 2000 budget processb 
but won't provide the grar~ 
ahead of schedule. '~-- 
"I don't feel comfort- 
able about issuing a che- 
que tomorrow morning for 
$3,000," councillor David 
Hull said. "If it was that 
important, they should 
have been here tonight." 
Other counci l lors  
agreed similar groups must 
understand that council in- 
sists on closely scr,ntiniz- 
ing all grant requests and 
Malkow-Dunham said 
last week she'd still go 
ahead with the trip to 
Nashville to choose acts 
for the show, but said the 
airshow won't be able to 
confirm those acts until it 
gets the money. 
That may mean an act 
that gets a booking some- 
where else for the same 
Asked why it's neces- 
sary for her to travel to 
Nashville rather than get 
videos of potential acts 
sent h~'~; she said the 
meeting of the Internation- 
al Council of Air Shows is 
important to attend in per- 
son. 
"You can get a lot of 
contacts and find out about 
date will cancel an up- other acts you might not 
pearance here, she said, know about," Malkow- 
because no money has Dunham said. 
been put down. She said the conference 
"We wanted to put a includes sesstons on safe- 
deposit on those perfor- ty, sponsorship and mar- 
mers we want to have," keting, among others. 
Police Briefs 
Arson suspected 
as vehicle burns 
THE TERRACE RCMP need your help in sol- 
ving a possible arson in the 4700 block of Scott 
Ave., Sunday, Nov. 21. 
Officers and firefighters were called there after a 
vehicle fire was reported 2:30 a.m. that day. 
The car, a Dodge Rampage stimated at $2,000 
to $2,500, was engulfed in flames when emergency 
crews arrived. 
Although no one was injured in the blaze, some 
damage was done to nearby vehicles and the total 
estimated amage tops $3,000, say the RCMP. 
The fire is being considered suspicious. 
"Cars just don't light themselves on fire," said 
RCMP Corporal Blake Waikinshaw. He would not 
comment on whether the fire is related to any other 
incidents in the area. 
Anyone with information about this or any simi- 
lar incident, or if you know the identity of the per- 
son or persons responsible for this or any other 
crime, Crimestoppers would like to hear from you. 
Crimestoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,000 for information leading to the arrest and 
charges being laid against his or any other un- 
solved crime. If you have any information call 
Crime stoppers at 635-Tips (635-8477). Callers will 
not be required to reveal their identity or testify in 
court. Crime stoppers does not subscribe to call 
display. 
Man breaks court order, 
spends night in jail 
A 45-year-old Terrace male appeared in court 
Dec. 3 for contacting his ex-wife while intoxica- 
ted on Dec. 2. 
The man, who faces assault charges for ati inci- 
dent on July 16, was under court order not to con- 
tact his former spouse when under the influence of 
alcohol. 
The man, who also has a criminal record for a 
series of violent crimes in the area, was held in 
police custody overnight Friday until his Saturday 
hearing. 
He was released in court and is scheduled to ap- 
pear in court later in December. 
Spousal assault 
TERRACE RCMP were called to a home in the 
4700 block of Davis Avenue, Sunday Dec. 5 in 
response to a disturbance between a local couple. 
The 29-year-old male allegedly kicked his 29- 
year-old female spouse in the leg. She sustained 
minor injuries. The male was arrested on an assault 
charge. 
He was later released and ordered to appear in 




School district has hired a 
replacement for retiring 
secretary treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff, who is leaving 
for Vancouver at the end 
of January. 
Marcel Georges will re- 
place Piersdorff as secre- 
tary treasurer Jan. 24, 
2000. Georges comes to 
Coast Mountain School 
district with years of ex- 
perience balancing school 
district budgets. 
He is currently secre- 
tary treasurer on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands for Haida. 
Gwai. Prior to this, he was 
a secretary treasurer in 
Princeton for the Nicola- 
Similkameen school dis- 
trict. And before this 
Georges was a secretary 
treasurer for the Kitimat 
school board. 
Acting superintendent 
Sharon Beedle said 
Georges is no stranger to 
the north. 
"He knows the area," 
she said. "I think he'll be 
up to speed when he ar- 
rives because he knows 
the job." 
j The  War  ^mps ' - - ,  I~1~1 
IN u.~o so,~o, I 
~;llJ 1-000,250-3030, ' l J~ L 
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Smart Move. flooding the Fine Print: 38% finance offer Irorn Toyota Canada Credit Inc. is based on 48 month financing OAC {48~0 months 58~} on all Corolla models only. Lease ollels for qualified relail customers only on 2000 models sold and delivered before December 31.1999. Lease 
paymenls of $228 for the 2000 Corolla 8RI2EM(BA) based on a 40 month walkaway feaze with $2.268 down. Total lease obligations are $13.212 Lease payments based on a maeimem el 96.000 krn. Additional charges ate lOt/bin. Excludes license, ins~rante, and appticebfe taxes, loci,des 
a maximum of $750 los fleighi and pledelivery inspection. See y,ur Toyota 0C Ocelots for more delails. 
There are going to be so m 
you will hardly ~e able to hear yourself thi 
store says that its sale is the best. Howeve 
isn't the only thing to consider in a sale. 
If you're a really' smart shopper and wan 
most for your money, you'll want to buy fr, 
trusted store. One that backs up everyth 
sells. A store that gives all its good serv 
matter how low the sale prices. 
If YOu're shopping for Furmtt 
Appliances next week, 
by all means shop around. We know that ~ 
see what we have to offer, and when you 
prices, you'll see that ours is unquestionably 
We will be closed Mondq _ /  
Dec 29 at 12:00 noon for our final 3 day year end" clearance sale. 
Take Advantage Of Our No Down Payment, No Interest, No Payments Until July 2000 O.A.C. 
........ ~ . . . . . . .  ~ 'l I ~__ 
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JUST  A THOUGHT 
KATHY FLORITTO 
A Christmas tale 
C hristmas is for children and makes children of us all. 
Our family traditions are enshrined not only 
in our memories but in countless boxes and 
bags full of decorations that have adorned our 
Christmas tree and table year after year. 
Every one-winged angel, every Rudolph 
with a permanently bent nose is as beautiful to 
our adult eyes as when they were new and we 
were much, much younger. 
The music of Christmas continues to bring 
gladness to our hearts and we continue to be 
enchanted by all the wonderful stories written 
about his special time. 
This year, if you find yourself needing an 
extra tale to tell, perhaps this one will do... 
Have you ever wondered why we put tinsel 
on our Christmas tree? 
Once upon a time, a long time ago, a mo- 
ther was busily cleaning her home for Christ- 
mas, just as mothers do today. 
She laundered the curtains, tablecloths and 
napkins. She polished the floors and the silver. 
She washed and dried all the china and she 
straightened all the pictures, too. 
She worked and worked until she was satis- 
fied that her family's home was just as it 
should to celebrate this wondrous and holy 
day. 
Under this assault of rag, broom and dust- 
pan, the little spiders who lived in the small 
nooks and crannies where, usually, they 
couldn't be seen, rushed as quickly as their 
tiny spider legs would carry them up to the 
attic to escape, aterrifyingly certain demise. 
They hid there for ever so long waiting for the 
mother to put her tools of destruction away. 
Whdn the house shone from her efforts and 
when she was sure that everything was just 
right, the mother called to her husband who 
brought in the tree that he and the children had 
especially chosen to make their Christmas 
Day complete. 
Together, they unwrapped their treasured 
decorations and hung them ever so carefully 
on the tree. When they were done, they gath- 
ered all the presents they'd hid under beds and 
in cupboards, fluffed up all the bows, checked 
all the tags, then placed the lovingly trimmed 
boxes under the tree. 
At last, it was time to sleep. As they 
climbed the stairs to bed, their hearts were 
glad just thinking how happy the children 
would be the next morning. 
When the house became quiet, the little 
spiders slowly crept down from their hiding 
place to peek at what the mother and father 
had done. 
"Oh, what a beautiful tree!" 
Excitedly, the rushed up the trunk and scur- 
ried along each branch to examine the colour- 
ful ornaments hanging from every limb. Scam- 
pering among the beautiful, glittering decora- 
tions filled each little spider with great joy. 
But alas! By the time they were too tired 
to scamper one more scamp, the dazzling tree 
that had given them so much delight was com- 
pletely shrouded in dusty gray spider webs! 
The little spiders didn't know what to do. 
They were very, very sad. 
When Santa came with his gifts for the 
children, he saw the unhappy wee spiders hud- 
dling under the very, very gray tree and knew 
exactly what had happened before even one 
little spider could shed one more little spider 
tear. 
He smiled as he thought of their happiness 
when running from bne shiny ornament to an- 
other, but he knew how unhappy the family 
would be to see their glorious Christmas tree 
covered in a dingy gray mantle of webs. So he 
closed his twinkling blue eyes, waved his hand 
and wished a special Santa wish. 
Oh, how the little spiders cheered and 
cheered as they watched their dismal looking 
webs turn to silver and goldl 
The tree sparkled and shimmered[ It was 
even more beautiful than before. 
And that is why we have tinsel on our trees 
- and that is why every tree should have a 
Christmas pider in its branches. 
I 
Job well done 
TO THE students, musicians, teachers and all 
who in any way helped with Caledonia's produe- 
:ion of "West Side Story". Thanks for the wonder- 
ful show. Your enthusiasm, talents and dedication 
to ensure this show went off so effortlessly is very 
much appreciated. Each year we look forward to 
supporting your school's musical and again this 
was an outstanding job well done. Good luck to 
each and every one of you, and may the future be 
bright for you. 
Hugh and OIga Power 
Local Christmas trees for sale 
YOU WON'T catch Don 
Coburn's family with a 
plastic artificial tree this 
Christmas. 
He has his pick of 
32,000 evergreen trees 
planted on his 30-acre 
Christmas tree farm loca- 
ted on Beam Station Road. 
Coburn planted his first 
saplings eight years ago, 
thinking a Christmas tree 
farm xvould be a neat 
hobby. 
"I thought it would be a 
good thing to work on 
when I retired," he said. 
"It beats hanging around 
talking about fishing!" 
Coburn, a forest ser- 
vices official, has been 
busy fertilizing, pruning, 
nurturing his tiny trees 
ever since. 
Last year only about 
100 trees were big enough 
to harvest. Coburn said he 
waits until his trees are 
anywhere from six to eight 
feet tall before chopping 
them down. 
This year about 300 
DON COBURN cuts down one of the Christmas About 600 trees were ready to harvest this year, 
trees from his 30-acre farm on Beam Station Road, compared to only about 100 last year. 
trees (Douglas fir, Grand 
fir, Scotch pine, and Lod- 
gepole Pine) were big en- 
ough to sell to the boy 
scouts and to Canadian 
tire. 
Next year Coburn ex- 
pects anywhere from 600- 
900 trees will be ready for 
sale. And by the 2002, he 
should have 1,200 trees 
ready. 
Coburn says he's had 
the most luck growing 
Douglas Fir trees, while 
the Scoich pine trees have 
been tricky. 
"Once they start grow- 
ing crooked, they continue 
to to grow crooked," he 
said. "If they start growing 
to the right, they'll over- 
compensate by start grow- 
ing way over to the left." 
Coburn admitted own- 
ing a tree farm isn't a job 
for the lazy. 
You can't just plant a 
tree and come back in 
seven years, he said. 
Perfect Christmas trees 
need a lot of tender loving 
care. 
This summer, Coburn 
said he spent hours re- 
planting about 600 trees. 
He and four friends also 
spent about 10 days in 
June pruning. Another 10 
TLT presents "A Christmas Carol" 
CONTRIBUTED 
THIS 5'EAR, a small but enthusiastic 
group of Terrace Little Theatre actors 
have decided to try their hand at a Christ- 
mas show. 
Riding on the proven success of read- 
ings in Prince George and Prince Rupert 
other beloved characters. Next year, we'll 
plan much earlier and perhaps have some 
of the major scenes acted out with the 
narrator moving the story along." 
Audiences can look forward to the 
usual TLT standard with actors Patrick 
Mclntyre, Diana Braathen, Adam Kirk- 
by CBC Radio, TLT chose the all-time wood, Brent Nixon and Alan Weston. The 
favourite, "' A Christmas Carol", by 
Charles Dickens. 
Organizer/director Nancy Stone-Archer 
calls this a pilot project for what she 
hopes becomes aTLT tradition. 
"It's very last minute, very impromp- 
tu," Stone Archer said. 
"We are treating this as a classic 
reading, with a narrator and actors read- 
ing the parts of Scrooge, Marley's ghost, 
the three spirits, Tiny Tim and all the 
actors have a pretty free reign with their 
multiple characters, which will add an 
extra element of humour and improv to 
the experience. Narration is by Marianne 
Brorup Weston. 
The reading will take place at 7 p.m. 
on December 22 at the McColl Play- 
house. Come join the TLT and make a 
donation of non-perishable food or cash, 
all proceeds to go to the Terrace Chur- 
ches Food Bank. 
Wade Flaherty, come home 
TERRACE CITY coun- 
cillor David Hull is send- 
ing a message to New 
York Islander's goalie 
Wade Flaherty to come 
home to Terrace for the 
millennium. 
BC2000's Homecoming 
project is all about bring- 
ing British Columbians 
back to their local com- 
munities to celebrate the 
millennium. 
Hull filled out a 
BC2000 Homecoming 
postcard last week, asking 
Flaherty to come home for 
Riverboat Days in order to 
take part in some of Ter- 
race's year long millenni- 
um celebrations. 
"1 think our homecom- 
ing project will be a tre- 
mendous success in 
Terrace," Hull said. 
"We "re encouraging 
everyone in Terrace to get 
down to their local Autop- 
lan agent and fill out a 
postcard inviting their 
friends and family home." 
Throughout the year, 
British Columbians who 
live in different cities 
around the world will be 
asked tu return to their 
roots in communities 
across the province .to par- 
ticipate in a special mille- 
nnium event. 
To send a BC2000 invi- 
tation to a friend or family 
member, locals simply 
have to complete the post- 
age-paid card, which are 
available at Autoplan bro- 
kers and ICBC c la im 
centres, and drop it in the 
nearest mailbox. 
PARAGON Insurance agent Faye Coburn helps city 
councillor David Hull fill out a BC2000 postcard, in- 
viting NHL goalie Wade Flaherty home for millenni- 
um celebrations. British Columbians are encour- 
aged to fill out the postage-paid postcards inviting 
friends and family home to visit during 2000. 
BC2000 will then mail each person listed on the 
personal invitations to  postcard, 
days in August and Sep- 
tember were spent brush- 
ing and weeding. Then this 
fall he spent about two 
weeks pruning. 
"It's getting to be more 
work every year," he said. 
"Every year they grow 
there's more work." 
Coburn has to wait 10 
years for his balsam to be 
ready, l-lis pine trees take 
anywhere from eight to 
nine years to grow and 
Douglas firs take about 
five years. 
Local boy scouts will 
be selling Coburn's Christ- 
mas trees at Canadian Tire 
Friday evenings from 6-9 
p.m., Saturdays from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m., Sundays 
from 12-5 p.m. and Wed- 
nesday evenings from 6-9 
p.m. Trees cost $25. 
Around bwn 
We remember 
NATIVE people in Canada have a long and 
proud history of serving the Canadian Armed forces 
in the war. 
In peacetime they have given unselfish service 
in the name of freedom. The Department of Indian 
and Northern Affairs wishes to recognize that con- 
tribution by supporting Native Aboriginal Veterans 
Association (NAVA) in the striking of a comme- 
morative medal and the hosting of the ceremony of 
aboriginal veterans drawn from across the country. 
This medal will honour those who risked their 
lives and sacrificed so much in the fight for free- 
dom and democracy. 
NAVA's first task is to identify and contact he 
aboriginal veterans who served in the Canadian 
military, either in war, or with our peace-keeping 
missions abroad. If you are an aboriginal veteran or 
if you know of someone in your family or in your 
community who is an aboriginal veteran contact 
NAVA by phone at (306) 384-0565 or fax (306) 
382-6587 or mail: 
National Aboriginal Veterans Association 
c/o Claude Petit 
32 Moore Place, Saskatoon, Sask. STL 3Z2 
B.C.O.A.P. update 
by HUGH POWER 
THE REGULAR monthly meeting at the Happy Gang 
Centre took place on Thursday, December 9, with Mary. 
Ann Dilley presiding. 
The meeting began with registered nurse Penny An- 
guish giving a presentation to the members regarding the 
"Advance Directives" policy that was recently adopted 
by the Terrace and Area Health Council. 
The new policy allows local residents and their fami- 
ly members to outline to health care professionals the 
kind of medical intervention they want to receive when 
they are dying. 
Anguish requested that members come forward to 
help formulate an information pamphlet on the new po- 
licy, which would be handed out early in the new year. 
Volunteers would have to attend about 3 meetings in 
January. 
The aim of this progressive action is to give people 
personal health choices in a respectful, ethical manner. 
It is hoped that everyone will receive the care they 
wish once they many not be able to communicate heir 
wishes. We look forward to seeing this pamphlet in the 
new year. 
It was announced that the bazaar on November 20 
went very well and the community support was excel- 
lent. Thank you to everyone who donated articles and 
baked goods. 
The raffle proved very popular too - the flnanciaire- 
turn was great. The winners will be announced in the 
paper soon. 
There have been a few maintenance problems, but fu- 
lure plans to help alleviate these from reoccurring were 
taken. 
Members agreed to give donations to both the Terrace 
Churches Food Bank and the Salvation Army, 
Date to Remember: 
January 13: Next meeting will take place at 2 p.m. 
Merry Christmas and a happy New Year to alll i 




Secondary School. Remember 
boots and warm drinks! 
Dec. 25 The hill will be open from noon 
to 3:30 p.m. Shames is also open daily 
during the holidays until January 2. 
Jan. 1 Millennium/tenth year celebration / 





' Terrace Little Theatre actors are 
: performing "A Christmas Carol", by 
' Charles Dickens Dec. 22 at 7 p.m. at the 
McColl Playhouse. Come join the TLT 
and make a donation of non-perishable 
food or cash. All proceeds will go to the 
Terrace food bank. 
D . . . . .  
The 'nsmen of Terrace is calling 
on all past participants and any brave new I i .... 
/X. ones to participate in this year's I f  CHRISTMAS HOURS "1 
Kermodei  Bear Swim at 1 p.m. New l /  I 
Years Day. 
There will be plenty of room for I! December25 Closed ;i| 
spectators at the Kiddies camp on 1st I~  MERRY CHRISTMAS i 
Huestis. The exhibition is presented at the 
Museum of Northern British Columbia 
in Prince Rupert. The exhibition 
continues to January 17, 2000. 
Avenue at Lakelse Lake, and the Kinettes 
will be serving hot drinks and a light, hot 
lunch. So bring the family and enjoy the 
spectacle. 
Pick up registration forms at Valhalla 
Pure so that you can begin getting 
pledges right away[ 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
Soccer in 
Art: the snow.= 
Local Artist Edward Epp presents Duet, All soccer players are invited to the 
a collaborative figure painting project he annual Soccer in the snow game Jan. 1, 
completed with Prince Rupert artistAmy 2000 at 1 p.m. at Skeena Junior 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Email us at 
www.cantire.terrace@osg.net 
Tuesday. January 4 
LA Branch 13, Royal Canadian Le- 
gion monthly meeting starting at 7:30 
p.m. at the Legion. New members are 
welcome. 
Tuesday..lanuary 11 
The Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre is having an informal discussion 
First Tuesday of each month in the Mills 
Memorial Hospital Education room 7:30 
p.m. Babies/Children welcome. For more 
info call Cathy 635-7397 or Nancy 635- 
5607. 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic is 
open every Tuesday night from 7-9 p.m. 
Information and counselling on birth con- 
--"" "Countq Co,age . " ,  
'.; Teddy bears, dolls, Sll~t baskets, cards, bath ' ,~ : 
¢ - -  , r~  
: balms, scented candles, throws, placemats, napkins,,: 
', massage cream, bath salts, soaps, creams, pot pourri, ~I 
,,dried flonll arnln~lements, ~'eaths, s~r,l~s, and , "  
f ~  group for young women on health issues trol and birth control supplies at reason- , so much more! i'"i" 
S AFEWAY from 6-8 p.m. at the Women's Centre, able cost. Drop in. They're at the rear of ~_ (/oc-dte4/u #~e I.dze//eM,7//) &~-H78 .' : 
J ~...~_~ www.safeway.com 4542 Park Avenue. the health unit on Kalum, so go to the "l~,,. .  1~.. ,-,,qlp..:....~, . . . . . . . - . . . . , .q~, , .  i 
Are you a young woman between the back door. For more info or to volunteer 
i .TER~CE , T~ER~E ages. of 12 and 20? Would you like to ca11638-2027. ~,, i [ , ' .  R.D. Greenwood i: o .  hea , th  i ssues  that aro, . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , - : n . .  
• tint to you?' . . . . . .  ' ..... ,: ...... .REIKI EXCHANGE< f6i~ ' 'i'll Reiki . 
[ ~ - ~ ~  (:~)il"~ll~l~ The Terrace Women's Centre wants to practitioners to'be l~eld the third Tuesday Chi ronractm"  I 
I ~ iCa .~~ter race .automal l@osg .net  1~ ]R~C heary°urth°ughts°nwhath"siike'td~be~Ofeaeh'm°tlthfr°mT"9p'm'attheSkee" 1[ . . . .  : - -  - - -  r - -  v " ~ ~ ~  ' .......... I | 
a young women in Terrace. Do you fell na Health Unit auditorium (Sept 21, Oct. 
healthy? Are there things that could make 19, Nov 16. For more info call Marylin at 4635 Lazelle, Terrace 
you more healthy? Are there certain 635-6468. ~ I 
thy? TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
[ .r~R_.,Z~_ E . . .~R~ E things that you think make you unheal- 
[ ~[~[ ]~[~!  ( ~ ~  For more info call Sarah at 638-0228 first Tuesday of every month from 10:30- 
, |  l There will be free food! " noon at the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
| ~ Thursday. January 1~1 FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and | 
I The Terrace Standard i B.C Schizophrenia Society presents , child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the ac- I MSP, ICBC, WCB ACC_~PTED [ 
[ k . . , i P / ~  standard@kermode.net the family-to-family education program tivity room. For more info call 8-1863. | Dynamic Gait Analys is  and  | 
(formerly called the Journey of Hope) | Prescription Orthotics | 
| Your  webs  it_e/email address  [ Education for families of persons din- TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND / Saturday AppointmentsAvailable | 
| _ Could  be  here!  I gnosed with severe depression, bipolar meets every Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. at the 
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 disorder, schizophrenia, panic disorder, Caledonia high school band room. The 638-8165 
and obsessive compulsive disorder. Community Band and the Terrace Big 
Learn the skills 1o cope! Come to the Band are actively seeking adult musi- ~ 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse (corner of clans in percussion and all other sections. , ~ . : ~ ~  .~,  , ~ , ~ ~ .  
Sparks and Park Street) at 7 p.m. If inter- For more info call Carol at 635-4729. 
ested please sign up or call Eileen Calla- 
nan at 635-3620. STRETCHING CLASS The Ministry 
of Health community rehabilitation pro- 
Mondav,.lanuarv 17 gram hosts this seated stretching class ~ ~ l[ ~ , , , ~ ~  
The Terrace Churches Food bank from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit ~]1~ w,-' 
I n ~ e s  me that s° many I~|' °pens its d°°rs f°r its January 2000 distri" Audit°rium at 3412 Kalum St" Call Anne ~ O ~  
I [ f ~ i u m "  Isn;t[i:l bution from January 17-20. The distribu- at 638-2272 for more info. 
I ] t ~ h i ~ k  they ar~[ill tion centre is located at 4647 Lazelle, 
I [ doin~ their families a favour[~ using such'forti-[iii[ rear entrance. Look for the "Food Bank of T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS is held Baby's Names: 
fled foods? For unless the diet includes a bal- 
ance of extra nu!rients, that additional calcium 
may be virtually uselessl 
Calcium is already abundant in many of our 
foods. So it's curious that North Americans 
drink more milk than any other group of people 
in the world; yet we suffer the greatest inci- 
dence of osteoporosis, a tragic disease linked 
to a deficiency of calcium. 
Sadly, we've overlooked the fact that calcium 
is not a nutrient hat stands alone. A number of 
other minerals and vitamins are key in using 
calcium. Vital for absorption is magnesium. 
Magnesium is commonly overlooked, and 
evidence suggests we're often deficient in this 
crucial mineral. It doesn't get the attention that 
calcium does, but actually is in shorter supply, 
in our diets. Soil depletion and chemical fertiliz- 
ers are factors in declining magnesium levels, 
along with diets low In refined grains and leafy 
green vegetables. 
In addition, several components of our mod- 
ern diet contribute to the loss of minerals. 
: :  .:. i: :.: :" i"17" I. 
n n i I ? ":::=: ::?:::;i I 
I fFor  informat ion,  a coms.ultatlon or lo1: 
• : i!i ~:~ : :;if:i: 
I 
1 purchase herbal nutrit ,on products / I  
| at wholesale prices contact. / !  
/ Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Sid & Therese Ross, / I  
/ Darcie Annesley, Maureen Gent, W~ne Gray, / i l  
/ Joan Hough (Kitinmt) " 1:! 
: /  Bruno Belanger & Krista Bct~an (Terrace). / I  
/ ENmH INDmNV m'olsrmuroRs /:!1 
:i I Phone: (250) 638-154i - Terrace /! i l  
[ . (250) 632-2740- Kitimat / I  
' /  Fax: (250) 635-1565 H 
| EMAIL: bruno@kermode net Ii I 
I /iill 
:::it One Person at a ~me " ) i  ;I 
the Churches" sign. It is important o 
bring ID for you attd your dependents. The 
Food Bank is open from 1-3 p.m. People 
with last names beginning with letters A- 
H can pick up food Monday, Jan. 17. 
Those with last names beginning with let- 
ters I-R pick up food Tuesday, January 18 
and those who have surnames beginning 
with letters S-Z pick up food Wednesday, 
Jan. 19. Anyone missed can come Thurs- 
day, Jan. 20. Donations of food and 
money can be made through local chur- 
ches as well as through Overwaitea nd 
Safeway with the B.C. Sharing Coupons. 
Items can also be dropped off at the Bar- 
gain Store. Each of these stores has a 
food drop off box located in the customer 
service area. Donations can be mailed to: 
Terrace Churches Food Bank, c/o 4012 
Anderson St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2T2. 
Tuesday. January 18 
Do you wish your child behaved iffer- 
ently or that you had more patience? Is 
parenting a challenge? "Parent ing 
Young Children" is a six week course 
for anyone who has or cares for kids be- 
tween birth and six year. Starts January 
18th from 9:30-11:45 a.m. Limited space. 
To pro-register, "call 638-1863 or come 
into The Family Place at 4553 Park Ave. 
Supervised playtime on site. 
WEEKLY  MEET INGS 
ZUF.,SITAX~ 
BREAsTFEEDING SUPPORT 
GROUP for morns and moms-to-be Infor- 
mation and Sharing Snack and Juice, 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every first and third Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Coast Inn of the West at room 328 
to learn about public speaking in a posi- 
tive and encouraging environment. New 
members and guests are welcome. For 
more info call Olga Power at 635-3833. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN CENTRE hosts 
Zazen meditation every Tuesday evening 
at 7 pm at the centre, For info phone 635- 
3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY 
meets the third Tuesday of every month 
from September to June at 7:30 p.m. at 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks 
St. For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public library, 
The Terrace Standard offers the com- 
munity calendar as a public service to its 
readers and communiO, organisations. 
This column is intended for non-profit 
organisations and those events for which 
there is no admission charge. Items will run 
two weeks before ach event, 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 p.m. 
on the Thursday before the issue in which 
it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or printed 
neatly. 
Baby's Name: 
Christopher K ,in Koipi 
Date & 'time of Birth: 
Nov. 8, 1999 at 8:59 a.m. 
Weight: 9lhs 15oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Kevin & Tracy Korpl 




Date & 'lime of Birth: 
Nov. 30, 1999 at ll:30p.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. loz. Sex: Male 
Witl~ love Morn & Bad 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Conner Richard Blair Turner 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
Dec. 1st, 1999 at 7:14 a.m. 
Weight: 9lbs. 3oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Kelly Christmas & 
Dwayne Turner 
Dayne Tessa 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec., 2, 1999 at 10:00 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs 7oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Anita Ziegler &
• idy Wright 
Baby's Name: 
Emma Halo/Marissa Kenmuir 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec, 5, 1999 at 7:34 a.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. ½oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: 6inny & Shawn 
Baby's Name: 
Spencer Alexander Champion 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 5, 1999 at 1:42 plm. 
Weight: 8lbs 12 oz Sex: Male 






Just see our service desk for more information 
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HOLIOAY;GREET INGS:  C arence Michiel E lementary  School studentsrStar lene 
I~obinson and A lexandra  Tsardidis hold the Chr i s tmas  letters they Wrote to  
Canad ian  peacekeepers  stationed around the world . . . . . . . . .  ., 
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Ill 
C verseas troops receive 
students' Chr - 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
CANADIAN PEACEKEEPERS 
around the world are receiving special 
holiday greetings this Christmas 
thanks to a few Terrace elementary 
school students. 
Some Canadian troops can expect 
Christmas letters from Ken Fraser's 
inquisitive Grade 6 class at Clarence 
Michiel Elementary School. 
Fraser encouraged each of his 27 
students to write a letter to a C,'madian 
soldier and to ask the troops any ques- 
tions they may have and to thank them 
for their attempts to maintain peace 
for others. 
Fraser said the idea of writing to 
Canadian peacekeepers came to him 
around Remembrance Day. 
"I thought it would be a neat follow 
up to what they had learned," he said. 
Fraser said he hopes the letters are 
answered so his students can gain 
knowledge of the work peacekeepers 
do and the challenges they have. 
When he realized the letters would 
reach the troops around Christmas, he 
also hoped the letters might give the 
troops some Christmas cheer, 
Letters were sent to the the crew of 
the HMCS Protecteur, the supply ship 
based in Esquimalt which is now in 
Australia and East T/mar, the crew of 
Canadian Hercules aircraft, also work- 
ing out of Australia and East T/mar, an 
armoured reconnaissance squadron in 
Kosovo and to the Canadians who are 
part of an observer mission for the 
United Nations for Iraq and Kuwait. 
Ten-year-old student Alexandra 
Tsardidis says she enjoyed writing to 
her peacekeeper and hopes to get a 
reply. 
"I asked them whether their job 
was dangerous and whether they liked 
, • ~,  ' ~M , "  • what.they did, sl'ie said. - 
Tsard~am stud she thought 
,p,~ace, keepi~g v,;b~ld i'be, an i l temsting 
job. 
"I think it/  
would be n ice /  
to keep peace 
in the world,"/ 
she said. / 
But, she /  
added she / 
wouldn't [ -' 
want to be/ 
away / 
from her /  .~,~ 
!lay fam- /  :~e. 
/ ' -~_ _'~ . . . . .  ~ ........ ' -  .... _ "  --~,._ . - - '~  / 
/ _,:.. "~ .~. . - - "~. .~ . .  , ~ . -----. - - ~ .  - '~  .~ . .  .... 1 
I ~ - ~ V ~ .  _ "--..,.e :~'~.~. " ...... --- ...... ~ -~... I 
/ \i_?:<"~;b~"~._~Li~_-<~-~--'n~,-<-.,AY-------- / . .  
/ ~'~¢~... ~ ~,~ ~'~-. o; .... ~c~ ~c .  " -~-~, "~- .  / or  
• ~. ,~ '7~ - • ~ ~ .=-~ ,- / '-,,~ .<, .~.~-4~ ,,-, "~ '~ ,<.~? . : 'Z ,2~'~ / with- .:. - -,,,~ , ..~ -- ,..~ ~ 
• / ';"~;': ..... -~  '-</'-"..~''/"-,~-,- ~' . -L .~ /out 
/ ~. ~ ~,- ;~ ..._ "",*-.,,~. ~t  ''~--~._-'-"<'~a ~ / your 
/ -~A _ --~xa ~- - . _ .  • ....... _ ~-,,.~.,_, ~.,,~... ..... l/~:; 
/ .~._ . , '~C j_  ..~ "' - . "" ...... -~n?_ .  ~,-'~---~ "" / family 
/ ~- , t~ o - - ' , , , . t~  _ . .~ . . ,~ .~ . . . .  . .  ~ .- . .  , ~ . ~  - - - - - .~ .  / . - 
I -.,o,.~,,.,"-.-"-a~ ,,-~..a,.. , ,_a-"~-ot .4,, ""--, " -- .. ~ I and 
/ )~ ' / ;e~. - '~ . ' ,  " ~ '~,  ~2" '%' ,  ~e~ ..... :"-'-"-.._~" / friends," 
/ -L..._ "~ '~ <"-"~ - - '~"~ .~ ........ ~ ~ " - - "  ..... ' / 
' " "  ~ ~ "~"~-"'~:'*~'J~"'/""~'~"~~'~:~'" ..... " / "Than L._-~---_ ~-i -o--,- ..... . - . . . .% ~._ . -  ks O....- .. ... ~,..~ . - . ,~ , ,  ~ - - .  -"---,q~,._ ~ . . . . .  *' - t~  " "~_  l ." ..... 
^. • - " " " "~"~. '~  ..... " " '  ""'~'-+~ ""  / again for 
Christmas. ~- '~ '~" - '>-~- . . "  " - - -~  ..... "'---- ..... "- /trying to 
-;;~C:." . ..... , .=~"<C~:  ..... --...;it--,"', ~ ~ "'"'~ . -.1hey . must., be -~ ' -~.~na~"  ~ ~ i . f l l t , ,} :~.  / give people 
] 0 . c l ~ " ~ t  i . k  it -""------:::.'-----..~"~..~.-.--~." /freedom, and 
~ o r r i b l e  ~dto l%ave ~ ~  /have peace in 
your family especially at Christmas." many parts of 
At the end of her letter, Tsardidis the world." 
thanked her peacekeeper for fighting 
for peace and liberty, 
The letter states: "Thank you tbr 
our freedom. Have a merry Christmas 
and please write back." 
Classmate Katy Morrison let the 
peacekeeper she wrote to know a bit 
about herself. 
Eleven-year-old Eric Bateman 
wants to know if being a peacekeeper 
is a good job. 
He wrote: "Is your job dangerous? 
Do you like what you do? I am very 
thankful for peacekeepers like you. 
How is the food? Is there fasl food? If 
not, do you miss it?" 
"My favouri!e colour ispurpleand ~ A copy of this story and photo. 
I loveto sliolb~, fead}and:~,Tii~ii TV, ...... graph has also been e:mailed to 
States tile letter: Canadian forces in Kosovo. 
f 
Y 
FOR DISPLAY, CLASS DISPLAY 
AND WORD CLASSIFIEDS 
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New Year!  
From All Of Us At 
i 
3752 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T1 
Phone: 635-3407 Fax: 635-6919 
Northern Motor Inn 
3086 Highway 16 East ~~--~ 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N5 
Phone: 635-6375 
Fax: 635-6129 
:~ Thornhill Pub 
" 2387 Thornhill S t reet / ,~  3752 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. ~- .~ Terrace, B.C. 
k. Ph: 638-8404 Ct -~ ~Ph:  635-3245 
, , , , j  
, poLnR,s 
~J ( 2815 Kalum St., 4702 Lakelse Avenue 
~1 Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: 638-1956 Ph: 635-6302 
• I 
Wewan6 Trading Ltd 
3752 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T1 
Phone: 635-3407 Fax: 635-6919 
Lakelse Air 
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Santa's getting just what 
the doctor ordered for him 
By Claudette 
Sandecki 
"SO TELL me, Mrs. 
Claus, what can I do for 
you today?" the doctor 
said, approaching the ex- 
amining table where Mrs. 
Claus sat, hands palm up 
in her lap. 
She raised her hands. "I 
think I haVe frostbite." 
The doctor checked her 
snacking on milk and coo- 
kies. He's lost a lot of 
weight." 
"How much?" 
',Enough to pass for a 
Montreux Clinic dropout. 
I've sewn so many tucks in 
the waistband of his trou- 
sers it's as ruffled ,as Karen 
Kain,s tutu." 
" I  remember Santa 
looked forward to golfing 
palms. "You do indeed, on green grass. No ravens 
But this is Florida. where = to steal his balls, Maybe 
did this happen.'?', he's  exercising too 
"In Santa's den." 
"Excuse me?" 
"Santa a i r  conditions 
his den until it's colder 
than a health minister, He 
uses a refrigeration unit 
rescued from a meat pack- 
ing plant. The subzero 
temperature gives him an 
ambience for his phone. 
chats with the chief elf 
back at the Pole. They ex- 
change advice daily - the 
rank and file are a t logger- 
heads, production is drop- 
ping off, deadlines are 
slipping past..." 
Mrs. Claus took a deep 
breath. "1 carried a mug of 
hot chocolate to Santa in 
his den. I had been wash- 
ing supper dished. I forgot 
my hands were damp and I 
touched the cold radiator." 
The doctor winced. 
"That must have hurt." 
"Somewhat,"  Mrs. 
Claus said, watching as 
the doctor began winding a.  
gauze bandage around her 
wrist. 
"Sounds as if Santa 
isn't adjusting well to re- 
tirernent." 
"That's an understate- 
ment. His appetite is non- 
existent. He even quit 
much?" 
Mrs. Claus snorted. 
"That would be akin to Joe 
Gosnell saying Mike Scott 
has worn out his welcome 
in Aiyansh. All Santa does 
is mope around the house 
with a cell phone bar- 
nacled to one ear.'" 
"Some days he chats 
for hours with the head elf, 
standing at  the patio door 
gazing out toward our back 
fence." 
" I ' ve  sew.  .so ' 
many  tucks  in the  
waistband of his trou- 
sers it's as ruffled as 
Karen Kain's tutu." 
"Maybe Santa's admir- 
ing your rise garden." The 
doctor smiled. 
Mrs. Claus sighed. "I 
wish. He promised me a 
rose garden when he re- 
tired. But I 'm no Lois 
Hole. And playing seams- 
tress to his red suit curtails 
my green thumb consider- 
ably. No, my rose garden 
HOUSE OF SIM OI GHETS & } 
Jl KITSUMKALUM BAND COUNCIL it J 
tL Wishes everyone a 





~-,:~ e., =errace 635-1994, 
Darrell and Eydie and all of the staff at 
Subway would like to wish everybody a Very 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, 
HOLIDAY WISHES 
We're hoping your holiday 
is full of laughter and friends 
and health and happiness. 
 "B  CCE 
4912 I1~/16, Terrace 
1-800-313-6558 635-6558 
TER~c"  E 
Q i[el gl tl-4.1 Di It Ill 
4916 IIIghway 16 
Terrace. BC. V8G 118 
is nothing but blighted 
stems." 
"How long has it been 
since Santa retired?" 
A faraway look glazed 
her eyes momentarily. 
"Since 5:32 a,m, last 
Christmas. He  and the 
team landed in a blinding 
blizzard. His beard was 
frozen stiff as January 
laundry on a Saskatoon 
clothesline and his cheeks 
were chapped redder than 
Rudolph's nose. 
He could have used 
some Bag Balm but Sha- 
nia hadn't yet told us 
about her beauty secret. 
Santa made do thawing 
out in front of the fire- 
place. He said then, 'Let 
someone lse deliver toys. 
I've had it.'" 
"Now he's having sec- 
ond thoughts?" 
"Sure is. He's worried 
the run may be short of 
toys, or one child might 
accidentally be left out. 
Not a day goes by he 
doesn't phone or fax the 
Pole, You'd never guess 
Santa is at heart and en- 
vimnrnentalist if you saw 
the paper he stockpiles. By 
the ton. We tunnel from 
room to room like moles. 
Reminds me of Highway 
37 through Bear Pass after 
an avalanche had been 
cleared." 
"Can't you at least get 
him out for a walk?" 
"This morning I coaxed 
him along to Toys R Us. 
He discovered a shelf with 
several new toys of the 
sort he would never deli- 
ver. A wrestler meant o be 
beat up with a stick - that 
sort of thing." 
"Santa got so upset he 
rushed straight home, shut 
himself in his den, and 
cranked up the refrigera- 
tion unit." 
"And that's when you 
laid your damp hands on 
the metal radiator." 
"Exactly.', 
,'And where is Santa 
now?" 
"In your waiting room. 
He fee ls  ter r ib ly  
responsible for this." 
The doctor handed Mrs. 
Claus a sheet he'd written 
on. "This should make you 
both feel better." 
After the door closed 
behind the doctor, Mrs. 
Claus read the prescrip- 
tion. "Yes!" she whispered 
exultantly, sprang down 
from the table and hurried 
out to Santa. 
On it the doctor had 
written "Take one Santa to 
North Pole immediately. 
Repeat annual ly as 
required." 
During the year, in the rash of events, we tend 
to overlook the imPo~nce of friendships that 
are the true basis of;e,/atioeships. One of the 
great pleasures of the holiday season is the 
opportunity to exchange ~ cOrdial greetings with 
those whose frie~-dshi.pSland goodwill ........ 
In this spiritit is our ~ieasure tO:Say "Thank 
You" and extend Our sincere ;appreciation for 
the very pleasant asSOciation !in thenew year. 
John, Ruth,; Timo hyi& Stevena, 
May the season bring you joy. 
• We look forward to seeing you in 2000. 
Vic Froese Trucking 
P.O. Box 824, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R1 635-5253 
iii 
Lad  Dress & Brid   Shop 
ALL  FASHIONS 
25 °/o 70  °/o Bridal Gowns) 
December  18-24  On ly  
Last chance  fo r  g reat  partyvvear l  
; z ,  ~t ~ f, ,. 
OPEN WEEKDAYS TO 9PM 
I OPEN SUNDAY TO 4PM 
# 106-47116 ILaze l le  Ave ,  Ter race  ~. ' 
635-8118 ~.  
HING YOU A 
! OF HAPPINESS 
 HRISTMAS 
.VIay you  en joy  the  r i ches  o f  love .  
~tdly.  f r tonds  and  good  hea l th  th~ 
ida./" sea ,  on .  We cons ider  your  k ind  
ronage  to  be  our  g reates t  aBset  mad 
ook  Eorwazd  1;o growl~lg  together  
in  the  yoor  to  come.  
TO 
BANK FINANCIAL GROUP 
4633 Lakelse Ave 
635-8900 
web site address: www.tdbank.ca 
• : ~-  ;: . Plus peace and ]oy .... '!?i:::::';:; ~ ,~  
l That never ends. ~ 1 
i Me7 yo , ho,,, ! 
That's our Christmas wish for yon/ 
_We belong to your | 
of ) 
,Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 635-7282 .-Q 
Everyone at your neighbourhood Tim Hortons 
wishes you the warmest of holiday greetings as we head into 2000. 
We enjoyed getting to know you better this year. Itwas our pleasure to serve you our always fresh coffee 
and baked goods, and look forward to seeing you again next year~ 
We trust you and your family find peace and joy this holiday season, and through the new year. 
Happy Holidays. 
More than 
"NEED HAS no season." 
That's why for the past 
two years local resident 
Bob Turner has spent his 
December nights manning 
Salvation Army kettles. 
Turner says he enjoys 
ringing bells and raising 
money for the Salvation 
Army because many local 
residents rely on the Sal- 
vation Army's Christmas 
Family services and 
Christmas hampers every 
iiiTi!iiiii~ 
with food and toys for a fa- 
I UIJ L~ 
~~ow ~o~¢~ ~.~ 
olod:ERVICESB.~A " R,#4 
500 harnpers needed 
year. mily for Christmas dinner. The hampers cost about 
Turner, a born again Christine Simmons Sal- $22,000 every year, says 
Christian who works at ration Army Community Simmons. 
Skeena Cellulose, says it's and Family Services coor- Simmons says the Sal- 
important to give to the dinator says more than 500 ration Army relies on 
Christmas donations to 
needy, hampers are needed this support he Army's Family "I think people need year. 
help at this time of year, Services programs for the 
especially children," he "That tells me the year. 
said. economy in Terrace hasn't "We don't really set a 
Last year the Salvation changed a lot since last goal for how much we 
Army distributed about 500 year," Simmons said. raise," she explained. 
Christmas hampers, filled "People are still feeling "We just depend on the 
the crunch." generosity offolks." 
.!1 ~ , .  
Season's . 
Greetings :".i 
~[/2  ~" Com E 7 Terrace o... ~ • 
~ _ _  c.06!31t-01513 . :;~ -' 
i iI 
~-l,, "l'-<~ _  l i~ ,~_ . . l i~_~,~,~ ...... . . .,<.:.<.,~. ....................................................... <  ............................................................................................................................. 
"~ , . . "~ II~ ~ ..7: i~iiii!i- .................... i:;i]i:!; i:::: J i! ! ~1 i( I Brothers & B.g Sisters #-  7 .#~'  : .  ::~:: i .~::~' • ] i:~ ii,!~:, :'7: 
l~,Lili~ of "~errace at 4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-4232 ~ '+%~ :%%:;~!i~i: :7 ::::::.~ :!:: i :ii::!i~ .L 
, Illll ~ I , ~ .  Time spent w!th < lib%.~e~ , 1~~i177i1~)~;#~ ~t  
~ll r "  ..~: :," k " ' " ~..~,~ £arnily and friends _ '~  J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ]  
--,e. ~ ~  ~toeali . .  ~ Hope yours is wonderful! !~1 
~ ' ~ ~  ~ ~ I~1 '_ :... i~ 
. ,~  ~ ~  ........... - . ,, ~,,; I~i TymoschukAgencies ltd. i~1 
,-,- ,--,-,,,>- - -  ~ ~,--,-,- I ~ ~ - - -  " ~!  
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" -! .... ,1 i : '$  
",::• ~ i7> ~7'-;~7~i7~ '' ,~  " "  " .... l •~ ' ' 
d-  
X- -  J¢...  
to all our cherished and valued customers :i(Q 
and friends. 
~ 
.. , • 5"i:i:\'.;,: 
4652 tazelle Avenue, Terrace 635-4997 , 
' ( :  ~'*'~'~'*~'~"*~" ....... ~ ~  .......... .. [ (EVERGREEN 5422 Hwy 16 West "~ ] 
i~ I iT'Pd'PIT & 635-o8~1 I 
~ .~ I k. l l .L~i J lNi  " ~ ~  Fax:635-0822 '/ i 
i: ~ ivcS.a ,..t~d to [ ~ '~~ "MerlyOristmas"]s~Y | 
 lt, a,,,, I 
I ~ '  "Iba.k," I I I ,0~,p,,oJ~da. ~ourffiends, relotivesandcustomors, You've I :l / ~ ~ Ire,,m,~i.~yo.,. I 
| !  I meant so much ~ us this year. I ] ~' ' ' !|~ltl Wo ~,h  rou o,  ,ho ~, .  i. tho .o .  the sloffot I]11 /llgU'ilIE t~.WJ$1~'5 kiud patronage. I 
: | i i  HA IRBUSTERS i~  Wi l [ l l~ iO la l l l ? l l l l l ! . , . , . . . .  
!L~%~ 120-4741 Lakelse 635-2432 J . , J  
i ~:~`i~:~`~`~`7~`£~W:`~`~`~`~iU`~U~a~a~~:~L~*~i~.:~ ~ 
i 
7s [2 
, Ter race  "~ ~'"<~><<' n 
In keeping with the season 
~ILL~;~<<~ have a wonderful holiday and 
'~7  . the happiest of  new years. 
5?-"+-,, :- i I ~:~:~ I 4621 Keith Ave. 
~{,~,~i~:~ ~ 7  ~jq :*~ ~'~!~'~ :':~' ~: :~'~ *" ~:i~ ~< ~: ~:< >,  ~ ,,~ ' ~. ~< ..~><.,,~ 
i 
i May all your hopes and dreams come truethis 
! ~ . ; :~: " ; . :  "T,.em.e, t i le "~i'aeale ~ ~  holiday season and beyond. Many thanksand 
i , i~ .~ ' ! "  Your Christian Family Book Store merry Christmas l 
' W~¢~,  ~ ~  A ~ d~/ '~C~tt~P-~ 4631 Kctth Ave Hi: (251))535-4984 
: DLR#5548 ERRACE Fiix~ (250) 635-2783 
' =  , ,4~ $~'<~ 'New ~ .  [ I . ,  ~OTEM FORD TollFree:l;800-463-l128QualityC~e. 
i i  • i i i  i 
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Decorate your home for safety 
decorations on Christmas 
trees. Place candles in 
non-tip candle holders and 
ensure they are well away 
from the Christmas tree or 
other combustible mater- 
ials. Never leave lit can- 
dles unattended and ensure 
that they are always out of 
the reach of children 
Matches and lighters 
are tools, not toys! Store 
them up high where child- 
MOST FIRES can be 
prevented, warns Terrace's 
deputy fire chief Rick 
Owens. 
He urges everyone to 
enjoy a fire safe holiday 
by practicing fire safety at 
home and at work. 
By following some 
basic guidelines locals can 
greatly reduce the risk of 
holiday fires. 
Never use lit candles as 
BestWishes[or 
theNewCentury 
Te[race Truck & Diesel Ltd, 
( . ~  Freightliner Trucks 
I I  Lovely 
crafts! 
Many th'anks to our clients past and present : 
~:.} and we are looking fomvard to serving you (:.~ 
in the year 2000. 
~i ~ Rusty a Bert Ljungh ~ :::~ 
' ":" . . . . . . . . . . . .  g . . . . . . .  i. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
~~~~~~~~~~ 
ren can't reach them. 
Have your chimney in- 
spected at least once a 
year and have it cleaned if 
necessary. Always use a 
fire screen, and burn only 
material appropriate for 
fireplaces. Burn only wood 
- never burn paper or pine 
boughs in a fireplace as 
the burning particles can 
float up your chimney and 
onto your roof or into your 
yard, Never use flammable 
liquids in a fireplace. Be- 
cause ashes may rekindle, 
never store them in your 
home. Always remove 
ashes from your fireplace 
in a metal container. 
If you're planning on 
having a party, decorate 
with f lame-retardant or 
non-combustible materials. 
Have large, fire-proof, 
non-tip ashtrays available 
for guests who smoke. 
Seasons Greetings 




~. 2816S Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2M6 
~-- 635-6114 
Grade 5 Clarence Mi- 
chiel students Candice 
Robinson, 10, and Ste- 
phanie Haizimsque, 9, 
sell Christmas crafts at 
the school's 19th annual 
Christmas bazaar. All 
proceeds from the craft 
fair go to the Salvation 
Army. 
Yo 
May this Chr is tmas season  
f ind you  gathered  in harmony 
wi th  loved  ones  and  fr lends, 
shar ing  fond  memor ies  and  
mak ing  new ones,  
Kitselas Band Council 
4562 Queensway Dr. Terrace, B.C. 
635-5084 
I /fo, o,/re, Merry 
IChristmas! . 
We want to takethis:oppogunityto 
recognize all~ 0ur'friends:~fi~ighb0rs ': 
and customers and wish for their 
continued health and success. 
: ! .  i '~  
,, From the staff and management of 
NI=ID ENTI=RPRISP:S LTD. 
. .  . ~ "~, o Your Recreation Specialists ~r"  
Bert's Dell • ~ 4921 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Wishes to thank you for --o~o • - - 
your continued support and /'/(0--'. o Ph: 635-3478 Fax: 635-5050 ~¢;=~===~==;~1~ 
~ook ~o~ard to se~n~ you J~i. o h." 
in the future. ~%~ ,i 
Merry Chr is tmas oO~'~ ij ! 
and our  . 
Best Wishes °o r.'~ ~. II i 
Bert  s Deh  o°k .//: 
4603 Park Avenue, Terrace ~ 
°~'°~,~~ " - .~  
We compute a~ 
~ ~~ happy holidap,t! 
[~:"~ "C~is the ~eason - . 
~ to enjoy the hohdays. ~ fi]ledw_ith family , I ~.~:- . . season  
f~ ~ a~o, . .~ ~o., .  p o u r s l 
l~'~ ~ i~!i~ I this hol iday season! | All the elves at 
I~" ;  life with fun. ~;:~:;:1 May joy surround you [ 
~ ~':.~. ~!:i I Electronic Futures MicroAge'  - ~[~,  Your  Decor  i~: 
[~;~,,, ~o~M,,.~°.s,,~,.°. Keith Avenue Mall • 635-7767 
l~ .~'i' ''~.,: ,~|. ~-, .:v,~/,~,,i:.L~ .... ~, ,=.,,,,,, ea~-~97a...,~, ,,~ ~T°ll .~Free' ¢.,'" ~'~.~l"s°°'°65"le~7' , ;, ~ O~ ; L 
I ~ _  NORTHCOASTI THORNHILL J J ~ Happy ~'ew Year 
I~R IMUNE SIGNS / HUSKY I ~)~Ji 8~ V~L_~Y Dr. Peter Oklm 
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by MARY ANNE SKILL 
WHAT WE sometimes 
forget over the holidays, as 
we give to those less fortu- 
nate, is that poverty is a 
year round issue. 
In 1989, the Canadian 
House o f  Commons un- 
animously passed a resolu- 
tion to eliminate poverty 
among young Canadian 
children by the year 2000. 
Ten years later, child 
poverty in B.C. has in- 
creased by 49 per cent. 
Studies show children 
living in poverty have 
twice the rate of poor 
health, vision, hearing, 
speech, mobility, dexter- 
ity, Cognition, and emo- 
tional disorders. 
Children born into pov- 
erty and live in poverty 
have twice the rate of de- 
layed vocabulary scores, 
one-third higher lower 
math scores and partici- 
• pate half as much in orga- 
nized sports. 
The same studies also 
.show after the age of 
three, it is very difficult if 
not impossible, for a child 
to recover some types of 
brain development missed 
during early childhood - 
when the child's exper- 
iences have been extreme- 
ly inadequate. 
Another study found that 
for every dollar spent on 
prevention there was a 
savings of seven dollars in 
long term health, policing, 
and social services costs. 
At this time of year, 
with the New Year almost 
upon us, what can we do 
to help child poverty to 
decline as we move into 
the new millennium? 
One way is to create 
more family supportive 
work environments. It 
saves money down the 
road for society and social 
programs, and improves 
the chances of success for 
the children themselves. 
Ways of encouraging 
more family supportive 
work. environments in- 
elude:• ~ ........... 
'* Pr0rnote flexible 
hours, job sharing and op- 
i Hundreds of hampers 
MORE THAN 500 hampers are being distribu- 
ted by the Salvation Army this week in time for 
Christmas. Errol Hebert, left, Mighty Moe and 
the Salvation Army's Christine Simmons were 
among those putting the hampers together. 
home. 
* Unconditional paid 
leave to attend to family 
responsibilities such as or- 
ganizing alternative child- 
care arrangements or car- 
ing for sick children. 
* Money or supports for 
employees who need 
child-care. Many families 
who qualify for maximum 
childcare subsides must 
still use part of their limi- 
ted incomes to make up 
the difference in program 
children, privacy area for 
nursing mothers, and 
change tables in all public 
washrooms, both male and 
female. 
The bottom line is sup- 
portive work environments 
produce a high return on 
investment for the employ- 
er .  
The holidays are a great 
time to start. Speak to the 
businesses you shop at, 
support efforts made by 
companies, and talk to the 
charges community members you 
• * Develop and ]impl¢,.: work •~and .socialize .with. 
-ment family-friendly ser-~ -Together, we can turn 
vice or retail ~rfi, rohment~' :around ~ ~ " !'"the ~hves 6 f ' ch~id - ' "  ' '  .... " " ' 
portunities for working at such as play areas for ren in our communities. 
'.~zo~'~ ~-~',~ .~.~ 
Qual i ty  Beer ,  ~ ,  
Wines ,  8 Coo lers  
635-1166 
TERRACE SAFEWAY would like to thank all our valued 
customers for their support. We hope we were able to 
deliver yeu an unforgettable shopping experience. One 
filled quality products, competitive pricing and 
above all...unequalhd superior serVice! Thank you and 
best wishes during the festive season! 
TERRACE 
SAFEWAY 
I I I 
• # •  GNE~=TiNGS 
.~V~ May your holiday, be built ona foundation, ofhealth 
and happlnessl Thank you for doing ~[~ 
~ business with usl 
_ -,~ Greta Brorup ~<~ Jm ~ . ~. ~.,'~.~. 
~'~ Terrace, B.C. ~,~,~s~,v,c~ Manager ~r • 
e-~ cherished friends we've made this year. ~ ~-.~ 
# Happy tlolidays! ~ i 
• ~ ~~~.~.~'~'-~'~¢~, 
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From Our Family To Yours. 
Best Wishes For A Safe And 
Merry Christmas. 
Conver~ your vehicle ~o... 
NATURAL.-. GAS 
100% F INANCING available upon request. 
WE'RE STILL THE LOWEST- 28.5¢ PER LITRE 
We S~pport  The Clean Air  Policy 
With The Lowest Emissiotz Standards  
, ~ . ~ . _ .  ~ ; ' , ""  ,4 -~. :~. ,~ . . .~ ,~,  ~. 
! Terrace 635-6617 
~W~P'~' r~,~j~]~ ' Kitimat 632-4444 
'~ ,dp /~m,  4904Hwy. 16West Smilhers 847-9172 
A eme~w~,  Terrace, B.C. Prince Rupert 624-6400 
Automotive Fuel, Conversion & Service Cen~e 
\ 
] ebolo tbe  lory 
of 1 b¢ Se on 
Ch 




Come celebrate Christ's Incarnation 
with us! 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
Knox United Church 













New Years Eve 8pro 
Service of Lessens & 
Carols at St. Matthews. 
11:00 p.m. Walchnigh! 
Sorvko al Salvation Army 
Rev. Michael Hare 
Dec. 25- 9:00 a.m, 
Dec. 25- 11:00 a.m, 
New Year's Masses 
Dec, 31 - 11:45 p.m. 
Jan. 1 - 11:00 a.m. 
Terrace Evangelical 
Free Church 




A Candhlighl Cehbralion 
of Chrislmas in Story and Song. 
Pastor Steve Baleman 
Terrace Alliance 
Church 
4923 Agar Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Paslor Ralph Rinlisch 
Dec. 24 - 7:30 p.m. 
Christmas Eve Service 
Join us for carols, 
a children's fealure and 
family worship time. 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
We are pleased to 
offer the following 
worship services. 
All Are Welcome 
Dec. 24th 7:30pm 
Christmas Eve 
Candlelight Service 
Dec 24th 11 :OOprn 
Christmas Eve 
Candlelight Service 
Dec. 25th 11 :OOam 
Chirstmas Day 
Service 
Dec. 26th l O:OOam 
First Sunday After 
Christmas 
Dec. 31 st 8:00pro 
New Year's Festival 
Of Lessons & Carols 
4514 Lakelse Ave 
635,9019 
Rev. Dean Houghton 




:: 6PM ' 7PM : 
2911 Sparks St. 












blew Year's Eve 
I I:00 pm 
4643 Walsh St 
0 
"1 
Church Of Christ 












3602 Sparks St., 
Terrace 635-7207 
Christmas Eve 
Dec. 24, 7:30 p.m. 
Christmas Day 
Dec. 25, 10:30 a.m. 
New years Eve 
Dec. 31,7:30 p.m. 
Following Sunday 
Jan. 2, 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor Pieter Hendriks 
i 
er race  
Penfecos fa l  
Assembly  
3511 Eby St, (at Scott 
DECEMBER 24 
7:00 - 8:00 p.m, 
DECEMBER 31 
7:00- 8:00 p.m. 
Jim Barber -Senior Pastor 
Lowell Holmquist. Youth Pastor 
. .,~,L~IV, J 
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C h r i s t m a s  s e r v i c e  
lays a foundation 
for ministry revival 
A LOCAL native Pente- 
costal group hopes a Dec. 
18 Christmas ervice will 
serve as a base for a re- 
vived ministry here. 
The service took place 
at the Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly and was hosted 
"There's no better time 
than to do it at 
Christmas," said Bartlett 
of the service. 
He also hopes to revive 
the name, Terrace Native 
Revival Centre, which ex- 
isted before. 
by a group which attends Bartlett likens the spirit 
the church, at the services to the en- 
They've been holding thusiastic Southern Baptist 
house meetings at various style of preaching and 
places on week nights but music. 
recent connections with "The style of worship is 
groups elsewhere in the basically the same. As a 
northwest has given them Christian person and as a 
encouragement for some- native, I hunger for that 
thing larger, says Ran kind of wors.hip and 
Bartlett, one of the group's praise." 
organizers. Bartlett emphasized 
"We've been invited to that a renewed native pro- 
other places to share the gram of worship would not 
gospel and have been so be restrictive. 
blessed we thought it was "If you like this style of Ron Bartlett 
only appropriate we invite worship, you're invited," 
them back," he said. he said. "That's something we'd 
"The Christmas celt- The revival centre of like to happen again," he 
bration is the result of that the past would draw more said. 
invitation." than 300 people to the centre at times, Bartlett 
Bartlett and others have Thornhil l  community continued. 
made journeys to Kitam- 
mat Village, the Nass Va l -  
ley  and to Metlakatla. Fire Safety in the Kitchen 
Although the local PRACTICE FIRE safety in the kitchen during the 
group is Pentecostal, the festive season. Don't  leave cooking food unatten- 
groups it has visited repre- 
sent a broad spectrum of ded-  oil or fat can ignite. 
Christianity. If you are faced with a grease fire, remember, 
It's this spirit which put a lid on it and turn the heat source off! Always 
once developed into regu- turn pot handles to the back of the stove when 
lar native church sessions cooking, to avoid pots being pulled or knocked 
in Terrace and which the Off. 
local Pentecostals now Purchase and install working smoke alarms and 
hope to revive through last practice home escape plans. 





....... " !i!i~ ................. ~::::~i~i:!i~i!ii!~,~::ii!iii::::: :~:~; i~ i~iii:i .................. ~!iii!iF.~s~:"@ ~:~:~ ; ,jiiii il;i:;ii::::":,~ 
i 
~ ~ , !  
...: ..' :::~,: .~.~, Your P . t ro~~,  
. ~ ~i~.~ IJ-/~sJ(~t ~pllincq I ~i:~ 
A sincere thanks to each and 
every customer who visited us this year. 
See you in 2000! 
. : : ;~ Bandstra Transportation Systems Lh::l ~ ~~ 63s 2728 
~.~~111 Blakeburn St. Terrace B.C. 
Best Wishes 




:::8. :::::: ~. : : ~::::~:: >)'.~' ~,~ "~!: ~:  ,,.× :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~.'~ ~'~.  ~ ~ -  
i?~%:~,~'~ ~ ~ ~'~. .  
:~:s-~::~#;~ ': ~ ~ ¢~i i~ i  
y 
for another year 
r .  , i  J~  I~  ~ . .  b ,  13 orrru.srea ~3 e , ,/ "~,,~ r 
I serv,ce. " 5221 Kei~Ave. 
I ~ / ~ ~  Terrace, B.C. 
I ! ~~J~J~ 63~ 4030 
| ~'~~"~~I  . .~~_  . ,~ . ,~~, . .~-~__ , , , - -~  
g l ~ Our best Christmas wishes - I 
j ~ are finding their way to you, ~'~ ,~ " 
m, ~ ,hroughall sorts of weather. 8~ ~ Light Up Your Holidays ~~'~] 
:::::::::::::::::::::::: :~...,, I 
• , ~ .~- -  - - ' . ,~0"  I , 
, , Custo~n Sewl._r~ and Alterations , ( December  27-December  31 (3pm)  m~ 
' "V.~W_~- 7~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' '  [/=~:~.~ Shop Early For Best Select ion ~<~ ) [  ' ~ H0peT0uz , ~ ~!!~:~>:: . ,~  
I ' I , ~  Hol id~H~pmess  l~  "~ MerryChr~stmas : : - . .m 
~.~.~.~.~.~~.~. .~ '~~'  31~},Ka,umSt. ph:250-638-0095 : 1~..'~ m m ~ ~ ~  ~~]  
~!: We would like to tbank ouf "i:~ I t _  ~ .._. ~E;~ l I 
~ ~ and wish everybody a ;!~ 
• & q /~ !.,~ 
Columbia Auto Haus! 
~4109 Substation Ave, ~a~.0~971i I 
~, .,,~ . ...~'~: ~i~ ~ _ 
& 
with joy for the most 
wonderful season of all! 
May the happiness 
last all year through! 
ia l ,  ' ~ iii:ii~!!ii : )h i
~anixaU~ and ~ lan~ 
~..  ,,..." . . ' . : . .~  
MERRY CHRISTMA S 
& 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
Thank you for _your patronage in 
1999. We're looking forward to 
being.your "Mountain Sports 
Specialists" in the New Millennium 
PLEASE lOIN US 
ta r  our  
B 
DECEMBER27th, i999 
,~  ~~.  
w ° ;:iii!in!;u~Re~ali: ~, ' °r' 
t 
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l Greetings Santa! 
Merry Christmas to all and thank you for your patronage. 
We look forward to serving you through the holidays and 
beyond. From the management and staff of Canadian Tire. 
CANADIAN TIRE 
HWY 16 WEST TERRACE 
1 ,o,g,,,,'"',-,,,.3,°3s"'8,.84,3 o°o-,..r-o,° Jus, n We*,bor me, w,,h Sant.,.s, woe,.,,he S,een...,, ii~ i~i)iiii 
I s  yo  u r h o m e f i re  sa fe  ? 
TERRACE'S DEPUTY proved testing laboratory, garding connecting light " " 
fire chief Rick Owens is Examine light strings, strings to extension cords. - - - - T E R R A C ~ ' - 'S~, - - .  - - 
NDARD spreading the fire safety cords, plugs and recepta- 
message this Christmas. des before using. Discard 
Owens warns locals that any that have frayed cords, [~ l l~L ,m.~lhr~l  
Christmas wrapping and cracks in the lamp holders, ','m" I I l l lU | l l l~ l :~.  
decorations can be highly or loose connections. I,q* I , ,  '~ I 
combustible, and should Do not overload eleetri- [.0 • YO IN '~: I 
• m|# m ~ m ~  ~/) m be kept away from heat cal czrcuits or extension mR. zy. i 
sources such as candles, cords, and follow instruc- I°'j° As the'ear ~': I 
lamps, heaters, fireplaces tions on cord labels re- I~, ~ 'J I 
and wood burning stoves. I~, comes ro a .~. [ 
Gift wrap and boxes r ~ "  ~' I~ '  wCk°St:'thV:nk :~1 
should be collected as 
and~'discard~d  '~lth the " ~ ' ~  ' i bk,':;i:~"fri~"ds a~'~l ' ~'J" : 
garbage or recycled where "~ '~~} ";'/~'~ '/ ''~ ~.-v , ,  . , / '~ '~ i~x '~ 13". : custbrnor, s~.~,~J 
appropriate. ~ ~ ~  1;~ who hm, e ..... ~['| 
When it comes to in- ~ ~  b f  ~opported us, 61 
door lights and electrical iF:a~:ll~.~l~:L.~l[~i Io ~ throughout -~m o 
decbrati°ns' use only those ~ '~11111d. ,  &W~.~ I~. . . . ,~ ._ . , . .~1  [ E !~1 Z!ym nqs; ~";i~ "~~ ,!h i~; l ights that h/~ve been tes- " " ,  1999. , ° 
ted and labelled by an ap-A  S~i .~ ~.  ~ . I ~ ~ N _ I j j  
UL~~-'I~I Men P ent Pla ailabh 
Bright ~1 1~_ Ko~i~ 21 SKEENA MALL "Quahty  Insurance  ;i~:~)i:,: ! 
The holidays are here, 
and we want to express 
our gratitiude to you fc 
being our sunshine all 
Best! yearlong. :: 
. : ,.~ 
,~ Our holiday 





2903 Kalum St. 









101-4426 Legion Ave. 
635-1505 
Fax: 635-1517 
Many thanks for a wonderful year, 
Spring Creek Aggregates Ltd. 
Terrace B.C. 
638-8235 
_-- I |  . 
/~COAST _~ 
~a ~ ~,,.=,c,.°. ~; 
~& HaveA Safe~ 
: The staff at Century 21 We~,rcan & Sm~h 
L Rea/ty Ltd. would/~e t~ we~h a//a Very Merry 
Chre~tma~ nd a Happ~ New M///enn/um, 
s'F~- ~ - 
~ ~ _  
  Oentu .l Wig,man Sm,,h  oa,t  
3227 Ka lum St reet ,  Ter race ,  BC 
635-6361 
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g ?  Consider the convenience o~ looking at real estale in another cily lhe very moment you decide r l~  MovJn Visit us First  I tomove. You can search for properties by area, lype, price, numbero fbedroomsandba lh - I~ l l~  
rooms. Once your choice is made a local REALTOR will arrange viewings for you. ~uma~ us~, s~c~' , 0 ~ ~  
• . , _ Find your new home by visiting our online Multiple Lisllng Service @ at http: / /wwvcomls .ca  - ,  
J MLS Onlind ~ is sponsored by The Canadian Real Estate Association on behalf of its members 
• #~,,~ '%,.- • ~t ;. ~ °~,",*.:/,"-~... , " .~  ~'~.~..,. ,, .~,,',,~.-~,.~.-'v, ,~  ~, ~.,, ~.x,, ,%.#~<.~.~ , .,.t~,,c .,,,.~ ~`~.~*`¢~.~¢~*~`.`~`~%~s`.~`~'`~'`tr~`~.~.~¢~`~. 
!,~., llm~m~lllllilllllllHlllllll 6 3 5 - 2 4 0 4 ,~i. 
ROYAL LEPAGE /~ 102-4644 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
~j' ~ IIIIIIIIIIIII ! 1 ~  ~n~n~, . raya l lepage.ca  
~' ~©~.  
~ Ter race  




NEW HOME FOR THE MILLENNIUM 
4710 SOUCIE AVE.  ~ 
• 4 Bedrooms 
• Air Conditioner 
• Laundry Shoot 
• 14x20 Sloop Wired 
• Pear & Cherry Trees 
• Corner Natural  Gas Fireplace 
• Fenced Yard 
• Fully Finished Home With Full Basement 
• 2 Bathrooms 
.Garburator  
• Built In Vacuum , 
• Alarm System 
• Jacuzzi Tub in Main Bath 
• Paved Dr iveway Room For RV i 
• High Efficiency Furnace ~ 
PLIJS MANY MORE FEATURES!!!| 
?~ : .~  ..:~:.:?'..'-:?1'." ":~:~.:.!.i.i.- " :~j~. :"" 
..: ..... :......... ~:~:~:::: ........................ !~ !::~: ~:.?,::~iii~i~ , 
~ . ~  ~ x ' ~  z .x . : .~  I : : ~  " : : :  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . . . . . . . .  "~ ....... ~'; ~×~:i~!!~.. 
*Warm Oak gltcben With Window Box 
:,¢: :: ::~::.: ,: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .~::.. 
"~":" ? "  " .... : "~' i "~:~: ' : .~,~f f :~ . ::::!~ ~.¢::. ....:.. : :~:.:..:. ~ ' 
",:':' :" ::::~:~:~ "....~ "@i 
*Brigl~t, Comfortable Living Room 
Ca l Raja Sandhu for more ~ etais 615-1134 (anytime) 
 Thh beautiful home is/0catedinl;the Horseshoe,      
~ .......... """ . .... 
.~ :  3304 ' EbyStreet 3812 Dejong Crcs. : 
f~': a oeor~ rn mr lher 4 levels, 4bths lg. fenced yard '. 
$187,500 MLS ' 
','" 2812 Skeena St 107-4530 Scott Ave. ' 
~ ~ % 4  aer. 2 bdrm to~nhou~o " 
.~ii. $147,000 ML8#24180 $74,900 MLS : 
~ aud their families a Christma¢ i: 
~'  505 Sockeye Creek ' 3771 PaquetieAve 
~ 5 bdrm, den, full bsmt, landscaped, 2 arres 21 yr old, insul addition, wired 220 sh0p 
~ $159~900 or $~0Jsq.ft. $89,900 MLS#29474 
One of the last available K ITWANGA 
~,l b~!d~ngsi!cs in Jackplne 40"x50" building on .64 acres, 
flats, rnceu to sel~ a~ For Church, Restaurant, Etc, 
$29,900 MLq $29,900 MI~ 
• RENTALS : 
Home To Rent Property Management i 
3 bedrooms, 2 s~reys, 1 Are you mov,ng from 
i /2  bath. $75(~/mo. town and vour home 
~i  References hasn't sold? let me find 
you a renter and manage 
,'t foryou. Call Steve 
638-7144 
6 3 5 - 2 4 0 4  
ROYAL LEPAGE',  .., 102-4644 LazelleAve., Terrace, B.C. 
IIIIIIIIII II I I~  ~ J www.royallepage.ca 
..~,,o.,,~,~-..,o~,- http://mvw.mls.ca Independently Owned and Operated 
4910 Medeek 
~27-3889 Muller Ave. 
3510 Cory Drive 
4526 Olson 
4904 Hougland 
*Drop by our 
5323 Mountainvista 3909 Westvlew Drive 
3756 River Drive 4809 Tuck Avenue 
D9-1885 Queensway 
3431 Sparks St. 
5241 Mounlainvista 
3844 De Jong Cres. 
2510 Craig Ave. 
4929 Gair 
3315 Kenney St. 
#22-a832 Lazelle 
~ t L  ' j  
4643 Park Ave 
4114 Yen St. 2411 Pear St. 
Because ti~e good will of those ~ve serve is the foundation of our 
success it's a real pleasure at tt~is holiday time to say "Thank 
You" as we wish you Happiness and Sz~ccess into the year 2000. 
Erika Langer 
635-4773 
Lynda Boyce Lisa Godlinski 
635-0229 (cell) 635-4950 
. . . . .  iDiana Wood . . . . .  Raja Sandhu Liane Habermann 
~i ~!i' i.i 6.35-19~6., .,~ .~:638-.8544~ " . . . .  635.-409~ ,., • 
e an'dpickup aMLS Catalogue of Homes. 
4654 iazelle Avenue 




S ~'drm Home & Porl 8~ Custom Buill 
On Over 2 At~es. 4 Bedrooms 
Fomil,/Home In kwh. Horseshoe 
[mgeBO'x160'Lol. [orporl, 3)00 Squore Feel 
Full B~, H/G H~ [xte[lenl V&e 








Extending you our best 
wishes andour thanks for 
 our 
serveyouandyourfamih'es 
~ :~ Happy New Year 
I ::froma[-lolus' 
¸ i! ¸ ! i  ii! 
i~!~/~~, i ,~ i .~ i ; , / i l  ~ ;i: . . . .  ~,~,~!I!H 
ii • •;~ii~iii!: : ~i i~' i:/•¸¸ 
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e've all seen the gift mugs and t- 
shirts advertising the fact that all 
fishermen are liars. A more accurate, 
admittedly less forceful, epithet is 
most fishermen exaggerate. It's not hard to under- 
stand why this is so. Catching abig fish or catching 
a lot of fish are exciting events that come with 
rhythm and momentum attached. These things 
imbue the events with lustre and inflate them. 
I remember standing alone in the Kispiox River 
one morning late in November, casting beneath the 
cottonwoods for which that part of the river was 
named. I knew there were fish nearby, suspended in
the clear, cold water near tlae bottom, almost inani- 
mate, not easily persuaded to move up to the fly I 
was dangling over their l~eads. I thought about 
changing lines to reach those steelhead and about 
how doing that would mean exposing my hands to 
the cold air then decided against i . 
Everything was still but the river. The run poised 
to freeze. The air was about to move, or fill with 
snow. The leaves from the cottonwoods were on the 
ground, matted and glued together with frost. It was 
so still that the crunch of footfalls along that yel- 
lowed carpet startled me. 
I looked upstream and saw someone approaching 
the head of the run. By the labour he invested in 
every movement, I knew he was old. When he was 
close I saw he was small and stooped, older than I'd 
first thought. He didn't begin casting before coming 
to a full stop, like inexperienced fishermen do, but 
picked his way,.with difficulty, to the place he felt 
was the correct Spot t0,start. After-making a few .... 
adjustments ohis tackle; he made one precise cast, 
fished it through, then made another. 
An ouzel splashed own like a black rock in the 
shallows below me. It disappeared, reappeared, 
thrashed around with agitated movements, flitted 
frantically from rock to rock, did a few knee bends 
on each one, and was gone. 
After this distraction, I looked back upstream 
again. There was so little change in the scene it 
seemed like d6ja vu. Had 1 "done any good", the 
old angler asked. I said I hadn't moved anything, 
and that I really didn't expect too because I was 
fishing my fly too shallow. "This made him pause. I
think he was puzzled by the fact that I wasn't doing 
anything to correct his deficiency. This guy was a 
fish hawk, the kind of fisherman who goes out to 
catch fish sharply focused oll fish catching. On this 
day, at least, I was a sightseer. 
He told me he'd been forced to put on a new 
leader because the old one was worn. "I 'm not sure 
it'll hold a big fish," he said, shaking his head. I 
knew his trepidations. A knot tied with warm hands 
under bright lights in a cabin or a camper is always 
more secure than a field knot constructed with shak- 
ing hands in cold air, then lubricated with hot spit 
and trimmed with sharp tooth. 
That was all we said for a long time. I made my 
way through to the end of the run, and was briskly 
making my way back to where I'd started. The old 
angler had moved too, but ~not far. I watched his 
sparing casts aqainst he back light. The end of his 
line made the commotion lead core line makes when 
it hits water. I put up another fly, for no good reason. 
As I did his rod jerked down and set in a deep bow. 
Line peeled slowly from his reel. There was a 
faint whir accompanying the fuming drum. Pfleuger 
Medalist, I thought, the reel favoured by all the old 
Yanks. The fish didn't run hard. It ran far. At one 
point it was only a few'feet i~ front of me. It turned 
in battle showing its red sides. I was a small fish for 
the Kispiox, 12 pounds, I guessed; certainly not 
much more than that. 
"It feels like a big fish," shouted the old angler. 
In the excitement his throat filled with phlegm giv- 
ing his voice raven rasp. "I sure hope that damn 
knot holdsI" 
I waded ashore and made nay way over the iced 
rocks as quickly as I could as the old fellow 
pumped and cranked. The old fisherman was out on 
the edge of a ledge. Maneuvering to shore with a 
fish was a feat. We both kne~v he wasn't up to it. 
With no available beach there was no way I could 
be of any help beaching the fish I got as close as I 
could. The fish was before rne again. We both saw 
it clearly: a hen of 10 to 12 pounds, red as a ripe 
apple. A loud snap punctuated the action. The old 
guy shook his head for the second time. 
"That was big fish," he declared, "Probably 28, 
maybe 30 pounds," he nodded in agreement with 
himself; 
"I'11 bet it was at least hat," I said. I lied but all 
fishermen are liars, after all. 
Local boxer hot 
on Olympic trail 
JOEY LOSIER is back and 
more determined than ever. 
After taking four and a 
half years off, the 5'6" 156- 
pound local boxer has re- 
turned to the ring to fight 
for a spot on the Olympic 
team. 
His first step was to chart 
wins at the provincial and 
national evel this fall. 
Losier, 23, was then in- 
invited to the Box Offs in 
Ontario next February he- 
cause of his aggressive per- 
formance in the champion- 
ship match against National 
Light Heavy-weight Cham- 
pion Scott Macintosh from 
Nova Scotia. 
"It was a 5-3 split deci- 
sion," said Losier. "I 
couldn't believe [ lost." 
If he finishes one of the 
Top 10 in his division at the 
Box Offs, he'll qualify for 
the Pan American Team and 
be short-listed for the 
Olympic tryouts. 
"I think I have a really 
good chance," he said. 
And just to make sure he 
does, Losier will train at a 
gym in California, where he 
says he rediscovered his 
love of the sport. 
"By February I need to 
be that much better," he LET THE MEDAL COUNT BEGIN: doey Losier shows 
said."l need to throw more off the silver medal he earned at the Nationals in 
punches." Campbell River December 1-4. 
Terrace Peewees beat 
Kitimat 8-6 on hometurf    
By TYLER NOBLE 
THE TERRACE Peewee 
Winter Games team hos- 
ted Kitimat, here in Ter- 
race, on December 1l. 
These two teams met 
twice in the past, most re- 
cently at the Winter 
Games Zone play-downs in 
Hazelton and for an exhi- 
bition game in Kitimat. 
They met again for an ex- 
hibition match-up, this 
time in Terrace. 
Kitimat came out strong 
against Terrace, getting a 
1-0 lead on Terrace in a 
quite defensive first period. 
Terrace started to fight 
their way back as Landen 
Archibald scored early in 
second period to tie it up 
at 1-1. 
Kitimat kept on coming. 
They added another goal 
to make the score 2-1 but 
PEEWEE HOCKEY 
Terrace responded with a 
'goal from Jordan Wall to 
tie it up again, this time at 
2-2. Terrace scored six un- 
answered goals, including 
a point-shot goal wired by 
Brad Holubowski, to make 
the score 8-2. 
Kitimat started giving 
Terrace a scare though, 
because with lots of time 
left in the third, they star- 
ted making a comeback. 
Kitimat added four goals 
of their own to make the 
game 8-6. 
A spectacular save by 
Nathan Park in the third 
period shut down Kitimat's 
hopes of catching up any 
further, as Terrace held on 
to win 8-6. Also adding 
goals for Terrace in this 
game were Jason Adam, 
Braden Bloomquist and 
Jeff Clark. Tanner Noble 
chipped in with two ass- 
ists. 
This team will be tra- 
velling to the Northern 
B.C Winter Games. The 
games take place Feb. 3-6, 
2000, in Fort St. John. 
Good luck to all Terrace 
participants! 
TERRACE MEN'S SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
Cavalheiro's Blazers 
top men's futsal action 
GOING INTO the Christ- 
mas break the Terrace 
Men's Soccer Associa- 
tion's futsal league has 
played approximately one 
third of its season. 
The standings are very 
close with no team domi- 
nating the league. 
As usual, Super BM is 
near the top of the stand- 
ings, but two weeks ago 
they lost a nail biter to the 
Kitwanga Falcons. 
The Falcons played the 
entire season so far with 
no substitute players, but 
managed to hold Super 
BM at bay while scoring 
on the counter attack. 
Led by the defense of 
Mike Denomme and Man- 
uel De Medeiros, the Fal- 
cons frustrated Super BM 
giving up some rare scor- 
ing opportunities. 
The Falcons held leads 
during the game of 1-0, 2-1 
and 4-2, but late in the 
game Super BM scored 
another goal to make it a 
4-3 final,. 
League standings to Dec. 16 
GF GA 6P W L TPTS 
Cavalheiro's Blazers 22 10 6 4 1 1 13 
SuperBM 26 13 5 4 1 0 12 
Jock'sPipersFC 13 14 6 3 0 0 9 
Kitwanga Falcons 18 20 5 2 2 1 7 
Internationals 21 22 5 2 3 0 6 
Canadian Tire 14 19 5 2 3 0 6 
Northern Knight 10 26 6 1 5 0 3 
With time running out 
Super BM attacked con- 
tinuously against he tired 
Falcons, but keeper Colin 
Davies came up with a 
couple of great saves to 
preserve the win for the 
Falcons. 
During their following 
game, the Falcons tied the 
league-leading Blazers as 
the looked to move up in 
the standings. 
In other games, North- 
ern Knight earned a win 
against Canadian Tire, re- 
lying heavily on the stellar 
goalkeeping of Harry Red- 
mond, whose agile net 
minding kept Canadian 
Tire players frustrated time 
after time. 
At the other end of the 
the court, Ken Lavoie put 
two goals past Canadian 
Tire's Nick Bujtas, with 
Ray Praught adding an- 
other to secure the win. 
League action resumes 
January 10, 2000 when the 
Blazers takes on Northern 
Knight and Canadian Tire 
faces Super BM. 
Players interested in 
playing in the league can 
contact Jacques at 635- 
4368 or Trover at 635-5674 
to add their names to the 
waiting list, The registra- 
tion fee is $65. 
Sports Scope 
Go skiing Christmas day 
WHAT BETTER WAY to try out the new ski equip- 
ment han heading to Shames Mountain Christmas Day. 
The hill will be open from 12 noon to 3:30 p.m. Dec. 
25 for avid skier and snowboarders. The hill is also open 
daily during the holidays until Jan, 2 
I've you've got trouble getting to the slopes why not 
use the McDonald's huttle, • which features aspecial $3 
per person one vcay fare during the holidays. 
The hill also has two McDonald's Kids' Camps com- 
ing up. The first one started Dec. 20 and the second one 
begins Dec. 27. 
As of Saturday, Shames boasted a 130 centimetre base 
at the lodge and a 235 centimetre mid-mountain base. 
Caledonia basketball 
SIX HIGH school basketball teams from across the 
nortia;'.,est met at Caledonia last week for the Kermode 
Classic high school basketball tournament. 
D.P. Todd finished first in the tournament after a close 
70-67 win against Caledonia. Terraee's Robert Haug- 
land, Braden bieashaw, Ivan Philapino and Kevin 
Braam were ousted for too many fouls, resulting in 19 
relinquished foul shots in the last quarter, 
Prince Rupert Senior Secondary finished third over 
College Heights Senior Secondary. Kitmat's Mount Eli- 
zabeth and Charles Hays rounded out the tournament. 
Ringette Rocks 
TERRACE JUNIOR RINGETI'E teams went to Quesnel 
Dee. 11-12 and came back a raging success. 
They lost one game to Quesnel and beat Houston and 
Prince George after the younger Petites lost all four of 
their games. 
"Their scores were much better," said spokesperson 
Joan Billey of the Petites. "They're playing much better 
than they did before. 
Three local girls -Jasmine Williams, Roz Smith and 
Danielle Billey - have be named to the Junior National 
Team set to compete in Prince George this winter. One 
girl is still waiting to hear if she'll make the team. 
Two older girls - Melanie Krug and Melissa Beaupre 
- have also been asked to try out for the older Belle Na- 
tional team. 
Sc ¢cer,,in ,the:,snow . . . . .  
"ALL LOCAL Soccerenthusiasts areinVited io work off 
Christmas cheer during the annual New Years Day soc- 
cer game at 1 p.m. on the snow-covered fields of Skeena 
Junior Secondary. 
The game starls at 1 p.m. and all are welcome. So 
bring your snow boots and a warm beverage and join in 
on the annual fun. 
Drop-in futsal 
INTERESTED in playing indoor soccer, but not sure 
you can commit o a full season of league play? 
Why not try Thursday night drop in futsal at Thornhill 
Elementary. The session begins Jan. 6 and run for two 
hours from 7 p.ml to 9 p.m. 
This is a more relaxed form of coed indoor soccer and 
all are welcome to attend. 
Provincial fastball 
tournament held here 
HANG ONTO your ball caps, the provincial Bantam C 
Girls Provincial Fastball Championships is coming here 
July 7-9 next year. 
Sixteen teams of 14 and 15-year-old girls will grace 
the Riverside, Cassie Hall and Elks Park fields next 
summer. 
"We need to do some work on the fields," said organi- 
ze r Kelly Yasenchuk. ,'We'll need to shave the mounds 
at Elks Park and then put them back again." 
In total, Yasenchuk expects up to 500 people, includ- 
ing players, coaches, umps and family members to dis- 
cover Terrace during the tournament. 
Organizers are also looking for volunteers willing to 
do everything from keeping score to administering first 
aid to help the event become asuccess. 
Canskate, Canpower 
registration 
THE TERRACE Skating Club will be having a registra- 
tion day for a new session of Canskate and Canpower 
lessons tarting in January, 2000. Registration begins 
Monday, Jan 3 from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Arena 
lobby. 
Can@ate I Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m. to 6:15 p.m 
Jan. 4 through March 7 
Ages 4 and up 
CanskatelI Mondays, Wednesdays, 3:30 p.m. to 
4:15 p.m. 
Jan 5. through March 8. 
Ages 4 and up. 
Preschoolers Tuesdays, 5:40 p.m, to 6:10 p.m 
Jan. 4 through March 7 
Ages three and four 
Canpower I and II 
Thursdays, 4:30 to 5:20 p.m. 
Jan. 6 through March 9 
Canpower II and Ill 
Sundays, 5:45 to 6:35 p.m. 
Jan. 9 through March 12 
Ages six and up, or able to skate for- 
ward, backward and stop, 
Prices range from $80 to $110 plus a $14 Canadian 
Figure Skating Association membership and insurance 
fee. Call Debble Minhinnick at 635-2477 to register, 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Disp lay ,  Word  C lass i f ied  and  C luss i f ied  D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MU T_.~Z__~_E 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Standard & Advorlise 0 Sl  3,38'0nc, Gel) 
3 weeks (Standard & Advertiser) S~5,68"(~. GET') 
"Additional words {over 201 20¢ PER ~ORD PLUS GET 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS COI~FIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.48 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $I0.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES/ 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) S7.42 c,in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ ~ per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the  
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
1,05 : 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
" ' ,105 
~ANNOUNCEMENT 
- ,  . , . 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COhV~ERCtAL 
10S A~NC, UNC EMENT S 628 FOB SALE OR RENr 
1 IO ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
I~0  81RTHOAYS 640 MISC RO~ RErJT 
125 CHURCtt 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENT'S 64B Re)oH, & BOARD 
13S ENGAGEMENT/ 6S6 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 IN MEMORIAM 6~60 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 rouRISI 
I S50GITUARIE S ACCOMMOOATION$ 
160 TENDERS 676 WANt ED TO RENT 
r 65 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REAL EsIArE 
210 BUSINESS PERSCNALS 705 ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & rOUND 715 COhV~,ERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 ffRSONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
MERCHANDISE 735 HOUSES 
315 AUCTIONS 74S MOBILES 
330 CO~PUtERS 7S5 OPEN I-IC~JSE 
355 FURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOM, O/'/VE 
365 t~SC FOR SALE 8t0 CARS FOR SALE 
380 TIMBER 8151BUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 
RECREArIONA~ 
PETS / FARM 8S4 AIRCRAFT 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 UVESTOCK 8S8 Al~fS 
435 PETS 862 BOATS /MARINE 
866 MOTORCYCLES 
INDUSTRY 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
460 eQUIPMENT 874 RV'S 5TH WHEELS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 
480 MACHLNERY S78 RV'S MOFORHOMES 
882 RV Rr~TTALS 
EI~OYIdENT 890 ~MOBa[S  
5lO BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNmES 5EntICE5 
520 CAREERS 908 BUS~NESS 
S30 EDUCATION OPR3RTUNfflES 
540 HeLP WANTEO 910 BUIL01NG SERVICES 
570 TUTORING 912 CARPBN1RY 
580 WORK WANTED 914 CHILD C.ABE 
RENTAl 920 CONSTRUCTIO~ 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAN 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 936 JANrrORIAL 
612 CABINS/CartAGES 944 MISC SERVICES 
120 BIRTHDAYS 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o elassily ads under appropriate headings and to set rains Iherefore and to determine ~age location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against he provincial Human R gh s Act o discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay lhe customer the sum paid for the advertisomem and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instrucltons are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in adverllsemems ust be received by the publisher within 30 days aher the first publication• 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space thal the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited Io the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater lhan the amount paid for such advedising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions __Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No. Expiry Date_  
Q V ISA  r.J MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOURAD BELOW-  ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 2 G 4 5 
6 7 8 g 10  
11 12  13  14  15  
" 13 .38  
16  17  18  19  25 .68  
13 .59  13 .e0  14 .02  14 .23  14 .45  
25 .e9  26 ,11  20 .a2  2e .54  26.75  
14.66  14 .87  15 .09  15 .30  15 .52  
26 .96  27 .18  2 7 . 3 9  28.14  28 .36  
For lonoer an, 3lease use a separate sheet 
Cl ip& Mail This Form To: TA ARD Phone Fax  Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace. B.C. V8G 5R2 638-7283 638-8432 
210 BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 
1-800-347-2540. 
I 
L~ & HEALING CENTRE 
The Staff, Students and 
Healers at Nirvana 
Metaphysic And Healing Centre 
wish everyone a 
::. i!: ~ ":':: :"i!~::~;~:~:.!:~? i:ii!: . ' "~ •".:~!i.:':~.:!!::" ~.?:::!:y:':'. :!:i?!ii:iii 
i:::!i~i:i::::i~;:~.iM., e : : i~bX !S t m aS i~::~::::::i~i~ 
We are dosed from 
Dee. 23rd to Jem 3rd. 
'155 OBITUARIES: 
Blessed Be all Life 
, ,  • . , , : ,  . 
HELP PREVENT OR 
REVERSE CHRONIC  
D ISEASES 
CHIP ~ has helped 
Ihousands lose weight, 
lower cholesterol & blood 
pressure, reverse type II 
:' 'd iar ies  &'  ' 
atherosclerosis, CHIP s~is 
a'scientifically sound and 
proven 30-clay lifeslyle 
program, that can I,elp 
you'tool .. 
Cal l  Dar lene  a t  
r • 
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FREE 





& SEWING • REPAIRS 
3223 Emerson St. 
635-5119 
Offer expires 
Dec. 31, 1999 
~.-  , -~ 
:i 130 coMING i ~i I 
PORT HARDY Homecoming 
2000 + Filomi Days. Happening 
July 21, 22, & 23, 2000. Make 
this the best homecominq everl 
2301LOST & ~ 
FOUND:  ~ i
• 63  $-3200 - 
fo r  f ree  brochure  
in format ion .  
9 TGg I.Y.Y.V 
RUTH RODERS 
Ruth recently graduated from Simon Fraser University 
with two degrees in Teaching & General Studies 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Mum, John, Timothy, Steven, Morn & Dad 
i: 
210 BUSINESS 
PERSONALS ' B ' L 
will be holding their 
Annual General Meeting 
Tu*esday, January 4, 2000 
7:30 p.m. 
at Don Hull & Sons Contracting Ltd. 
3998 Desjardins Ave., Terrace 
New Members Welcome I 
Please attend this meeting. I 
This meeting will be for the election of 
~ ~ ~  officers for the year 
~ 2000 and nominations 
~ f o r ,  these positions 
. ~ -will be accepted 
from the floor. 
=: 
S©nya and Ray Lang 
are happy to announce the birth of their son 
Carter Warren 
on Friday, November 19 'h at 6:15 pm 
at B.C.C.H. in Vancouver. 
A SPECIAL THANKS to Dr. Watson, Dr. Van Herk, 
and all of the labour delivery nurses at Mills 
Memorial. Also thank you to family and friends. 
-% ._. 
L. WAYNE SMITH 
August 19, 1940- 
December 25, 1998 
God came end gently took you 
home on that Silent and Holy 
night. 
For us, the time seemed just 
too soon; bul for you ~ the 
time just righL 
I I Now memo.i" O~i~"the gifis 
you-~are, we-'ll,~hoJl'd them 
$ close thro~ghthe y ars. 
They're wrapped in the love el 
a family's heart with joy and 
sometimes, quiet ears, 
Yet we'll always rejoice in this 
season for our sadness 
knows Love's sweet release 
~ that with the Child in a 
manger born you sleep in 
heavenly peace. 
May all that was good in 
your life live on in us, 
your family and friends. 
to all our friends and faro. 
ily, tor your support and 
love you've given us in the 
time of our less of our son 
Brian. 
For the cards, calls, & 
gifts we've received. Also 
in sharing with us the 
memorial service we had. 
We were friends in need 
and you are our friends 
indeed. 
Thank yDU for caring, 
Rhonda, Hans, Lennard 
and Harold Feddersen. E 
TERRY McDONAGH 
(Junior) 
Born Nov. 19, 1952 in 
Belfast N. Ireland died 
suddenly Nov.' 29, 1999 
at Langley, B.C. 
Terr,/ is survived by his 
mother and stepfether, 
Molly and Steve Obzera. 
Daughters: Meghann and 
Natalie ! ~,~.McDoncgh" r 
::;Bmthem. ~0hnr!McD~nag h f 
Sisters: Linda Lamhert~ 
Moyre Skoglund, Claire 
Wadley, Susan Harvey, 
Patti Brown and their 
spouses, Terry's nephews, 
nieces, great nephews 
and nieces and many 
friends. 
The funeral service was 
held at Sacred Heart 
Parish Dec. 21, 1999 Fr. 
John Smith officiating. 
Terry's ashes were buried 
with his father Terry sen- 
ior who predeceased him 
in 1973. 
The family would like to 
thank oil those who 
~ rayed, sent cards 0nd rought food. Thank you 
to Rita Ames for her over- 
whelming kindness, may 
God bless you all. 
The McDonagh & The 
Obzera families 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10.+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
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48 Lamps, 19 Fans, 
11 Minutes Maximum, 
Stand Up Sessions 
Choose The Best 
And Tan For Free 
Call for reservation 
635-51  1 9 
Richards Cleaners 
8, Laundromat 
on Emerson, Terrace 
LOST 2 Polar Fleece do~ :' 
Boats. 1' pr  of'hand-knit multi J/
color mittens. PIs call 250-635- 
4243 if found. Reward. 
I, Alan 
Faulkner, 
will no longer be 
responsible for 
debts incurred in 






"qT  * O-~- -  Q ~qD " 
Description r :leference J Closing Dale 
IE704-99-17 I Jan. 5/00 
Provide flagging se~ices for the Terrace and Kitimat area from January 1, 2000 to 
December 31,2000. 
Details available from the office of BC Hydro, 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4R5. 
Tel. (250) 638-6612. 
Sealed Tenders cleady marked with reference number will be received at the above 
address unli111:00 am. on the above closing dote. 
THE POWER I S YOURS 
BChudro 
~ ~BPJ:rlSl-I INVITATION TO APPLY =,,.~,~ ¢ 
L.OLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE AS2806 r~.  
Bid Propossl Sale 
This is a regular bid proposal timber sale liconce, For the purpose of this timber 
sale licenco, western rod coder shakos end ahingl0s are deemed not to be value. 
added ptbducts. Pursuant Io Section 21 of the Forest Act, the District Manager will 
accept tenders from Individuals or corporations registered as Small Business 
Forest Enterprises, Category 2 and Category 3,, Tenders require the submission of 
a proposal. 
Closing Date: Janusry 20, 20~0 at 8:30 c.m. District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: South Kitsaway Term'. Three (3) years 
Volume: 54,683 cubio metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $24.98 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpago rate was determined by the ~larket Pricing System, end Is 
applicable only to coniferous green sewlog grades. 
Applicants must commit to operate, or commit to construct and operate, a timber 
processing facility owned or leased by the epplicani, Ihat is capable of producing 
wood fibre products oonsldored by the Minister of Forests to be value-added prod. 
ucts for the purpose of this competition. 




Exlstino Plant . 10 
New central Investment fi 
Lsbour value-ended e 
Change In rerun-added 10 
Revenue 20 
TOTAL WEIGHTING 100 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 200- 
$220 Kenh Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, VBG t Lt until 8:30 e.m. on January 
20, 2000. 
There Is additional material Which the applicants mUst consider In their application, 
This material, ep~flaatlOn forms end any other Information about the Smell 
Business Ptogiem can be obtained Item tire above Forest District Office. Specify 
Timber Safe Ucence Ae2806. 
•1 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pro at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
LOST OB Highway between 
Terrace Legion and Old Bridge. 
Night of Dec. Bth 1999. A Fluke 
model 77 multimeter. Reward 
offered. Please phone 250-635- 
7311 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Gerrit Apperloo, LIVING WATERS Christian 
Community of Dease Lake, occupation manager intends to 
make application for a license of occupation of land generally 
situated on Dease Lake, B.C. and more specifically described 
below: 
(a) Lots 5 to 10 inclusive of Block 3, DL3203, PL1510 and all 
that foreshore or land covered by water being pad of the bed of 
Dease Lake, all in Casslar District containing approx, 2,1 ha 
The purpose for which the land is required is Community 
Camp. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, British Columbia Assets and Land 
Corporation, Skeena Region, P.O. Box 5000, Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO Telephone: (250) 847-7331 
File No: 6406602 Dated: Dec, 6, 1999 
Be advised any response to this 
advedisement will be considered GerritApperloo 
. part of the public record. For in fe r - . .  ~=~r,o,,~,o~o,,,,~, 
marion, contact an FOb:Advisor, ,~. ; .,,,.,i~ 
Environment & Lands, Sk~ena Region, 847-7352. 
International Forest Products Limited 
North Coast Operations 
Major Amendment 99-01 
to the 1999- 2003 Forest Development Plan 
Forest License A16841 
Notice is hereby given that International Forest Products Limited 
(Interior) wishes to amend the approved 1999 to 2003 Forest 
Development Plan for Forest License A16841. The Amendment will 
add the blocks listed below and associated road development inthe 
Sud Inlel Administrative Area to the approved 1999 - 2003 Forest 
Development Plan. 
__~agL  Block Present Status 
.CEdEr.C,£eP,~ 84oo CAP 
C~darCr~nk 6401 CAP 
Cedar Creek 6404 CAP 
CedarCreek 6420 (~AP 
Cedar Creek 6422 GAP ; 
CadarCreak 6425 CAP 
Ce d~JT.~._~_ 6435 CAP 
C~dnr CrA~k S445 CAP 
.£~ ar..C,~ e.k_ _l-JB4g.4_ CAP 
Ce daL.C.~eK H6422 CAP 
Cromer Lake HBO02 CAP 
C .a t .~ J . .~  H6004 CAP 
Cougar Lake H6006 CAP 
CAP=Category A Proposed 
Dam Creek 6~on CAP 
Dam Crank 6~1e CAP 
Dam Creek 6220 CAP 
Dam Creek 6223 CAp 
Darn Creek 6224 CAP 
i Ohm Creek He21n CAP 
Dam Creek H6220 CAP 
RHrf Inlnl Her O~ CAP 
SHrf Inl~l He103 CAP 
Surf Inlnt H6105 CAP 
S,rf Inlpl Net eft CAP 
S,rf Inlnt HfilO7 CAP 
Surf Inlet H6108 CAP 
Forest Development Plan Amendment 99-01 shows the location and 
orderly development d proposed harvesting; road development, 
maintenance, and deactivation. The approved t999 - 2003 Forest 
Development Plan contains information on the mainlenance and pro- 
tection of other resource values within the planning areas. This 
Amendment is a supplement to the approved Forest Development 
Plan. The Amendment iS made available for review and comment to 
resource agencies, native bands/and the public before approval Is 
considered by the District Manager of the Ministry of Forests, North 
Coast Feresl District. All approved operational Plans that encompass 
the Deve opment P an will be made available during the review and 
comment period upon request, All Completed assessments (Sections 
13 to 17 of the OPR) are available for review at lhe Intedor office at 
the address below during the review ar~d Comment pedod. 
Forest Development Plan Amendment 99-01 will be available for pub. 
lie review and comment at both the Interior office listed below and al 
the Ministry of Forests, Norlh Coast Foresi District office at 125 
Market Place, Prince Rupert, B.C. fiorn Wednesday, ~December 15i 
1999 to Tuesday, February 15, 2000i during normal business hours 
(8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m: Monday to Friday)i excluding statutory holt. 
days. A representative el International Forest Producls Ltmited will be 
available uoon request to review~and d!scuss the proposed 
Amendmenl at the interforoffice listed below. The Forest 
Development Plan Amendment 99-01 will also be available for the 
~ubllc review at the Kttimat Public Library at 940 Wakashan Avenue, 
Kitlmal, B.C., Ihe Terrace Public Library at 4610 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., end at the Prince Rupert public Library at i01 6th 
Avenue Wesl, Prince Ruped, B.C; form Monday, December 20, 1999 
to Monday, January 31; 2000. Writlen Comments from all •reviews may 
be sent to the intedor address listed beiow: If Interested parties are 
unable to review Forest Development Plan AmendmOnt 99.01 during 
these times, arrangements can be made I0 review the Amehdmenl at 
a time that is convenlenl for them prior to FebrUary i5, 2000. Please 
contact Andrew Mackay, R.P.F. at International Forest ProdUcts Ltd., 
3712 Highway 16 East, Terrace, B.C; VBG 5J3, phone: (250)615. 
6755 or fax: (250) 635-0836 during normal bus nose hours to sched- 
ule a time to review the Amendment. : 
THE PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD FOR THIS AMENDMENT WILL BE 
FROM DECEMBER 15, 1999 TO FEBRUARY t5 , 2000. 
Forest Development Plan Amondmenl 99'01 may' be amended as a 
result of wrilien comments received by FebrUary 15, 20001 Wrltlen 
comments regarding Ibis proposed Forest Development Plan 
.~mendment are to be forwarded to Andrew Mackay, R,P.F., al 
International Forest Products Lid, 3712 Highway 16 East, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 5J3. ~ 
ARE YOU single? Visit the 
Newest Meeting Place 
www.DreamMates.com 
BC'S LARGEST chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day. 
Connect live or just listen, Use 
free trial code 5030. Call locally 
310-CHAT, www.trylive. 
links.corn 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1, 
888-913-8122 from 
$1.75/min. Credit card bill. 
ing From $1.75/min 1-900- 
870-7647 ,$3.99/min Web- 
site: www.discreettaik,com 
GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT 
IDEAl Newly published area 
history book "Marks of a 
Century" now available. Focus 
Is mainly on Houston from 
1900-2000, but book also 
includes general Info, on history 
of the Bulkley Valley. Many 
pioneer stories. Includes 
comprehensive Index and 
bibllographyl Hard cover, 328 
pages, more than 300 photos, 3 
color photo sections. Before 
Christmas price: $39,95. After 
CAN'T USE Vlagra? Maximus Christmas. price: $44.95. 
Natural Cream now available, Available at many Houston 
For FREE into kit call Mark's outlels/ also at Interior 
Stationery, Mountain Eagle Plaza Pharmacy. Toll Free 1, Books, and the Sausage 
877-6664 
Factory in Smithers. To mail 
LOCAL' MAN.. mid: 50's; 5'3", Order Callthe District of Houston 
healthy, caring and understand- at 250-845-7569. 
ing; seeking a younger attrac- 
tive woman to enjoy life with. If 
Interested send personal info 
and recent photo to Local Man, 
Box 568, Telkwa, BC. V0J 2X0 
MALE ORGAN enhancement, 
FDA approved, Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2,'. Permanent and safe, 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drjoelkaplan.com. 
~ 510 BUSINESS I! 
. . . .  OPPORTUNITIES" 
• , . . , , .  
• ; .  , • . , . 
SIX FOOT plus gentleman, 
non-smoker. Light social drink- 
er, good health and fit, looking 
for reasonably fit lady batween 
40 and 50 yrs old, 5'7 and over, 
for evening out New Year's 
Eve. Let's meet for coffee. Rep- 
ly to file #49, c/o Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 
BC, V8G 5R2 
LAPTOP PC network card, $75. 
PC Cam fast PCI interface, $75. 
IBM Aptiva P233, 64 RAM, 4 
, gig HD, 8 meg Video, 56K me- 
' dem, 15" monitor and software. 
~* $700 OBO. Phone after 8 pro, 
250-798-2551 
', OLDER COMPUTER for sale. 
Comes with all boot up disks, 
books, end pronter, plus blank 
disks. $200 or reasonable offer. 
, Call 250-615-0262 after 5 pm or 
leave messaqe 
355 FURNITURE 
1940'S. (?) wardrobe, vanity 
and dresser. $450 OBO. 6 
drawer dresser with mirror, $45. 
4 piece student desk set, in- 
cluding filing cabinnet. $140. 
250-635-4660 
E,,glis!,-we~tem SaMie~y 
• HarmssSirpplies : [  
..... , . . ,  CloO, ras, 7~.~ 
[. Evcr!/tlHng for tl ie ~ .: 
:. .).HolsbLozJer ' : :[. i 
:[: . ,  Giassbs,.,. V 51firls"7 .: , 
: . ,  )' 7:. *;Kdbihh;..:,; ii. ? .  
• ~' Leatiii~gTreei"!Afista., .. 
..MAIL.ORBER$ WELCOME~ 
FREE WATER bed in good 
condition. 250-635-9561 
MAYTAG WASHER-3 year old, 
$350. Kenmore dryer-4 year old 
$250, pair $500. Both excellent 
condition. Phone 250-635-3493 
MOVING, MUST sell!! Matching 
Ioveseat and chair, $100. Cof- 
fee table $10.'°~n'd"tables, $5
each. Call 250-615-0262 after 5 
pm or leave messa.qe 
MISCELLANEOUS I 
, . . .  . . , • . .  ~ • 
i FORSALE:  : 
BC RESIDENT Rate special. 
$49 + tax. Stay at the beautiful- 
ly restored Crowne Plaza Hotel 
Georgia Vancouver. Across 
from Pacific Centre Mall, Geor- 
gia & Howe. Valid through 
January 9, 2000. (excluding De- 
cember 31, 1999) Phone 604- 
682-5566 
FACTORY CLEARANCE 
"Steel Buildings" End of Century 
Sale-a-Then, Order this Cen- 
tury-pay next Century-Example 
30'x40'x16', Reg. $11,156. Sale 
$8.367, Save $2,789, Includes: 
Steel doors, Steel endwalls, 
4:12 Roof Pitch, FOB Factory. 
All sizes available. ALPINE 
BUILDINGS 1-800-565-9800 
1499 NH sell propelled swather. 
12 ft. cut Ford diesel, $19,000. 
Phone 250-567-9470 after 6:00 
pm. Garrett Ranches. 
59 HP International 434 Diesel 
Tractor; c/w front end loader; 
bucket; 3 point hitch; rear hy- 
draulics. Phone 250-945-7867 
BEEF, LAMB & Pork for sale, 
c/w/f. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beef $2.20/Ib, Lamb $2.79/Ib, 
Pork $1.39/Ib. Naturally raised. 
Delivery available. Hamblin 
Farms Meat, Houston, B.C. 
250-845-2t33 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. 
Domestic & Game. Curing & 
smoking, sausage making, sau- 
sage making spices & supplies 
for sale. Harnblin Farms Meats, 
Houston. 250-845-2133 or 1- 
800-665-6992. 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK haul- 
ing, cattle, horses,sheep. Li- 
censed and insured for Canada, 
USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
250-694-3448, cell 250-692- 
6559, fax 250-694-3769. Jeff 
Giesbracht Transport, Burns 
Lake, BC> 
LARGE SQUARE Bales of hay 
1200-1400 pounds. Alafalfa 
Grass mix. 0elivery available. 
Phone 250-567-4896 
r ~,'t' hilx'e a v . , ide  ~ 1  
selection o f 
Great Christmas Gifts. ' 
t~ecial orders now ,'~) 
ill be no 
isapl'°intn~entsL ~1 i,/ 
BLUE-FROMTED Amazon Par- 
rot. 3 yrs old. not sexually ma- 
ture till 2001. Excellent health, 
hand-reared, loves people. 
Talks & whistles. Comes with 
full size Hagen "Easy Care" par- 
rot cage and acces. Paid 
$2000, will sell $1200. Call 250- 
635-6429 
CHRISTMAS PUPS Border 
Collie x Australian Shepherd- 
Heeler pups. Ready December 
14th. Call or fax 250-842-5436. 
Also one adult Registered Bor- 
der Collie Female. 
• 540HELPI ~ 
WANTED ( 
ROTTWEILLER PUPS for sale. 
: BEAUTIFUL FAMILY Christ- 6 weeksof age. Asking $200.00 
: rnas present. Large oak enter- each. 2 8 month old females, 
tainment centre for "IV, VCR, spyed w/shots. Housetrained. 
" stereo, videos, lets of storage, Phone 250-635-6326 after 6:00 
Excellent condition, new $800. p.m. 
Asklnq $400. 250-635-2607 • SHOP MAIL ORDER AND 
" BEGIN THE New Millenium by SAVE', dog and tropical fish 
halting the endless warring bet- supplies. Phone for free cata- 
;' ween nations, and the political log. Angelfish breeder selling all 
, wrangling within them. Check stock, tanks, equipment. 1-250- 
:, out the solutions toward avoid- 963-8714 http://www.fin- 
", ing our competitive predestiny snturpetsupplies.com 
on http://2sense.mailbc.com 
NOW OPEN: M.E. Custom Cut 
Mouldings. We specialize in all 
types and shapes of mouldings: 
Knotty pine, Interior Tongue 
' and Groove Siding and very top 
quality log cabin siding in,ado, 
, and exterior, Located in the 
Houston Industrial Site. Also, 
custom lumber drying for all 
types of hard or softwoods,' For 
into call: 250-345-3599 
470:7 .  
LOGGING/HMBER 
' USED COIN operated washing 
' machines $250. Ph635-2838. 
. YAMAHA ELECTONE HS-4 
i Keyboard in mint condition. 
R~rely used, asking $2000. 
i Oroginal price $5000. 250-638- 
7949 ask for Steve. 
• .510B.USlNESS,: 










THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocaters. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
de,hoof, BC 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638-7290. 
Da I rq world 
F (~ 0 D S 
Customized  Sa fe ty  P rograms 
avcei lable fo r  
Logg ing  . Cont ruct ion  • Fa l l ing  
from everyone at Northern Hea~Ing and Safety Tralni~g 
FA LEVEL  3 
New Course and fees For 2000 
Jan 17-28 Mo~-Fri 8-4 $639 
Feb 14-25 Moa-Fri 8-4 $639 
Kitwanga - Tues & 7burs evenings & Sat. 
Jan 18-Feb 12 $639 
WCB OF#, LEVEL 1. $83 
WCB OFA TRANSPOR'rATION ENDORSEMENT 
Fri dan 14, Sun Feb 27 S83  
$$GOVERNMENT PRO. 
GRAMS information Govern. 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8856 
CARPET STORE for rant, 
showroom approx. 960 sq.ft. 
warehouse approx 4000 sq.ft, 
includes carpets and roll line. 
stands ' and samplestands 
$1500 monthly, includes GST, 
Phone 250-426-3339 fax 250. 
426-3324 
CASH BUSINESS for sale. 
Long time established coin op. 
erated amusement route in the 
Merritt, Lillooet area and the 
Williams Lake, 100 Mile House 
area containing pool tables, 
foosballs, pinballls, video 
games, Juke boxes and stuffed 
animal cranes already in Ioca. 
tions. This makes a great in. 
vestment giving 30%-50% re- 
turns on your money yearly, 
Easy 2nd job only takes 2-3 
days a month. For more info 
call Peter at 250-372-2908. 
HAIR SALON. Profitable, good 
location, well established, red- 
sortable price. Phone 250-847- 
2542 
LOSE THOSE Extra pounds 
before the Holidays, 1-888-388. 
7546. We need representatives 
in your area. Business Opportu. 
nities available. 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
i'!: ity to oWn:ahd ~operate"a 2000. 
Pete with zero down. You musl 
have min 2 yrs flat deck hwy 
exp., able and willing to run Ca- 
nada/USA and possess good 
references. Tom or Andre 
(800)-663-0099 
WELL ESTABLSISHED snow 
removal and sanding business 
and equipment for sale. c/o File 
#47, Terrace Standard, 3210 
Clinton St. Terrace, BC V8G 
5R2 
ACTORS WORKING Academy. 
Full-time six month film acting 
program starts March 2000. 
Scholarships available. Part 
time classes begin monthly. 
www.uniserve.com/awa 1-877- 
FILM-ACT 
GERMAN LOG House Compa- 
ny is seeking an experienced 
log home builder. Please in- 
quire by phone, 250-296-4776 
HYDRAULIC LOG Loader Op- 
erator required for Kootenay 
area. New machine. Minimal 
experience may be OK. Will en- 
tail work away from home. Re- 
sume to RR#1, $14, 020, Nel- 
son, BC, V1L 4P5 or fax 250- 
825-9263 
MILLWRIGT: VANDERHOOF 
Specialty Wood Products is 
looking for a self motivated indi- 
vidual with equipment main- 
tenance skills. Finger jointer, 
planer, and moulder experience 
will be preferred. Respond by 
fax to 250-567-3909 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY off 
highway logging trucks. Call 
250.562-8100 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
VSG 5R2. 
WANTED 
Class I Super 
B-Train Truck 
Drivers 
Permanent full tirne 
'~? 'positi0ns;~Ohip and hog 
hauling. Experience 
preferred. 
Apply in person or fax: 
Western Seaboard 
Transport Inc. 






Full or Part-time positions avail- 
able. Wages negotiable. Re- 
sume and references required. 
Apply by phone to Hairwavas, 






lo haul Super B-train chip 
and hog trailers in Terrace 
Area. Full Time position. 
Apply in person or fax: 
Western Seaboard 
Transport Inc. 





Loomis Courier Service has a 
PARCEL DELIVERY OWNER/OPERATOR 
position available in the Terrace area. 
The successful applicant must be able to provide 
and maintain a delivery vehicle, hold a valid class 
5 driver's license with a good driving record and 
have good customer service skills. 
To apply, present a resume with current driver's 
abstract to the manager at: 
5011 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Applications will be accepted until 
December 31, 1999. 
J 
SALES/DISTRIBUTION FRANCHISE FOR SALE 
In Northwestern B.C. Quality products and high 
volume ensure success and profitability. 
Limited company and NEW Truck $260,000.00 
For more information - Ph: 250-638-1011 or 
'log onto 
http :/ / wvw.angelfire.com / biz5 /hotbiz4 sale 
i 
BEAT THE ODDS 
ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
A Arm yourself'with 
~..!,~ the latest lung 
.,',~ ,e~',.,"0~,.~. facts from 
C :?~<~,;'% the".C. 




Ih,~ 34009, St t l Jo~ D 
• Vi~couver ,  B.C,~/~ 4M2 
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LOGGING THEME" 
SOUTH YUKON Forest Corpo- 
ration Sawmill looking to hire for 
the following positions: 1. Certi- 
fied Elestrician with sawmill and 
some millwright experience. 
Journeyman rate, 2. Main- 
tenance Suporviser with sawmill 
experience. Wage package 
based on experience. Please 
forward resume with references 
to: South Yukon Forest Corpo- 
ration. PO Box 14, Watson 
Lake, Yukon, Y0A 1C0 Fax: 
867-536-7731 Attn: Barry Can- 
dline 
UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE 
STUDENTS wanted for full time 
Summer Management Position 
with Student Works. Learn to 
run a business. Training pr0vid- 
ed. Average earnings $10,000 
plus. Chanllenging position for 
motivated students. Career de- 
velopment specialists. 1-800- 
665-4992 
VANDERHOOF'S WEEKLY 
Newspaper is searching for an 
Editor. 1-2 years experience, 
car and camera necessary. 
Eager Team players looking for 
adventure can fax resumes by 
Dec. 17th to publisher, 250- 
567-2070 
Chi ldren & Famil ies:  Responsible for recruiting; 
developing and maintaining a range of resources in 
which to place Children in Care; etc, This position 
monitors services provided, supports the resource 
providers and liaisons wilh staff in providing child pro- 
tection services. Conducts adoption home studies 
and making recommendations for approval and liai- 
sons with non,residential conlract resources, may be 
required. Extensive job description is available on 
request, 
Qua l i f i cat ions :  Bachelor of Social Worker degree 
or equivalent is required, experience jnchi ld  we fare 
social work required. At least 1 year working experi- 
ence is required working in  First Nation's communi- 
ties, organizations and families. Must be willing to 
train and travel is an asseL Applicants subject to a 
criminal record check. 
CLOSING DATE: January  4, 2000, 4:30 pm 
Locations include: Prince Rupert area and Dease 
Lake area (state preference with application) 
Attention: Trish Stewart 
Fax: (250) 638-8930 Phone: (250) 638-0451 
The Continuing Care Division of the North West Community Health Services Society is 
seeking Family Care Home(s) in Terrace, for two men. 
A Family Care Home provides care for a maximum of two Long-Term Care clients, 
within a home.like atmosphere. You will be responsible for meeting the physical, social 
and emotional needs of client(s) in your care. Compatibility between the client(s) and 
prospective Family Care Home Operator(s) is essential. 
Interested individuals and families must successfully complete screening and approval 
process, Including a Criminal Records Check. 
For further information regarding the process and remuneration, please contact 
Caroline Hill at (250) 638-2272. 
Please submit your request to the following address', Caroline Hill, Assistant 
Manager, Continuing Care Division, North West Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2. E-malh oaroline.hlll@nwch.hnet.bc.ca. 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
SOCIAL WORK OPPORTUNITIES 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society is 
seeking to fill four Social Woi'k posit ions to deliver 
]~ulttwally-appropriate child protect ive and  family~ 






Social Worker- Comnutnity Development 
Social Worker- Resources 
Social Worker- Family Sul)port 
These challenging opportunities are available for experienced child 
welfare pt,~lctitioners to l)rovide the highest qu:dity services to chil- 
dren and families in six Gitxsan communities. 
For complete details for resl)onsibilities , qualilications and the com- 
petitive salary :rod excellent benelits package lbr these positions, 
please contact Sharron McCrimmon, RSW :tt (250) 842-2248 or t,LX 
(250) 842-2219. 
The deadlines for receipt of 
applications i  Janttary 14, 2000. 
cBP, rrLSH OLUMBIA 
MINISTRY FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES 
RESPITE FOSTER FAMILY REQUIRED 
FOR ROLAND 
• 14 Year old young man; 
• Attends Skeena School; 
e Has been assessed as almost gifted but may have 
i some cognitive impairment; 
• Written output is age 7 level; 
• ADHD, oppositional disorder, and FAE; 
• Has practised self-harm and relentlessly uses coarse 
language; . . . .  
• Likes to mountain bike, snowboard, swim, watch "IV' 
(game shows, history channels); 
• Lives at home with his parents and siblings, 
Specialized family care rates are available to potential 
caregivers willing to learn more about Roland so they can 
provide respite for Roland and his family for up to 14 days 
a month. 
Please call Fostering 
The Minislry for Children & Families 
Phone: (250) 638-2311 
• a difference. 
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628 FOR SALE OR: 
RENT • i PIANO LESSONS, beginner to 
Grade 9, Morning and After- 
noon, Fully qualified, A.R.C.T. 
Phone 250-635-8266 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVIMG. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Now Jn two 10ca- 
tions. Terrace at 615-0002 or 
638-6969 (cell). 
TERRITORY MANAGER 
A B.C. based istributor fheavy forestry equipment presently has open. 
ings for experienced territory managers. Interested candidates should have on 
above overage work elhk, lhe ability Io work wilh minimal supervision, o flair 
for faking care of details, knov~edge of our forest industry and forestry har- 
vesling equipment. Experience Jn heavy equipment sales and a knowledge ef 
equipment financing would be a definite asset. 
0ut compensation package will provide the right individual wilh t~e 
opportunily toearn an above average income We dso cover most expenses 
and provide agenerous vehicle allowance. 
Infer,sled parties hould submit a detailed resume, oultining posl wok 
history end lhree (3) references to: 
Madill Equipment Canada, 
9809 Milwaukee Way, 
Prince George, BC, V2N 51"3 
We lhonk oil those who apply. 0nly formal responses will be issued to those 
candidates eleded for an inlerviewl 
SITE-KEEPER 
Local business requires an 
on call location site-keeper " 
with a clean driving and police record. The posi- 
tion requires some lifting, excellent paperwork 
skills and the ability to occasionally handle a si:~ 
ton single axle truck in off road conditions. The 
position is suitable for someone who is looking to 
add ~vork to an existing business or for someone 
semi retired with a trucking background. The 
expected workload is one day per week starting in 
February 2000. Reply, in hand written form, with 
a brief of your work history and explain how this 








COMMUNfTY HEAL TH COUNCIL 
has an exceptional opportunity for 
SHORT TERM (Locum)& 
LONG TERM (Permanent) 
REGISTEREDNURSES 
'~ . . . . . . . .  ~: " :~-'t*."'"~"-"" ';'': 't:," +"£": " 
The positions will be of interest to a Registered 
Nurse with a minimum of 2 years experience in 
emergency rooms and/or 2 years in an out post 
or remote location. This full time position offers 
hands  on nurs ing care, ER, pharmacy', 
outpatient clinics and many other experiences 
and opportunities to learn and grow. 
DUTIES include: 
. Clinical and emergency services, 
. Patient care planning, 
° Development of day clinics and 
, Dispensing medications from the 
community pharmacy 
We offer a very competitive salary, 
a full benefits package, and signing bonus 
(permanent full time positions only). 
P lease  fo rward  your  resume to : 
Attent ion:  Execut ive  Di rector  
St ik lne Regional  Communi ty  Health Centre 
P.O. Box  386  
Dease  Lake,  BC  
V0C 1L0 
Fax: 250-771-3911 
E-mail :  thomas.wr ic jh t  @srchc .hnet .bc .ca  
740 LINE Skidder for hire. Also, 
failer, bucker, and wheel loader 
operator. Will also log small 
blocks of timber. Call: 250-846. 
9444 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNIT  
Our Northwest Canadian Retail and Wholesale company, of 35 
outlets throughout Alberta, BC, and the Territories is seeking a 
Computer Technician/Systems Administrator who has excellent 
people skills and works w~ll in a quality team environment. 
Our administration ffice (a staff of 14) is located in Smithers, 
BC, a mountainous location with an excellent family 
enviromnmt and a variety of recrealion such as: Downhill & 
Cross Country skiing, fishing, hiking, and hunting. 
The successful applicant of this posttion will be responsible for 
the maintenance and administration f the computer hardware 
and software in the administration ffice and retail stores 
(travel will be involved). AWG runs Glass Industry Point of 
Sale soft,rare on Windows 98 peer to peer and stand alone 
systems v¢ithin our outlets, Our Great Plains Accounting 
System is mn on a Windows NT server with SQL 6.5. AWG 
Northern Industries i  involved in an on going computerization 
project. 
The ideal candidate will have knowledge of the following: 
Windows 95 and 98 
Windows NT 
SQL Server 6.5 . . . .  
Microsoft Office . . . . .  
Great Plains Accounting 
Novel 
This is n full.time permanent position reporting to the 
Controller. AWG Northern lndustde.s offcrs a salary based on 
qualifications and experience, and an excellent benefit 
package. Please forwnrd resumes to R. Cox Controller, AWG 
Nonhero industries Inc. Box 850, Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0, 
e-mail rcox @awgassoctates.com. fax 250-877'7610, 
III 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, rends, office remodel- 
Ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 250- 635- 
5136 or 635-6428 or 635-1846. 
1 BEDROOM apt. for rentl 
Downtown location with se- 
cured entrance, parking, wash- 
er/dryer, fridge/stove and very 
clean. References a must. No 
pets or smoking. Call for apt. 
250-635-2250 OR 259-635- 
1622; $550 monthly + damage 
deposit, 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail Immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615- 
0345. 
2 BEDROOM apartment in du- 
plex. Close to downtown. No 
pets. Quiet tenants, please. 
References required. $400 
month, call 250.638-1648 
2 BEDROOM condo over 1000 
sq. ft. 2 bathrooms, N/G fire- 
place, balcony, covered park- 
ing, close to schools and down- 
town. No pets or smokers. 
Available Jan. 1st. $625/month. 
250-635-2197 
2 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
hill. Quiet street. $550/month + 
deposit. Avail: Immediately. Call 
250-638-8503 after 6 pro. 
2 YEAR old apt located on 
Lakelse Ave. Fridge, stove and 
her included. Phone 250-615- 
9301 after 6:00 pro. 
3 BEDROOM duplex F/S, W/D, 
basement, carport, fenced yard 
in Thornhill, on bus route. $700 
month. Phone 250-752-9758 
4621 LAKELSE Ave. 
$4851month plus 1/2 month 
damage deposit. Garbage pick- 
up available. Downtown loca- 
tion. For more info contact 250- 
638-1965 
I 
, CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 









AVAILABLE NOW, one bed- 
room furnished unit. Cable, utili- 
ties included, near pool. $425 
monlh, 4520 Little. Phone 250- 
638-1171 for viewlnq. 
3 BEDROOM suite in Thornhill 
close to schools, laundry facili- 
ties in bldcl. 250-638-7290. 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bdrm side by 
side duplex in Thornhitl. Very 
small pet ok. Gas furnace, N/$. 
$525/mo. 250-635-4200. 
COZY 1 bdrm suite, utilities in- 
cluded, $450/month + deposit, 
250-638-8482. 
FOR RENT two bedroom apt. 
Available immediately and Jan. 
1st. Quiet and clean, Laundry 
facilities, f/s, ground level. No 
pets. Ref. reqd, 635-1126 or 
635-6991. 
PARK MANOR APTS 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 ruth, includes heat. 







1 & 2 Bedroom 
, Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
. No Pets 
. ~.mple Parking 
. Laundry Facilities 
. Close to Schools & 
Hospilal 
, On Bus Route 
. Security Entrance 
, On site Building Manager 
. Baskelball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warder 
Call: 635-4478 
: HUNTINGTON 





, • Clean, quiet renovated suites 
t I • Ample parking 
I • Lauhdry~facil~es on each floor 
• Close10 ,schools & downtown 
' " • On bue route 
• Security entrance 
On site management 
• No pets 
• References requh ~ 
To v iew call 
638"1748 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM apt, good 
central location. NG fireplace, 
balcony, no smoking. No pets. 
$545 month. For appointment to 
view, please call 250-615-9116 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apadment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences requlred. $360/month + 
$180 Sec. dep. Phone 250-635- 
2065. 
TWO BEDROOM apadment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appUances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month. Call 635-4954. 
T~O BEDROOM in quiet rural 
location on edge of town. Pets 
welcome. $400 month. 250- 
635-9102 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
for non-smokers. No pets. 
$550. Light and heating includ- 
ed. Damage deposit and ref. re- 
quired. Phone 250-635-8277 
3 BEDROOM, close to schools 
and hospital. No pets. Ref Re- 
quired. 250-766-3809 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent, 
$500 month. Damage deposit 
and references required. 250- 
635-3789 
JANUARY 1ST. New 2 bed- 
room basement suite. F/S, W/D 
hookups. All utilities and cable 
included. Private driveway and 
entrance. $600 month. 250- 
638-0089 
ONE BEDROOM ground level 
suite on Kalum Lake Ddve, non 
smoker, no pets. $500 month. 
Includes all utilities. Stellite TV, 
Washer Dryer facilities. Avail- 
able Jan 1st. 250-638-0643 or 
250.635-0776 
1 BDRM cabin. Furnished or 
unfurnished. $395/ month. 
Avail. Dec.15th. 250-635-2319 
SMALL OFFICE, monthly ba- 
sis. Convenient downtown loca- 
tion. $250 per month, utilitiesin- 
cluded. Call 250-635-4631 and 
ask for Helga. Available imme- 
diately. 
3 BEDROOM home on large 
private lot on Skeena River. 
Close to town. Legal 2 bedroom 
basement suite attached ga .... 
rage,, fenced w=th fruit trees. 
$700 month. Selling for 
$140,000. 250-638-1292 
HOUSE FOR sale or rent. 5 
bdrm, 2 1/2 bath, located on 
bench, $900/month. References 
required, call 250-638-1287 
t 
2 BEDRM, 4 appliances, bright 
newly renovated suite. Close to 
town, schools. Avail. Dec. 15, 
no pets. 250-615-0131 
2 BEDROOM non-basement 
home near the Medical Clinic. 
Non-smoking & no pets. Natural 
Gas heat, Avail. Jan. 1st. $700 
per month plus utilities. Security 
Deposit $350, References Re- 
quired. Call Gloria before 4:30 
pm Re/Max of Terrace, 250- 
638-1400 
2 BEDROOM unit, and a newer 
3 bedroom unit with N/G heat. 
Available Dec. 1st. Damage 
deposit, references required. 
250-635-2932 or 250-638-1053 
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
3219 Eby Street 
Tel: (250) 635-7191 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
1,130 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
3 BDR 1 1/2 bath top floor su- 
ite. F/S, w/d, oak kitchen, utili- 
ties included. $775 month. 
Quiet people with good refs call 
Lisa 250-638-8639 
3 BDR. suite located in town on 
Soucle Ave. Available Dea. 
15th. No pets. References Re -: 
qulred. Please call 250-635- 
4894 
3 BEDROOM, one level house. 
Carp~. Gas heat. No pete. 
References required. Southside 
of town. 5750 month. Call 250-~ 
638-1648 
4 BEDROOM house, fenced 
yard, no pets. $850 month.. 
Damage deposit $425. Ref, 
Req. 250-635-6365. ! 
FOR RENT by January 1/00, 3! - 
bedroom house on Maple St. 
Call 250-635-2158. Referencesl 
required. $600 month. 
IN THORNHILL 4/6 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms. Close to schools,. 
F/S, W/D, dishwasher, central. 
vacuum, large fenced yard. No~ 
smoking. $950 month. Call 250- 
638-8605 
RENT TO own for $800/month; 
and build your equity with a me -- 
bile home ordered from the fac-. 
tory to fit your lifestyle. Phone: 
Gordon for details at 250-638-. 
1182 or e-mail: gordon; 
@ fominc.net 
SMALL 2 bedroom Duplex for 1 
or 2 people, stove, fridge, no. 
pets. $375/ month. Call 250.~ 
638-7727 
TAKING APPLICATIONS to' 
rent, 2 bedroom house in: 
Terrace, 5 appliances, fenced 
yard, close to everything, N/S, i 
Pets welcome, $750 month, ref 
and damage deposit mquired..~ 
Avail. immed, call 250-695-~ 
6766. 
= 
FOR LEASE SPACE 







2709 Kalum Street 
4624 Greig Ave. 
5002 Pohle Ave, 
29.05 Kenney Street 
• 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5110 Keith Avenue 
/ n=D~nM #2 J RECREATION r 
BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN 
< 
1% 
,., [ lo.2.181] 
6 M) TOTAL 774 SQ. FT. (71.9 M 2) 
House Plans Available Through 
HI On time and on budget 
- -  ~ 1 ~  ~ H. SA~S ~ &.~DMarblelNrrALLAnoNs HI~i~"  Home renovations • New home construction ~ 
~J¢ Come See Our Showroom H~ ~ ' ' J e Iq lum . i l j _  _ _  m. j i j i . l umh . Commercla, construction . Roofing . ) ~  
• ~ ~  ~ Ceramic 771e, Marble and. ~1] ~ Certified Blue Max~ rigid foam/concrele instoJtation ~ 
I T  . Glass Blocks .~ "~ BC-certified builder "~ .41 
~)  terrace.builders@osg.net 111~ h ~ '~r~ 6,s.m~, I~ ~ BARTON CONSTRuc'r,ON I.TO. ~ I~J~ 
1-800-470 DO IT tlM~lil,~, h~ ]~J~:~e'~'~GAJ~YCHRISrIANSEN j;~ I~  GE N ERAL CONTRACTOR ~ 7" , 
4038/V~tz Plaza,' I~ ~ Building aReputation for Quality ~ / '~  
I T  To.=e,e.C, V0~Z9 ~1 "¢ f~ ' Tel/fax 635.6244 ~ (~F 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 ~t',~,~'~l[l'~[~ll[l[l~#~ 1~,,,- m=,,,.glg-~ ge..~glg-,,-~l~ ~'gILs- ~ .~1~ ~,~ 
It% 









*MOSS REMOVAL & ZINC 
,AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 
*AIR DUCT CLEANING 
*OIL STOVES 
"SEPTIC & GREASE TRAPS 







'Based on 13 week contract 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton SP,, Terrcxe 638.7283 
Fax: 638.8432 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY[  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVEIRiflSING 
Home Improvement 
Business Directories 
S t oo 
v v  per week**  
. plus GST , , 
Based on 13 week contract ' 
~mmmr~_ 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
• Terrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638-8432 
L,Ai 
ROOM IN a three bedroom full 
basement home. Easy walking 
distance to town. College stud- 
ent or working man preferred. 
$250 per month includes utin- 
ties. Ph. 250-635.3126 
VANCOUVER, HEART of 
downtown. Executive lofted stu- 
die suites in newhigh-rise. Su- 
perlative location, spectacular 
views, Monthly or extended 
stays @ $1350 .+ unl. Well fur- 
nished and equipped, T.V. mi- 
crowave. H/W floors, Secured 
U/G parking. Contact Dawn @ 
1.604-938-4502. www.vip- 
homes.com., Emaih roehlig@di- 
rout.ca. 
2 BEDROOM mobile, on bright, 
quiet country agreage. Room 
for one horse, for summer pas- 
turage. $750 month. Ref. Re- 
quired. 250-635-2124 
3 BEDROOM trailer for rent. 
$550/month. Available Feb 1st 
in Thornhill. 250-635-2319 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom trailer in 
Thornhill, No pets, $400 month 
plus damage deposit. Call 250- 
635-9530 
MOBILE HOME Pad available 
for newer trailer, located in 
Skeena Valley Trailer Park.Call 
250-635-4894 
648 ROOM & 
.: BOARD? :. 
ROOM AND Board $350/month 
near college, Includes utilities. 
250-638-7214. Please leave 
messa qe. 
656SHARED ~ 
..... ; AccoMI  
: . .  . : . 
668TOURIST!  
i i ACCOM. :. " 
;745 MOBILES 
• .. , . 
JUST : IN!  BIG SIX bedroom home to 
share in Jackpine flats. Big 
rooms, satellite T.V. Lots of 
room, $325 month. Vehicle a 
must. 250-635-5913 
ROOM AND/OR Board avail- 
able. Includes Cable TV, W/D. 
Excellent downtown location 
across from George Little Park. 
Call Dave at 250-635-5796 
-i :FORD: SKI SUN PEAKS BC (45min 
from Kamleops) Fully equipped 
Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs, 
Saunas, Ski in/out, sleeping 2- 
32. Kids 12 and under w/adult 
full price ticket freel Stay 6 
nights & get 1st night free~ TOP 
OF THE MOUNTAIN accomo- 
darlene and management 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/tcp. Emeih sunpeaks 
@direct.ca 
MATURE PROFESSIONAL 
working couple with one childe. 
No pets. Non-smoking. Looking 
for 3-4 bedroom house to rent 
or lease. Call colleot 250-559- 
7874 after 6 pm or leave mes- 
sage for Rebecca at 250-559- 
4403 dave. 
: 81~CARS.FOR + 
. . . .  .SALE  : ~/~ 
' ' ' i  • . . 
Gr 
WORKING COUPLE W/2 child- 
~en. Wanting to rent home in 
Cedarvale/UsldGossen Creek 
,~rea. Phone 250-638-7830. 
OUCHI REDUCED to $144,900 
10 acres and 3 bedroom reno- 
:vated house in Terrace. New 
siding, windows, tile, carpets, 
good land with creek, subdivi- 
sion possibilities. Owner 
• moved, 250.542.8552. 
TEXAS USA/by Owner. Takeo- 
ver 30 acres in prosperous 
West Texas. Assume $150 
monthly payments on $6995 
6alance. Call Ton-free 1-800- 
~75-6588 
i. 735 frOUSES ~i 
New Premium 
I ~ ~ ~  i I  Homein 
[ ~ + . + : I  Up-Scale 
I Neighbourhood at 
Features :  
• oak flooring in/iving end dining rooms .~valk.in c/oset in master bedroom 
wceromic tile flooring in kitchen ond en~woy eextefior finishing of hrkk ond vinyl 
+oak cabinets in kitchen ond bnth~ edoub/e cot goroge 
w/arge deck off kitchen aabove overage finishing work a must see 
eensuite both 
Was Listed at $205,000 Now Reduced To 
189,000 + osx 
For Appointment To View: 
STIII j I ILAT-A-VAIIIOUS HOMES LTD. 
635-4097 
B 
200 Ft. frontage 
Lakelse Lake 
1730 sq ft. 
New custom built 
house & shop 
$325,000 
Ph: (250) 747-3000 
Notary Public 










#104-4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S6 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
2 BEDROOM 12x68 with 8x16 
addition. F/S W/D completely 
renovated. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. $31,000 OBO. ph. 
250-635-1245 
NEW HOMES wanted at Bout- 
derwood MHP on Larch Ave. In 
Thornhill. I invite you to visit this 
family community and view our 
available quality pads. Move 
eel, 197~. Low-mi~ea~-e.-o~'el- 
lent .condition. Call 250-635- 
9588 
1992 JEEP YJ. New engine, 
25,000 ks. New brakes, body 
lift, power steering and brakes, 
tilt steering, alun~lnum wheels, 
new muffler, high performance 
cam. Alpine deck and CD play- 
er, Phoenix Gold amp, One 
owner. $13,O00 ode,  250-638- 
8450 
J mmmE]  
1991 Chev Camaro 
Beautiful Ride 
$9,995 
1990 Honda Civic LX 
4gr Sedan, 5 Spd, cruise, P.W., RL 
$6,500 
1996 Chev $10 Blazer 4x4 
V6, Auto, NC 4dr 
$24,995 
1988 F150 4x4 
6cyl 
$6,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 spd, 6 cyf, fully loaded 
Was$12,995 
Now $10,995 
1993 Honda EX Accord 
4 DSON, Auto, NC, RW., P.L., Cruise 
$13,995 
1995 Chev Beretta 
2dr coupe, 5 speed 
$11.,995 
1990 Chev 1/2 Ton 
2 WhDr, Auto, RU., Canopy 
$6,995 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
sedan, AWD, Aut0, CD, only 38,000k 
$26,995 
1998 Honda CR-V 4WhDr 
0sly 40,000 kms 
$24,995 
m 
1993 Chew Lumina 
Eurosport 
6 cyl Auto, 10w kms, fully loaded 
Was $13,995 
Now $11,995 
1998 Ford Windstar 
V6Auto, NC, power windows, locks, 7 
pass., 10w ~'s, factory warranty 
$21,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyt, 5 spd, NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
Was $20,995 
Now $18,995 
1998 Foid Ranger Xtra 
Cab XLT 
auto, 5 cyl, A.C, cruise, CD & alloy wheels 
$19,995 
1996 Civic Hatchback 
5 Spd , 
$11,995 
1999 Civic ET 4Dr Sedan 




1993 Honda Civic Spec, Edit, 
NC,5 spd, case. 
$9,995 
1994 i... ~u~ner  
1992C~~a.! r~ 
your existing home or custc~ I + 
order a new mobile,home f0r ~ +" : ; "  ~'/"~"~::'"::":'~"~ .......;71~; +,+ i~ . . . . .  ;., ..v 
Spdng 2000ill Call Gordon for I '99 HONDA CIVICS priced to cleor 
details @ 638-1182 or e-maih 
.ordon@fcminc.net i~ i~ ~ ~l~i~ i~ I  i r  ~ 
PRICED, AT $28,000 It's a ~ 
steal. 3 bdrm mobile w/full size 4838HWYI6W, TERRACE o~.~6s2 1-800-665.1990 638-8171 
add. 4 appl., Ig rooms through- 
out. Pie call 250-635-1740 
1984 NISSAN Pulsar, 2 door, 5 
speed standard, sunroof, cas- 
sette, one owner, only 72,000 
kmtl Excellent running condi- 
tion, well maintained, sporty 
looking car, great car for stud. 
ent. $2,900. 250-635-4775 
1988 PONTIAC Bonneville 
SSE. Not even 200 km on new 
transmission. Fuel injected, 
3800. Very clean interior. Pew- 
er windows, locks, seats and air 
seats. $5900. 250-635-3794. 
1996 FORD Escod 4 door white 
Wagon. Air, cruise, tilt, cas- 
sette, 58,900 km. 4 extra winter 
studded tires. Extended war,an. 
ty. Peflect condition. $11,900, 
250-635-7400 
4 BRIDGESTONE Blizzak win- 
ter tires. 98% tread or better. 
Excellent condition. Off 1995 
Camaro. 215/60/R16's. $400 or 
REDUCED TO Sell Nowl 3 swap for 4 near new studded or 
bdrms, 1 1/2 bath full basement studable winter tires to fit a 4x4 
w/separate entrance, $138,000. Toyota pick-up. 250-635-6429 
4810 Tuck. Call for appt. 250- 
635-2922 CARS FROM $500 Govern- 
. .  ment seized & surplus. Sold lo- 
cally. Call for lisltngs. 1-888- 
342-3500 EXT. Be60 
815 TRUCKS FOR 





.~;~; . .  . 
<..,.." +.MO +AII . ,  
- +--+-------Ileslden!iaiUl+il~all+ .... , 
'~ ::+:; MANY:MORE I~(T~!S'::+:: +
~' : : . ,  ,+;: WIt $118JlllgQ~.,+,+ '~,:~ 
':+! " '  . . . .  + + 
1995 CHEV 4x4 pickup 3/4 ton, 
extended cab, shod box. Excel- 
lent condition. Leather interior, 
full load, and to many options to 
mention. Asking $25,500. Call 
eveninqs. 250-635-2126 
1995 FORD XL 350 Power- 
stroke Diesel, still under war- 









For the best 
price, call 
us first. 
4631 Keilh Ave 
250-635-4984 
1-800-463-1128 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 22, 1999 - B15 
Quality Pre-Owned I 
Snowmobiles 
AT INCREDIBLE PRICES! 
94 EXT 580 [0ng Track # 
2" with twin PSI pipes mtn bar 
$3995 
97 580 Powder Special 
with reverse 
97 580 Powder Special 
Mln Bar~ fuel rack 
$4500 
+97ZR580 
2" long track EFI 
$5950 
98 Bear Cat550 WT 98 600P0wder Special I 
elec start, reverse, low mile: 2 long track I 
$6195 
I _ .97 Cougar 1]/2 
~,,~l"~:withreverse "~these Great, 
$4400  
ALL PRE.OWNED SNOWMOBILES 
ARE CHECKED BY A QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
i ,atrI  t ie  ,i,] ~ R i q n v" i t s  |,1 d*:~l.T'.rq Pl l',~rlv/~.h'~',l [+fl  i [~,fl, l, l_ i.rn ire 
. Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
m 
 SINE LTD 
I 




GIFT FOR HISTORY 
BUFFS1 Paper Trails: A 
Hls[ory of BC & Yukon 
Community Newspapers 
lea unique book chroni- 
cling mora then 100 years 
ol newspaper history. 
Order your copy of this 
Ilmllad edition book by 
calling (604) 6S9-9222. 
ext.t or by umallthg 
tnfo• bccommumtynews,c 




DO YOU WANT TO 
REACH OVER E,3 MIL- 
LION READERS with 
your product or service? 
For Just $290.00 The SO 
& Yukon Communlly 
Newspapers Association 
reaches over tO0 news- 
papers with o readership, 
of 2,S million In B.C, alone 
each weakt We can also 
piece your ad right across 
Cenadat For more Infor- 
mation, please call Natalie 
Young at the 
E,C,Y.C,N,A, (604) 669- 




TRIBUTORS NEEDED for 
aulomollvo, IndusNlal, and 
msrlne paints eed coal* 
Inss, Quality ptOduClS 
guaranteed. Great stand 
alone buSiness or odd on 
Aqua.Tech Coating Lid, 
Fax inquiries 2S0-?$3. 
2235. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
Up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
UP TO $30, 000or more Hosp i ta l i ty /Resor t  
per month, Canada's Management. Canadian 
fastesl growing concept n Tourism College.• Surrey 
this Eitllon Dollarlndustry 1-800.668-9301 or 
will hs opening slates in Vancouver (604) 736. 
yourarea. $117, dO0 8000a +, 
Turn.key.. Toll.tree 1.977- : - , , . ,  . . . . . . .  
266-8766, ¢mr i~#imr.rl I 
GREAT CANADJAN DOL.  OPPORTUNITIES 
LAR'Store Irsq.chls~ op. CHRYSLER DEALER. 
portdnity fiefs S 85.00O, SHIP requires two 4th 
Jrndudlng stock. Member year or Neensed technl- 
of Canadlsn Franchise clone with Chrysler e~e- 
Association, #S02 • 31 dance, We worlds excel- 
Bastion 8auere, Vlclotls, lent peyplen In team orl. 
Be VBW 1J1, Fa~ 2S0, anted wodkolace, Fox re- 
368-9763. Wsbelle: 8ume Immedlalely: 403. 
www+dollemtores,(:om 678.E208, 
RO. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depet: 635-7676 
CeriuMs, N~SPAI~. N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s .,W.ko, December 20,1999 
A. II__..O ~/  A ! !0.14 These ads appear ln epproxlmately 100 I~OQf 'S lor2swo~s rro pl . . . . . .  u c . ,  
$f/tf+ I' CMmH= +. I  Y=k,= community newspapers In B.C.and Yukon i,,p f_.... ~/k J  $600each this paper or the BCY- 
andraach more hen3m Ionrsedars. gdddlonatword CNAattEO4)66g.U222 
EDUCATION EMPLOYMENT HELP WANTED TRAVEL 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- OPPORTUNITIES FORD PARTS MANAG- TIMESHARE RESALES. 
ER required. Isle,lot of To buy, sell or rent wadd- ING INSTITUTE. Work as LAC LA 91CHE Building B.C. doalership. Must be wide. World's Largest an Admission Advisor In 
yourareawhileenrolledln Products dellvary and learn player, Send re. 
correspondence courses yard person, Salary $30, sums Io Lukecilr Ford, Reseller. ERA STRDMAN 
for lhe CerNflcate of 000 - $34, 000 annua0y. 715 Oliver Slrael, SINCE 1979+ Buyers calf 
Counselling Science, Free Contact: Brian, Box 1949. Williams Lake, B,C. V2G t-800.610.7987. Sellers 
catalogue 1.800-665- Lac Ls BFche, AB T0A tM9 1.800.668.3094. call 1-800.201-0864, 
7044. 2C0+ 780,620-4700or lax LIVESTOCK n t e r n e I 
www.stroman+com, SE A SUCCESSFUL 780-623-4570. CHICKS, CHICKS, 
WRITER writs lot CHICKS. OvelB0breeds 
money and pleasure with EQUIPMENT WANTED TRUCKS 
of Chit:teas, Esotl(:s, SAVE ON TRUCKS & 
our home-sludy course, WANTED: (Will pey cash) Turkeys, Waterfowl For CARS. New B Used. 
YOU get Indivldualtuition backhoes farm Ira(:lots a free (:olour catalogue 
from professional writers with loaders, dozers, ex- call I.$80-698.3965, Guaranteed Instant credit 
on all aspects of writing- cavators. Wheel loaders, Rochesler Hart:he,y. approval. Free home de. 
romances, short stories, motorgraders, forklifts, livery with 0 down, Call 
radio end TV script, edl- cranes, mobile sawmills. PERSONAL£ Ioday 24hrs 1-$77-212- 
cfes and children's slo- Any condition dead or LIVE PSYCHICS I-ON.1. 3232. Ford.Dodge•GM, 
Phone t -000.451.0174 . . . . . . . .  rids. Send Ioday for our alive, 250-758-$314 Exl 7806. $3.99 Par "O DOWN O,A.C," FREE BOOK TOLL FREE 
1.800.2S7-182g FAX 1- or/callCoflecl, Mthule, Muslbe 18years, Guarsnleed (:radii ap. 
613-749-9551 The Writing FOR SALE MISC, Procall(GD21954-7420. provals, Trucks, 4x4's, 
Schoot3905.38McArt~ur SAWMILL $4895 SAW SERVICES crew cabs. diesels, sped 
Ave, Ottawa. ON K1L 
6R2, LOGS NTO BOARDS, CRIMINAL RECORD? utilities. ROPe's+ broken 
planks, beam,. Large ca. CANAOIAfi pardon seals leases, heavy duty equip- 
A NEW CAREER? Train paclty, Best sawmill value record, U,S, waiver per- meat. Take over pay- 
tO be an anywhere, Norwood mite fegsf Amel lCan enlsy, monte, Free deliver'/, Call 
ApadmenUCondomlnlum Industries manulaclursr Why risk employment N. The Unthochabtesnow, l-
Manager, Many jobs of sawmills, edgers t, tensing, travel, arrest de- 
avsflablel Free Job place- skldders. Free Information podatiofl, property (:antis. 800.993-3673. Vancouver 
sent assistance, cation? Canadian. U.S. 027-7752. 
Government registered t.800.$66.6699, Immlgrsilon specialists. WANTED 
program, For Informa- DSS SATELLITE SV$. 1.800-34T-2540, 
lion/brochure Call (604) TENS, 500channelswlth WANTED RESTAURANT. 
DIS- 681-5459/1-$00-66S- Vlpercard. NewEchoslar SKIING WITH/without property. 
8339, www,rm8+ca, card. Complete systems X-MAS O Bid WHITE .... Purchase or lease, I'm 
from $99/nlght, deluxe & not an agent, Prefer prl- 
WORK FOR THE largest available. We'll beat end' luxury ski condos, sludio, vats, ResPect to: re- 
employer in the worldf competitor pHi:the by S%, 4 bdrm & loft, ski In/out, 
The Tourism Hospitality Trades welcome, 780. hot tubS, Early bird.Dec, celvem, realtors, hotuliers. 
Industryl Adventure 914.57/2. 6-16. Fr0m $$2/n, l-$80- benl~uptcy, Fax305.832- 
Tourism. Travel/Tourism, 
Pro-employmenl Fright H E A L T H ,  876.g977 or www,cunoo- 4SS5. E-mall Jlmmys- 
Attendant or ARTHRITISAND DOGS. sunlimlt~.com, beschbarOhoImalLcom 
New antl.lnflemmaloty STEEL BUILDgNOB Wrile Io J McLean, 141. 
" - - -  8200 McKay, Suile 195, herbal relieves joint pain FUTURE STEEL BUILD- ~ BO~V5H 4M9. 
without drugs or side.el. INGS - Du eb s, . 
focls. Remarkable relief Dependable, Pre- SUCCESS STORIES 
of symptoms In weeks, Engineered All.Steel Oon'l forget ... Network 
Slop you dOg'S suffering, Slrocturss. Custom,made Classifieds workl Reach 
1.800-825.8221 . alpine., Io suit y0ur needs sad re- 
health.corn+ qulrements, Fe(:lory. 2,3 million BC and Yukon 
Direet eltordsbfe prices, eommuhlty newspaper 
HEALTHPRODUCTB. Cell 1-600~$0.$111 ext,. readers and sell your 
F ~ o t  132forft0ebrochure, - pfoducl o r  service, 
Life" with purchase of S 1"RAVEL Contact Ibis paper or the 
er of Maxlmus Cream, ~ BOYCNA at (604) 669. 
Clthlcal Idols and leslimo. 0,600 relerle world wide+ 9222 exl 3 Eros na • 
nlalsevalleble, CellMerks' One waSk per year for c lRseObccommunl.  
Plaza PharmacyTolI.Ftee life, Caiit-2S0.84/.t384 tynewe.oom,Hsppy 
1-877-747-~64. + for Isle, HOlidays. 
'99 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
6 cyl, Auto 
$26,995 
'97 Chrysler Sebring 
V6, Auto, Loaded 
$18,995 
'98 Dodge I)urango 
V8 Auto, A/C, Leatlmr, 7 
Passenger, Loaded 
$32,995 
'97 Dodge Neon 
Auto, Air Conditioning 
$13,995 
'97 Dodge Oakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, locks 
$23,995 
'97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Laredo 
8 cyl, Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Super Clean 
$27,995 NOW $26,995 
'96 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 
Vl0 Laramie SLT 
Auto, Loaded 
$21,995 
'96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats. Dual air 
& more 
$31,995 NOW $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
Auto, Air, windows, locks & more 
$25,995 NOW $24,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Crusie, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$13,995 
'94 Chrysler C0ncorde 
6cyl, auto, NO, tilt, cruise, 
windows, locks & more 
$13,995 
'96 Ford Escort 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks 
$9,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
All wheel drive, loaded 
$15,995 
'92 Mercury Cougar 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$8,995 
'97 Pontiac Bon,evllle SE 
V6, auto, air conditioni,g, tilt, locks 
cruise, cassette, windo~vs &more 
$22,995 
'-96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, V6, 5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
All wheel drive, fully loaded 
$28,995 
'96 Chevrolet Camaro 
2.28.V8, 6 Speed, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Windows, Locks, T, Top 
$21,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
350 V8 Auto, low krn's, loaded 
$29,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 XCab 
Diesel 
Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette 
$25,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto,Air & more 
$9,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
$18,995 
'97 Toyota 4 Runner SR5 
V6, auto, air 
$27,995 
'96 Toyota Canzry 
Auto, Air, W0ndows, Locks, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,995 
'95 Toyota 4Rumer 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
r6,Auto, Alr, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Was $17,995 Now $15,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed, 
$5,995 
'90 Toyota Corolla SR5 
2 door coupe, sunroof 
$5,995 
4916 l+lwy, 16 West 635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 VL~ 5958 
www,terraceautomelI.com 
*, t 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
: SERVICES KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph', 635-2909 
'93 Arctlc Cat 
E~ 580 ~C 
$3,000.00 
l ie T~xts 
'}7 L lk H Met lzl eme 
Get Your Sled In 
Now For Pre. 
Season Tune Ups. 




1997 FORD F150 XLT Super- 
cab 4x4.4.6 litre engine, elec- 
tronic O.D. transmission, power 
windows, tilt wheel, power 
seats, loaded including power 
seat, Trailer towing pack;tge, 
LTD slip axle. Immaculate con- 
dition, new tires and brakes. 
$22,900. Phone 250-635-7311 
77 CHEVY 1/2 ton flat deck. 
$500 abe. Call Jesse 635-9264. 
1997 FXD Harley Davidson, 
custom paint, solo seat, low 
miles, comes with extended 
warranty, $14,500. Call Harley 
Davidson of Smilhers. 1-250- 
847-5473, or 1-800-410-5473 
J OVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17/ 
] new brands. 0 dawn financing, J 
J kades, or we pay cash. F6r best ! 
I price in B.C. Call us flee 1-800- | 
J 668.1447 or www.voyager.rv.com I 
I B.C, Inti~riors largest dealer i 
I Vayager R.V. Centre Hwy. 97 | 
.J Winfield,~ B.C. DI#9452. i 
1993 ARCTIC Cat 550 EFI 
Mountain Cat. Excellent condi- 
tion, low mileage, includes cov- 
er. $3,800 obo. 250-635-6166 
'98 Yamaha SRX 




Trailers In Steck 
Now 
LOOKING FOR an experienced 
nanny. References required. 
Preferably someone who 
speaks Vietnamese. Apply by 
resume to 3801 Eby St., Ter- 
race, B.C. VSG 4J6. 
WILLING TO babysit for New 
Years Eve and Day. 3-5 year 
olds. 250-635-0608 
Looking for " 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information c  
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeera CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenb'e 
and is funded by the Ministxy of Social 
~velopment and Economic Secu~,~ 
CAN'T MAKE your payments? 
We can help, By tomorrow 
things will be Looking Up. Cred- 
it Counselling Society of B.C. 
8C's Only Non-Profit ServIc8t 
1-888-527-8999. 
GRANDMOTHER WILL baby- 
sit, my home, New Year'8 Eve. 
For information call Joy, 250- 
635-2B68 
MONEY TIMEr Will loan money 
on any vehicle or anything of 
value. $1000 to $10,000. Want- 
ed scrap batteries $2 and up. 1- 
250-692-7787 Room 7, Oliver, 
Or phone 1-250.845-2222 
DO YOU need a Ilcenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds, Reasonable rates, full 
table servioe available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
tion Information. 638-7830, 
FOR SALE seasoned birch fire- 
wood. Resedentlal snow remov- 
al. Leave message at 250-638- 
O136 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress, No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit, Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na. 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca. 
nada. For nearest office. 1.888. 
777-0747. Licensed and bond. 
ed. 
TSI SATELLITE The Smart 
Card Expeds. Servicing all your 
satellite needs. T3-Magic-3M. 
Call for pricing. 250.995-1800 
F'~ V ~J  IN  
the company for women 
LINDA CARLSON 
635-9138 
YOUR INDEPENDENT SALES DEALER 
...... , . ._, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Independent consultant 
• ~ 4818 Agar  Avenue 
pi! m sc Canada V8G 1H7 
T: (250)638.8631 
' F: (250)638-8691 
Hone Potties • Boby Showers • ~o~e Orders • Fundmisors 
Cor'p~ca~e Parbe~ • Wardrobe C~su l~t  
Furniture Moving 
NORTHWEST Express 
Local Or Out Of Town 
Full Service 
v" Inquire about U-Load Discount 
PHONE 635-7504 Cell: 615-9377 
OVING? 
IECISELY RIGHT 
New 28 ft Trailer at Your Service/ 
~cross town or the country 
Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
• Bondable 
Ph', 615'0002 cel,: 638'6969: 
; , , i ~ 
. ,J OUBLE CLEAN I Pampered Paws D 
I~~; .~/  Pet Parlour , j  
I Pets need t0 ~e p0mpered ,001. C A R P E T  C A R E  
I ~ ~ i  > :~.  BATHING gRUSHING, CLIPPINa, N~IL I I IICRC Certified Technicians in: 
~ ~ A I  TRIMMIHG, EAR CLEANING iIC, : J - eti'~ "Carpet Cloning o~,t:, 
. ~"  " zz~u)pruto) l t 'ee l  J / t' cI^^A o^. , - . . * :^-  ~' ,,. 
' l ' i i~ ' :~[~ Terrace', c i / " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  %"  
, ~B I~,~:  ~ 635-1108 I *Fiber Zone Pile liflerhelps restore Pile/~aj~ ~J~lO~J 
'. ~ $5 00 ofl first fime Cost I l *ltlgh lntensity Air M°vers peed drying/ gO0 '~O'¢  
L . . . . . . .  '--" . . . . . .  ~:L . . . . . .  
GALE 
Women's Cuts $12 .00  
Men's Cuts $ ! 0 .00  
Children $8 .00  
• Waxing * Ear Piercing • 
Call 638-7936 
' Is Upholstery 
Fine furniture restored o. 
. Antiques. Heirlo0ms- Classics ~*',o~o,,2, 
~ ~  Shirley at 615-7155 
Now 'tit January 3 ra, Hem's 
mething To ReoHy Ce[ebrat 
] - ' 
4838 HWY 16 W. TERRACE II,nt,r ,~r,~ 1 .Rnn .~. loun  • wm.w~7~ 
Lease aM Finance offe~s are from H0~a Canada Fmance I~c, O.A.C I Ba~l  on a 2000 C~: Hatch~ck CX, model EJ632YB (t ?Acc~l Sedan LX, model CG564YE) ("CR.V LX, modal RD 1NY E) @ $188 (t tS2~) (^$~38) mr month for 48 m~ths reepectP,'ely. Tolal k~se 
doligati~ of $12.75529 ( I t  $19,892,961 (^$2.2,7~ 22) includes down payreer¢ documeetat~fl fee, registration lee, bre & baflery lew, 48 n~thly pay'me~ts and rdatod taxes. Down paymer~ or equivatetlt/lade is $2,01889 (t t $3.0~0) (^$5,513 g), t~tiatlen required of 
$2,907.2~ (tt$4,276.12) (^$7.141.38)imledee da~ payment, first rno~t~ paymenl, r~ra~,on fee, r,~cu~ dope~ Of $225 (t t*,~so) (,r,,~so). Zero dow~ payment plato also evaihbte. 96,000 km allew~nce (100trn e xce,~dJr~ 6,{~)0} ~l~8,  Taxes, licerce and insurance 
add~onal, O~ 10 p~ rcha.~ al ~ease nd Iol $7,007 (I J$I 2,397) (^$13260) p~s laxee Dea~r rmy le~se for less. See Dealer for complete detais. 158% 5mnc~g is avBable on a! h-stesk 2000 Accod LX Sedans tel 24, 36+ 48 or 60 month tom~s. F~.lnce example: 
$20,000 at 5,8% per annum ~ls  $467,24 per ~onth Ior 46 mor~ths, C.O,B. Is $2,429 ler a letal d .~.2,429, Dow~ payment may ~o re~lired Ur~ time offer, ( '~  reported by C~n, r~l~'~la~le rers le 1998), 
Women's soccer  
Terrace Women's Soccer 
Association Standings 
(recorded after 11 regularly scheduled games per team) 
W L T PTS 
Artistic Hair 9 0 4 31 
Oasis Sports Club 7 3 2 26 
Flower Power 4 2 5 23 
Beginners Luck 3 6 2 1 g 
Blessings 3 8 O 17 
Molson 1 8 2 15 
Leading scorers 
TEAM PTS 
Lianne Funk Artistic Hair 7 
Nina Peden Blessings 6 
Julie Elwood Oasis 6 
Sheila Denomme Flower Power 5 
Lorraine Liwiski Beginners Luck 4 
Lynn Rushton Beginners Luck 4 
Shauna Rysavy Molson 4 
Renshikan (Chito Ryu) 
Spring Regist rat ion 





STUDENTS & CHILDREN: 
Clarence Michiel School 
Men & Thurs 7-9pro 
Cost $135 Students 
Cost $100 Children (under 14.) 
BEGINNER CLASSES: 
Adult & Children 
Parent & Child 
REGISTRATION NIGHT 
J an  6 /2000 & Jan  10 / :2OOO 
7pm Clarence Michiel  
Classes Taught By 
Shihan Roland Lagace 
(dth Degree Black Belt) 
Shidoin Norm Goodlad 
~(3rd Deg~e'e Black Belt) 




The Caledonia Boys Volleyball Team ~vould like to 
thank the following individuals and companies for 
helping us on and off the court, but most of ,all 
helping us go to the Provincial Championships. 







Talstra & Company 
Home Hardware 






















All-Star Shoe Repair 
Images By Karlene 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
















The Coaching Staff' would especially __ Q~.__. 
like to thank Cam MacKay, Brian Jones, :,',-~.~..,,~ II 
Robert Cooper, Clayton Lloyd-Jones ~,~g~,~ J 
and Anne Maid for helping with the ~ .  " 
business part of the team. Without you ~ ~ q ~ "  
this season would not have been~~~3~].~rf-'~~- 
TERRACE 
EN FORD 
"Qua l i ty  Care  a t  
your  serv ice"  
New & Used Cars/Trucks 
Complete Service & Paris Dept, 
I¢ -" I ' t  ] / - "~ ~'JE: ~ I 
4631 Keith Avenue 
Out of Town 
! -800-463-1128 
0 
Hockey  Scht ick  e T~ by  Jomle  Wayne and  Graham Chevreau  
I 
Norm's A=to J 
. Rel~zishfm~ 
COLLISION REPAIR & PAINT i 
CENTRE J 
'UNITIZED BODY REPAIR l 
'I.C.B.C. REPAIRS ~ I • REPA,RS 
Please Call i 
635-3929 J, 
1-800-463-1 1:28 J 
4630 KEIIH, TERRACE - NEXT TO OR~ND ' l 
,AJ~ 635-3081 I 
